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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

8.1-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the general description of the I/O Section. 

8.1-2. INTRODUCTION 

The I/O section is responsible for all communication in the form of control signals 
and word transfers with peripheral equipment. 

8.1-3. REFERENCES 

UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraphs 1-5Q., 3-6Q.(2), and 4-3a through 
4-3e. 

8.1-4. INFORMATION 

a. Channels, I/O Cable, and Chassis Assignment. The 1219 Computer is abl~ 
to communicate with a maximum of 16 peripheral devices. Each communication path is 
referred to as a channel. The channels are numbered 0-178. Each data word trans
fer involves a maximum of 18 bits or 36 bits in parallel for single or duel channel 
operation, respectively. Each channel has an associated input cable and output 
cable. The shielded cables consist of twisted pairs of data or signal lines and 
their individual ground return lines. Refer to figure 8.1-1 and UNIVAC 1219 Tech
nical Manual, Volume I, Section 2, table 2-2 for the cable description. The I/O 
control signals are discussed later in this sheet. 

The logic for the 16 channels is distributed among the four I/O chassis, with each 
chassis controlling four channels.· Depending upon the number of channels required, 
all four I/O chassis may not be present. The number of channels may be any multi
ple of four up to sixteen. Refer to table 8.1-1 for the channel/chassis assignment. 

TABLE 8.1-1. I/O CHANNEL/CHASSIS ASSIGNMENT 

CHASSIS CHANNELS 

2 0, 2, 4, 6 

1 1, 3, 5, 7 

10 10, 12, 14, 16 

9 11, 13, 15, 17 
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b. Interface. This term refers to the characteristics involved in the 
mating together of two pieces of equipment so as to enable data or signal exchange 
between them. All I/O factors such as voltage levels, signal duration, signal rate, 
and line impedance can be considered under the topic of interface. There are two 
types of interface employed in this computer. Refer to table 8.1-2 for the basic 
interface characteristics. 

TABLE 8.1-2. I/O INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS 

ID OD/EF 
Acknowledge Acknowle?ge 

Interface Type Line VOltage Levels Signal Signal 

Slow H = Ov C grd. ) ; L= -15v 14.725 ms 14.375 ms 

Fast H = Ov Cgrd.); L= -3v 2.725 ms 2.375 ms 

. The acknowledges are signals sent from the computer to the peripheral device indi
cating the completion of a data word exchange. The signals are discussed later in 
this sheet. 

The type of interface is selected by plug-in jumper cards. All four channels on a 
common chassis have the same type of interface. Of these four channels, the inter
face for data input to the computer need not be the same type as for output data 
operations. The type of interface used is primarily determined by the requirements 
of the peripheral equipment and cable length. 

c. Data Exchange Rate. The time necessary to complete one data word ex
change operation for single channel is four microseconds. The maximum I/O rate is 
one word exchange every two microseconds because of a two microsecond overlap of 
consecutive word exchange operations. 

The type of interface affects the I/O rate because of the' acknowledge timing. For 
example, the ID Acknowledge signal timing is common to the four channels of a chas
sis and prevents any input data operation on these chann~ls while the signal is 
being generated. Likewise, the OD/EF Acknowledge signal timing will disable any 
output data operation on the four channels of a chassis. If dual channel operation 
C36-bit word transfer) is employed, the acknowledge timing will prevent another 
data exchange operation of the same type on any channel of the entire drawer (2 
chassis). Dual channel operation is discussed in more detail later in this sheet. 
Refer to table 8.1-3 for the I/O rates. 

d. I/O Signals. 

1. Data Request Signals. 

a) Definition. Request signals are those which are sent from a 
peripheral device to the computer and cause the transfer of one data word. The 
request honoring operation requires the use of memory to output or input a word. 
Therefore, it disables the instruction sequences to stop the program during its 2 
microsecond use of memory. The request operations use the I/Ol and I/02-sequences. 

8.1-3 
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TABLE 8. 1-3. DATA TRANSFER RATES (MAXI MUM) ~:~ 

OTHER CONDITIONS MODE (WORD SIZE) FAST INTERFACE SLOW INTERFACE 

ONE TWO FOUR ONE TWO FOUR 
CHASSIS CHASSIS CHASSIS CHASSIS CHASSIS CHASSI~ 

Alternate Inputs Single Channel 500 500 500 83.3 167 334 
and Outputs on Al- Dual Channel NA 250 250 NA 76.9 154 
ternate Channels 

Inputs Only or Out- Single Channel 250 500 500 41.6 83.3 167 
puts Only on Alter- Dual Channel NA 167 250 NA 38.4 76.9 
nate Channels 

Inputs Only or Out- Single Channel 167 NA NA 41.6 NA NA 
puts Only on Indi- Dual Channel NA 125 NA NA 38.4 NA 
vidual Channel 

Alternate Inputs Single Channel 334 NA NA 83.3 NA NA 
and Outputs on In- Dual Channel NA 250 NA NA 76.9 NA 
dividual Channel 

*All rates are in thousands of words per sebond. 

b) Types. 

1) Input Data Request (IDR). This signal is sent to the com
puter with a data word. The IDR requests the computer to accept the word. 

2) Output Data Request (OPR). This signal requests the com
puter to output a data word to the peripheral device. 

3) External Function Request (EFR). This signal requests the 
computer to output an external function word to the peripheral device. Usually, 
the external function word is used to control the peripheral device according to 
its bit configuration. 

The EFR operation could also be used as a technique of outputting data to the periph
eral device. 

4) External Interrupt Request (EIR). This signal is sent to 
the computer possibly with a status word. Usually, the status word is used to in
form the computer of the condition of the peripheral device as indicated by its bit 
configuration. For example, it may indicate timing errors, data word content er
rors, data word content errors, data ready condition, etc. The EIR requests the 
computer to accept the status word and inform the program of its occurrence by means 
of a program jump using the ElM interrupt signal. The ElM interrupt is discussed 
later in this sheet. The status word is stored in memory at the address 001018 + 
2x channel if the channel is 0-7 or address 003018 + 2x channel if the channel is ~. 
10-178 , 
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Some equipments do not send status words but generate the EIR merely as means of 
interrupting the program. The EIR status word transfer operation could also be 
used as a technique of inputting data to the computer. 

2. Real Time Clock Request (RTC Request). The RTC Request is gener
ated by an internal, accurate oscillator operating at a frequency of 1024 pps. 
This oscillator is used to maintain a constantly updated IS-bit clock count in the 
control memory address 00015S. The RTC request causes the computer to increment 
by +1 the content of this address. The addition is performed in an open-ended ad~ 
der manner such that the incrementing of the 777777S count results in the OOOOOOS 
count. This clock count can be preset to any value by the program and periodically 
referenced so as to time certain program events. The honoring of the RTC request 
can be prevented only by the RTC DISCONNECT switch. 

Like the data request signals, the RTC request uses the I/Ol-sequence to perform 
the updating operation. 

3. Interrupt Signals. 

a) Definition. Interrupt signals are those which cause an inter
ruption to the program in the form of a jump. Each type of interrupt has a special 
jump address assigned to it. The jump address is also referred to as the interrupt 
entrance register. The jump is made without disturbing P, such that a return jump 
instruction could be used at the jump address to retain P for later return to the 
program at the point of interruption as vvell as execute a second jump to an inter
rupt routine. 

With the exception of the external sync interrupt, all interrupts are internally 
generated. 

b) Types. 

1) Monitor Interrupts. 

~. Input Data Moni tor Interrupt (10 Mon). This signal can 
occur on any of the I/O channels. It indicates that the 10 buffer set up by the 
program on its channel has been completed and that the program had desired the in
terrupt at the 10 buffer termination. The 10 buffer refers to the specified number 
of data words to be inputted on the particular channel. 

This 10 Mon interrupt causes a program jump to address 001608 + 2x channel if the 
channel is 0-7 or address 003608 + 2x channel if the channel is 10-178: 

Q. External Function/Output Data Monitor Interrupt (EF/OD 
Mo n ) . Th iss i gn ale an 0 c cur 0 nan y 0 f the I/O c han n e 1 s . It i n die ate s t hat e i t h e'r 
the EF or 00 buffer set up by the program on its channel has been completed and 
that the program had desired the interrupt at the buffer termination. The EF and 
OD buffers refer to the specified number of external function word transfers and 
output data transfers, respectively, to occur on the particular channel. Since the 
EF and 00 buffers share common logic, only one of these buffers can be "active" at 
a time for a particular channel. Therefore, the program must be aware of the buf
fer type which was active in order to correctly interpret this monitor interrupt. 

The EF/OD Mon interrupt causes a program jump to address 001408 + 2x channel if the 
channel is 0-7 or address 003408 + 2x channel if the channel is 10-17

8
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c. External Interrupt Monitor Interrupt (EI Mon). This 
signal can occur on any of the I/O channels. It occurs as a result of the honoring 
of the external interrupt request on its channel. It simply indicates that the EIR 
was honored and its associated status word (if there is one) has been sLureu in 
memory. 

The EI Mon interrupt causes a program jump to address 001008 + 2x channel if the 
channel is 0-7 or address 00300

8 
+ 2x channel if the channel is 10-178 , 

2) Special Interrupts. 

~. RTC Overflow Interrupt. This signal is generated when 
the RTC request ·is honored and increments the clock count from 7777778 to 0000008' 
With the RTC oscillator operating at a frequency of 1024 pps, this interrupt occurs 
every 256 seconds. It can be prevented by the RTC DISCONNECT switch. 

The RTC overflow interrupt causes a program jump to the control memory address 
000138 , 

Q. RIC Monitor Interrupt. This signal is generated during 
the honoring of the RTC request if the clock count in address 000158 (before incre
mentation) equals the content of the control memory address 000148 , and the inter
rupt was desired by the program. The comparison count in address 000148 must be 
set up by the program .. The program must also execute the RTC instruction (f = 
50: 14) to enable the interrupt \Alhen the clock reaches this count. This instruction 
must be executed after each interrupt if another RTC monitor interrupt is desired. 

The RTC monitor interrupt causes a program jump to the control memory address 
000128 , 

c. External Sync Interrupt. This is the only interrupt 
which is directly generated externally. It is a non-channel type and is carried 
by a separate I/O cable. It can be used as a timing input from an external device 
or allow external control over the program. 

The external sync interrupt causes a program jump to the control memory address 
000168 , 

d. Instruction Fault Interrupt. This is the only inter
rupt which is directly generated by the program. It occurs \Alhen the program at
tempts to execute a format 1 instruction with the function code of 00, 01, or 778. 
These are considered illegal or fault instructions. 

The instruction-fault interrupt causes a program jump to the control memory address 
00000'8 if the AUTO RECOVERY swi tch is in the down posi tion or address 005008 (boot
strap) if the switch is in the up position. The interrupt also activates tne PRO
GRAM FAULT indicator which can only be extinguished by master clear. 

~. Resume Fault Interrupt (Inter-Computer Time-Out Fault). 
This signal occurs only during output data transfers to another computer. It indi
cates that the receiving computer did not accept a data word within a specified 
period of time. It is timed by the RTC operations; therefore, the RTC request must 
not be disconnected. The amount of time allowed for the acceptance of each data 
word is determined by the wiring configuration to examine a particular bit position 
of the RTC clock count. The time period allowed involves two changes of the bit 
tested. 

8.1-6 
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When the interrupt occurs, it is necessary for the program to execute the SRSM 
instruction (f = 50:20). Otherwise, all EF and OD operations on the particular 
chassis involved will be disabled. 

The resume-fault interrupt causes a program jump to the control memory address 
00011

8
, 

e. Buffers and Address Control Words. Buffer refers to the number of 
words set up by the program to be transferred. ID, OD, and EF buffers are estab
lished by the instructions IN (f = 50:11), OUT (f = 50:12), and EXF (f = 50:13), 
respectively. The two addresses immediately following these instructions in the 
program are reserved as the buffer limits. Buffer limits are the initial and final 
addresses for the data to be transferred. 

The terminal address control word (TACW) immediately follows the buffer instruction 
in the program. Among other things, it contains the 16-bit final data address. For 
example, if an OD buffer is being established the TACW specifies the address from 
where the last data word of the buffer is to be obtained and outputted. The TACW 
also may request the continuous data mode (CDM) at buffer termination. CDM is dis
cussed later in this sheet. Refer to figure 8.1-2 for the TACW format. 

BIT POSITION 17 16 ,15 0 

1 i v J 

TERMINAL ADDRESS OF BUFFER 

NOT USED 

12 ~ REQUEST CDM AT BUFFER TERMINATION 

Figure 8.1-2. Terminal Address Control Word Format 

The initial address control word (IACW) immediately follows the TACW in the program. 
Among other things, it contains the 16-bit initial data address. For example, if an 
ID buffer is being established the IACW specifies the address where the first input 
data word of the buffer is to be stored. The IACW also may request the monitor in
terrupt to be generated at buffer termination. That is, after the last word of the 
buffer is transferred, the ID Mon, OD Mon, or EF Mon interrupt, depending upon the 
buffer type, is generated on the particular channel. 

The IACW also specifies the direction of the buffer. A forward buffer is one which 
provides sequentially increasing addresses for the data. A backward buffer pro
vides sequentially decreasing data addresses. In both cases, the TACW and IACW 
specify the terminal and initial buffer addresses, respectively. Refer to figure 
8.1-3 for the IACW format. 

Once the buffer is established (made active), the IACW is more appropriately refer
red to as the current address control word (CACW). The TACW and IACW are transfer
red into special control memory addresses. See Table 8.1-4. In control memory, 
the IACW is updated by ±l, depending upon the buffer direction, after each word 
transfer. It, therefore, always specifies the address for the next word transfer. 
Thus, the IACW becomes the CACW. 

8.1-( 
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BIT POSITION 17 16 

1 
15 ---------- 0 

\ ) 
'Y 

INITIAL ADDRESS OF BUFFER I 12 ~ REQUEST MONITOR INTERRUPT AT BUFFER 
TERMINATION 

1
2
9- BACKWARD BUFFER 

O2 ~ FORWARD BUFFER 

Figure 8.1-3. Initial Address Control Word Format 

TABLE 8.1-4. ASSIGNED ADDRESSES FOR ADDRESS CONTROL WORDS 

SPECIAL ADDRESSES 
ADDRESS CONTROL WORD 

ID EF/OD 

TACW 000608 + 2x chan 00040
8 + 

IACW (CACW) 000618 + 2x chan 000418 + 

2x 

2x 

chan 

chan 

All of the I/O instructions are format 2 type. The k designator (6 least signifi
cant bits) specifies the channel number. Refer to figure 8.1-4 for programing ex
amples of buffer initiation. 

f. Special I/O Logic. 

1. Active Flip-Flops. Each channel has an active flip-flop for ID and 
EF/OD. This flip-flop in the set state is the only requirement for the computer to 
detect and honor the associated request signal from a peripheral device. The ac
tive flip-flop is set by the buffer instruction (f = 50:11 - 50:13). There is an 
EF Mode flip-flop which allows the computer to distinguish between an EFR and ODR. 
This is necessary because the EF/OD Active flip-flop is shared by both functions. 

At buffer termination l the active flip-flop is cleared to prevent the honoring of 
more requests than had been determined by the address control words. 

2. Priority. Since it is possible to have more than one I/O signal 
requesting I/O services at the same time, a priority system exists to select one of 
these signals to be honored. Priority is set up on a channel number and function 
basis. The channel priority can be altered by plug-in cards. The priority scheme 
is discussed in a later sheet. 

3. I/O Translator. After a signal is selected by the priority logic, 
the information is placed in the I/O translator. This logic translates the signal 
type (function) and its channel number and assists in developing the control sig
nals necessary to execute the proper I/O service. 

g. Block Diagram Description of Data Request Operations. The I/Ol-se
quence is used to honor an IDR, ODR, EFR, or EIR .. Each of these signals requires 
a word transfer between the computer and the requesting peripheral device. They 
may also generate a monitor interrupt which is a separate signal to be considered 

8.1-8 
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501202 OUT INSTRUCTION, CHANNEL 2 

003000 TACW 

20200 IACW 

NOTES: I. IACW SPECI FI ES : 

O. FIRST OUTPUT DATA WORD WILL BE OBTAINED FROM ADDRESS 02000 S ' 

b. 00 MaN INTERRUPT ON CHANNEL 2 AT BUFFER TERMINATION. 

c. FORWARD BUFFER. 

2. TACW SPECIFIES: 

o. LAST OUTPUT DATA WORD WILL BE OBTAINED FROM ADDRESS 030008' 

b. NO COM AT BUFFER TERMINATION. 

3. IACW AND TACW TOGETHER ESTABLISH A OIOOIS -WORD BUFFER. 

O. 00 BU FFER EXAM PLE 

PROGRAM 
ADDRESS 

04000 

04001 

04002 

NOTES: 

501 104 

006000 

407500 

IN INSTRUCTION, CHANNEL 4 

TACW 

IACW 

I. IACW SPECI FI ES: 

o. FIRST INPUT DATA WORD WILL BE STORED AT ADDRESS 07500S . 

b. NO 10 MON INTERRUPT AT BUFFER TERMINATION. 

c. BACKWARD BUFFER. 

2. TACW SPECIFIES: 

o. LAST INPUT DATA WORD WILL BE STORED AT ADDRESS 06000 8 , 

b. NO COM AT BUFFER TERMINATION. 

3. IACW AND TACW TOGETHER ESTABLISH A 01501 8 -WORD BUFFER. 

b. 10 BUFFER EXAMPLE 

Figure 8.1-4. Buffer Program Examples 
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by priority before it can be honored to cause the program jump. Refer to figures 
8.1-5, 8.1-6, and 8.1-7 for block diagram descriptions. 

h. Dual Channel Operations. Dual channel operation involves the use of an 
odd numbered channel with the next lower channel which is even numbered to effect a 
36-bit word transfer. The request signal must occur on the odd channel and the 
CHANNEL FUNCTION switch (one for each odd channel) must be in the dual position. 
If the request occurs on the even channel, single channel mode is in effect regard
less of the switch. 

The IS-bit "'lOrd for each channel is treated normally as single channel. The only 
difference is that the acknowledge signal is not sent until after both halves of 
the 36-bit word "have been transferred. 

i. Continuous Data Mode (CDM). CDM is initiated at buffer termination if 
requested by the TACW (TACW17 = 1). It keeps the channel active by preventing the 
normal clearing of the associated active flip-flop, and it establishes a new set of 
address control words. It obtains the new TACW from the control memory address 
00020S + 2x channel if the channel is 0-7 or address 002208 + 2x channel if the 
channel is 10-178' These words are transferred to the normal special control mem
ory addresses which hold the words during the buffer operation. 

Prior to buffer termination, the program must have stored the "reload" TACW and 
CACW in preparation for" CDM. If requested by the CACW (CACW16 = 1), the "normal 
monitor interrupt can occur at the termination of the old buffer after the new 
buffer has automatically been established. Each new set of address control words 
can determine its buffer direction, requirement for monitor interrupt, and require-

I. ) ment for CDM again. ~ 

Usually the monitor interrupt technique is used with CDM. The interrupt is the in
dication to the program that the address control words have been reloaded and, if 
CDM reload is to be performed again, the program must prepare the next TACW and 
CACW. Realize that for a particular channel, all three functions (ID, OD, and EF) 
use the same addresses to obtain the reload TACW and CACW. Therefore, if both an 
ID buffer and EF or OD buffer are active at the same time on the same channel, prob
ably the program would not request CDM for both. 

j. Externally Specified Index (ESI). E~, operation involves the use of an 
odd numbered channel with the next lower channel which is even numbered. The nor
mal special addresses used to obtain the address control words are not used. The 
odd channel carries the control memory address to obtain the TACW. The CACW is ex
tracted from the next consecutively high address. ESI allows the peripheral device 
to select its own address control words for each word transferred. These address 
control words must be set up by the program. The word transfer is effected over the 
even channe 1. 

To enable ESI operation, the request signal must occur on the odd channel and the 
CHANNEL FUNCTION switch must be in the ESI position. If the request occurs on the 
even channel, single channel mode isin effect regardless of the switch. 

ESI mode with an EIR forces dual channel operation (36-bit status word). 
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k. Externally Specified Address (ESA). ESA operation involves the use of 
an odd numbered channel with the next lower channel which is even numbered. With 
this operation in effect, there are no address control words. The peripheral device 
directly specifies over the odd channe~ the address for the word transfer requested. 
The word transfer is effected over the even channel. 

To enable ESA operation l the request signal must occur on the odd channel and the 
CHANNEL FUNCTION switch must be in the ESA position. If the request occurs on the 
even channell single channel mode is in effect regardless of the switch. 

ESA mode with an EIR forces dual channel operation (36-bit status word). 

8.1-5. SUMMARY 

Read the UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual I Volume I, Paragraph 3-6~(2) for a descrip
tion of the I/O instructions. More detailed descriptions of these are presented 
in later sheets. Review the general description of the I/O section by reading 
UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraphs 1-5d and 4-3~ through 4-3e. 

8.1-14 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.20 INSTRUCTION EXECUTION OF SIN, SOUT, SEXF, INSTP, OUTSTP, EXFSTP 

8.2-10 OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in the execution of instruc
tions with f = 50:01 - 50:03, 50:15 - 50:17. 

8.2-2. INTRODUCTION 

These instructions set one of the active flip-flops or terminate ID, OD, or EF 
operations on a selected channel. 

8.2-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraphs 4-3~ and 4-7, 
table 4-11. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.2-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Description. 

1. Instruction Interpretation. 

a) SIN, f = 50:01. This instruction sets the ID Active flip-flop 
for the channel specified by the four least significant bits (k) of the instruction 
word. Input data operations are enabled on this channel. 

b) SOUT, f = 50:02. This instruction sets the EF/OD Active flip
flop and clears the EF Mode flip-flop for channel k. Output data operations are 
enabled on this channel. 

c) SEXF, f = 50:03. This instruction sets the EF/OD Active flip
flop and sets the EF Mode flip-flop for channel k. External function operations 
are enabled on this channel. 

d) INSTP, f = 50:15. This instruction terminates input data oper
ations on channel k by clearing its ID Active flip-flop. Its ID Monitor flip-flop 
is also cleared to ,prevent the occurrence of an ID monitor interrupt. 

e) OUTSTP, f = 50:16 and EXFSTP, f = 50:17. Since the OD and EF 
buffer operations for the same channel share common logic, these instructions are 
actually the same. They terminate output operations (OD and EF) on channel k by 
clearing the associated EF/OD Active flip-flop. The EF/OD Monitor flip-flop for the 
channel is also cleared to prevent the occurrence of an EF/OD monitor interrupt. 

8.2-1 



Both instructions are included in the repertoire simply to provide compatibility 
with the UNIVAC 1218 Computer programs. 

2. Execution Sequence (I). All operations are performed within the 1-
sequence. Only the one memory reference to obtain the instruction is necessary. 

b. Detailed Analysis. 

1. Data Flow Block Diagram. Refer to figure 8.2-1 for a block diagram 
description of the execution of f = 50:01 - 50:03, 50:15 - 50:17. 

Most of the I-sequence operations are as previously described. If necessary, refer 
to study guide sheet number 5.4 for a detailed description. 

KO is set to the six least significant bit positions of the instruction word from 
Z-select. Only the four lower bits of this value are used. At T3.2 time, the I/O 
translator register is set to K03-0 which is the channel number. This register is 
also affected by the function code which indicates the type of buffer (ID, OD, or 
EF). 

As discussed in a prior sheet, the instruction could be obtained from bootstrap or 
control memory. 

2. Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.2-1 for a sequential list of 
essential I-sequence events. Develop these commands by referring to the proper en
able pages in the logic diagrams. 

8.2-5. SUMMARY 

The f = 50:01 - 50:03, 50:15 - 50:17 instructions are format 2 and use the value k. 
The k value is available in KO after T2.4 time. Only the I-sequence is required to 
complete the execution of these instructions. 
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Figure 8.2-1. I-Sequence Data Flow for f = 50:01 - 50:03, 50:15 - 50:17 
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TABLE 8.2-1. I SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR 
f = 50:01 - 50:03, 50:15 - 50:17 

TIME NOTATION COMMANDS 

T4.4 

Tl.l 

T1. 3 

T1.4 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T2.3 

T2.4 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T4.3 

Clear Sl 

P --=-Sl, Ini t Memory, ~:~set Incr P ff 

*Clear D, *clear X, clear 21, clear F, *set OXLll ff 

~:~PL ~ DL, ~:~PU~ D
U

' clear KO, ~:~set Inhib EAB ff 

~:~Clear P, 21-;. 2 Sel, ~:~clear Incr P ff 

*Clear OXLll ff, *clear Inhib EAB ff 

2 Sel ll_6 --=- F, set OXF06 ff, 2 Se1
5

_0 ~ KO 

Clear I/O Trans 1, drop 21 ~ 2 Sel 

f & KO ~I/O Trans 1 

**Set Act ff, **clear Act & Mon ff's 

*These events are concerned with or are controlled by the advance-P subsequence . 

... 1 .... ' .... if f = 50: 01; set ID Act ff rf~ "1--

if f = 50:02; set EF/OD Act ff & clear EF Mode ff 
if f = 50:03; set EF/OD Act ff & set EF Mode ff 
if f = 50:15; clear ID Act ff & clear ID Mon ff 
if f = 50:16, 50:17; clear EF/OD Act ff & clear EF/OD Mon ff 
I/O Trans lator 1 selects the channel number. 

8.2-4 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.3. INSTRUCTIQN EXECUTION OF IN, OUT, EXF 

8.3-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in the execution of instruc
tions with f = 50:11 - 50:13. 

8.3-2. INTRODUCTION 

These instructions set-up ID, OD, or EF buffer operations on a particular channel 
with specified buffer limits. 

8.3-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraphs 4-3d and 4-7, 
tables 4-11, 4-15, and 4-16. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.3-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Description. 

1. Instruction Interpretation. 

a) IN, f = 50:11. This instruction enables input data operations 
on channel k by setting its ID Active flip-flop. The terminal address control word 
(TACW) is taken from the next consecutive address after this instruction. The ini
tial address control word (IACW) is taken from the next consecutive address after 
the TACW. These control words specify the area of memory involved in the data ex
change operation. 

b) OUT, f = 50:12. This instruction enables output data operations 
on channel k by setting its EF/OD Active flip-flop and clearing its EF Mode flip
flop. The origins of TACW and IACW are the same for f = 50:11. 

c) EXF, f = 50:13. This instruction enables external function 
operations on channel k by setting its EF/OD Active flip-flop and setting its EF 
Mode flip-flop. The origins of TACW and IACW are the same as for f = 50:11. 

2. Execution Sequences. 

a) I-Sequence. During the I-sequence which obtains the instruc
tion from memory, the channel number is placed in KO. 

b) IBl-Sequence. The Bl and I-sequences run in parallel to obtain 
the TACW from memory. 

8.3-1 
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c) IB2 -Seguence. The B2 and I-sequences run in parallel to store 
the TACW in control memory, obtain the IACW from memory, and set the proper active 
flip-flop. 

d) Next I -Seguence. The initial portion of the I-sequence for the 
next instruction is used to store the IACW in control memory. 

b. Detailed Analysis. 

1. I-Sequence. The I-sequence operations are as previously described. 
If necessary, refer to study guide sheet number 5.4 for a detailed description. At 
the end of the I-sequence, KO contains the channel number. Only the four least 
significant bits of KO are interpreted. 

2. Data Flow Block Diagram. Refer to figure 8.3-1 for a block diagram 
description of the execution of f = 50:11 - 50:13. 

The IBl-sequence uses a memory reference to obtain the TACW from the address con
tained in P. P was advanced to the next consecutive address after this instruction 
by the advance-P subsequence during the I-sequence which obtained this instruction. 
The advance-P subsequence is used during this IBl-sequence to increment P to ad
dress of the IACW. 

The TACW is applied to one side of the adder from D. X is set to all l's. and ap
plies this -0 value to the other side. The adder, therefore, outputs the TACW un
modified which is placed in Zl. The I/O translator register is set according to 
the channel number from KO and the type of active flip-flop to be set from the 
function code translator. 

The IB2-sequence uses a control memory reference to store the TACW. The storage 
address is dependent upon the function code and channel number as supplied by the 
I/O translator register. The gating of control memory to ZO is disabled during the 
read portion of the memory cycle which destroys the original memory content. 

Another memory cycle is used to obtain the IACW from the address contained in P. 
The IACW passes through the X-D' adder unmodified just as did the TACW and is 
placed in Zl. The advance-P subsequence is used to increment P to the address of 
the next instruction in the program. 

The initial portion of the I-sequence for the next instruction initiates a control 
memory reference to store the IACW. The storage address for the IACW is one greater 
than that for the TACW. The IACW storage address is formulated by setting SO from 
the I/O translator register and also setting SOOO to 12. 

3. Essential Command. Refer to table 8.3-1 for a sequential list of 
essential IBl, IB2, and next'I-sequence events. Develop these commands by refer
ring to the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

8.3-5. SUMMARY 

The f = 50:11 - 50:13 instructions are format 2 and use the value k. The k value is 
avai lable in KO after T2. 4 time of the I-sequence. The IBI and IB2-sequences are ~' 
required to complete the executions of these instructions. 

8.3-2 
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TABLE 8.3-1. IB1, IB2, AND NEXT I SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS 
FOR f = 50:11 - 50:13 

TIME NOTATION COMMANDS 

803-4 

T4.4 

T1.1 

T1.3 

T1.4 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T2.3 

T2.4 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T4.3 

T4.4 

T1.1 

T1.3 

T1.4 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T2.3 

T2.4 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T4.3 

T4.4 

T1.1 

T1.4 

IBI SEQUENCE 

Clear Sl 

P~Sl, Init Memory, *set Incr P ff 

*Clear D, *clear X, clear Zl, *set OXLll ff 

*PL ~DL, *PU---+DU, *set Inhib EAB ff 

*Clear P, Zl~Z Sel, Z Sel~Arith Sel, *clear Incr P ff 

*Adder~P 

*Clear OXL11 ff, *clear Inhib EAB ff, clear D, clear X 

Arith Sel---+D, Arith Sel-+X & Arith SeF~X (set X = lis) 

Clear I/O Trans 1, drop Zl~Z Sel, drop Z Sel~Arith Sel 

f & KO---+ I/O Trans 1 

Clear Zl 

Adder~Zl, **disable CM~ZO, clear Sl 

IB2 SEQUENCE 

I/O Trans l~SO, Init CM, P~Sl, Init Memory, * set Incr P 

*Clear D, *clear X, clear Zl, *set OXLll ff 

*PL~ DL , *PU~DU *set Inhib EAB ff, drop disable CM-+ZO , 
*Clear P, Zl~Z Sel, Z Sel~Arith Sel, *clear Incr P ff 

*Adder~P 

*Clear OXLll ff, *clear Inhib EAB ff, clear D, clear X 

Arith Sel~D, Arith Sel-+X & Arith Sell~X (set X = lis) 

Clear I/O Trans 1, drop ZI~Z Sel, drop Z Sel~Arith Sel 

f & KO ---+ I/O Trans 1 

Clear Zl, ***set ID, OD, or EF Act ff 

Adder~ZI, **disable CM ---+ZO 

I SEQUENCE OF NEXT INSTRUCTION 

I/O Trans 1~ SO, 12 -+SOOO' Init CM 

Drop disable CM~ZO 

*These events are concerned with or are controlled by the advance P subsequence. 

**Zl-+Z0 is timed by control memory timing. 

***if f = 50:11, set ID Act ff 
if f = 50 :12, set EF /OD Act ff & clear EF Mode ff 
if f = 50:13, set EF/OD Act ff & set EF Mode ff 
I/O Translator 1 selects the channel number. 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.4. SIGNAL DETECTION AND SELECTION 

8.4-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in input/output signal selec
tion. 

8.4-2. INTRODUCTION 

The signal selection logic determines which one of the present input/output s{gnals 
will be honored first. 

8.4-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4-3. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.4-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Description. 

1. Signal Types. The input/output section of the computer handles sig
nals generated externally to the computer as well as some originating internally. 
The types of external signals are external interrupt request (EIR), external func
tion request (EFR) , output data request (ODR) , input data request (IDR), and exter
nal sync. The first four of these listed are channel type. That is, each of the 16 
channels can generate these requests. All other signals are generated from within 
the computer. Among these are the monitor interrupts (EI Mon, EF/OD Mon, and ID Mon). 
These interrupt signals are also channel type~ 

The computer can handle only one signal at a time and others present must wait. A 
priority scheme is established by the logic to service the signals in a specific 
sequence. The priority set-up actually has two levels. One is for channel priority, 
as required by the channel type signals; and the other is for function priority to 
select the type of signal to be honored (serviced). Refer to table 8.4-1 for the 
signal types listed in their order of function priority. 

If a data request or monitor interrupt type is to be honored, channel priority is 
considered first. Then, the type of signal is selected from those of the function 
group which are present on the selected channel. The priority scheme is discussed 
in more detail later in this sheet. Refer to figure 8.4-1 for a block diagram 
showing all of the signals handled by the input/output logic. 

The priority logic for the data requests and monitor interrupts is discussed later 
in this sheet. The priority logic for the special interrupts is analyzed in a later 
sheet. 

8.4-1 
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TABLE 8.4-1. SIGNALS PRESENTED TO INPUT/OUTPUT LOGIC 

(non-channel) RTC Request 

Data Requests - EIR - disabled by External -
(channel type) Interrupt Lockout 

EFR or ODW:~ flip-flop set 

IDW:~ 

Special Interrupts Instruction Fault 
-.., 

(non-channel) 
Resume Fault 

RTC Mon 

Ext Sync > 
disabled by All Interrupt 
Lockout flip-flop set 

RTC Overflow 

Monitor Interrupts EI Mon --
(channel type) 

EF/OD Mon~:~ 

ID Mon~:~ 
..I 

EFR and ODR are listed together because only one of these buffer types can be ac
tive at one time on one channel. Signals are listed in their order of function 
priority. 

* Priority of these signals can reverse. 

2. Data Request and Monitor Interrupt Priority. Priority logic is 
used to perform the actual selection of one of the signals presented to it during 
one of the two scan periods. The scan periods are described later in this sheet. 

Channel logic is distributed among four chassis. Each chassis is connected to four 
channels. The channels are divided into two groups. Channels 0 - 7 are considered 
the lower group. Channels 10 - 17 are considered the upper group. Of each group, 
channel priority selects the highest numbered channel which has a signal present. 
The signals of the selected channel enter function priority which determines the 
type of signal of the selected channel to be honored. 

Group priority then determines that a signal selected from the upper group (chan
nels 10 - 17) will be honored before a signal from the lower group (channels 0 - 7). 
The overall priority setup is such that the highest numbered channel which carries 
a signal is selected and one signal type on that channel is selected. 

3. Data Request Scan. A certain period of the main timing cycle is 
used to scan the computer input signals for data requests. Data requests include 
external interrupt, external function, input data, and output data requests. These ~ 

are all signals from ext~rnal devices which require some computer service. 

8.4-2 
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Figure 8.4-1. Simplified Signal Input Logic/Block Diagram 
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The described priority scheme is altered if an lOR or EIR occurs immediately after 
an OOR or EFR is honored. In this case, the lOR has higher priority than an OOR. 
The priority of OOR's and lOR's is therefore alternated if they continuously occur. 

Real time clock (RTC) operations are discussed in a later sheet. 

4. Interrupt Request Scan. If no data request was detected during the 
scan period described above, another scan occurs for monitor interrupts. The same 
priority logic is used to select a particular signal to be honored. Refer to table 
B.4-1 for the monitor interrupt types. If either an OOR or EFR was previously 
honored and an lOR or EIR was not since honored, an 10 Mon has higher priority than 
an 00 Mon. 

Special interrupt operations are discussed in a later sheet. 

b. Detailed Analysis. 

1. Request Signal Entrance Logic. The logic which detects the input/ 
output signals is constructed in a one-shot manner. This arrangement prevents the 
signal from being honored more than once. Any signal which is selected and honored 
must drop and reappear before it can again be detected. Refer to logic diagrams, 
figure 9-61 for the channel 0, 1 signals input logic. 

This logic is either for channel 0, 108, 1, or 118 depending upon the particular 
chassis. Each type of signal has an associated flip-flop. The lOR signal detec
tion is analyzed as an example. 

The 10 Request flip-flop OXRgO provides the one-shot function for the lOR. A low ~ 
logic level from 05YgO represents an lOR being applied to the computer. If the lOR 
is absent, the 10 Request flip-flop is set during 02. A resulting low level enable 
is applied to gate 05RgO on pin B. The low level enable on pin 7 is present only 
i f the lOA c t i ve f 1 i P - flo pis set. Th i s f 1 i P - flo p mu s t have bee n set by apr e vi 0 u sly 
executed f = 50:01, 50:11 instruction. 

The low level enable on pin 6 of 05RgO is present if the input circuitry is avail
able. Actually this line is at a low level if the input acknowledge signal is not 
currently being generated. 

The low level enable on pin 5 of 05RgO is present during the. signal scan period. 
05RgO is fully enabled if the lOR is present which applies a low level on its pin 
9. The resulting high level output of 05RgO applies this lOR to the priority logic 
on this particular chassis. The BORgO output is to channel priority. The l6Rg4 
output is to function priority. 

If this lOR is selected by the priority logic and honored, the 10 Request flip-flop 
OXRgO is cleared to provide the signal one-shot function. Pin 10 of OXRgO becomes 
a low level during the honoring operation. Pin 9 is a low level indicating that 
this channel is being serviced. The clearing of this flip-flop presents a high 
level disable to gate 05RgO, pin B. Therefore, the recognition of the lOR signal on 
this channel is prevented until flip-flop OXRgO is set. The setting of OXRgO can 
only occur if the external equipment drops the lOR signal. The clearing is timed by 
02. 

EIR, EFR, and OOR signals pass through similar entrance logic. EF and 00 buffers 
cannot be active at the same time on the same channel. They have a common active 

8.4-4 
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flip-flop which, when set, enables the recognition of either the EFR or ODR. The 
status of the EF Mode flip-flop determines which type of buffer is active. If set, 
it allows the EFR to be sent to priority. If cleared, it enables the ODR. 

2. Data Flow Block Diagram. 

a) Data Request Scan. Refer to figure 8.4-2 for a block diagram 
description of the input/output signal selection. 

All signals are presented to the one-shot entrance gates. The Chan Req~Chan Pri 
(T4.2-Tl.2) command forces channel priority on each chassis to enable all channels. 
The resulting enables to the one-shot gates allow all input signals to be detected. 
However, only the outputs of the gates for EIR, EFR, ODR, and IDR signals are al
lowed to enter channel priority at Tl.l time. These data request signals are en
abled by the Data Req~Chan Pri command. The monitor interrupt signals do not 
enter channel priority at this time because of the absence of the Int Req ~,Chan 
Pri command. 

As soon as the channel priority on each chassis receives the request signals, chan
nel selection is made. The channel priority register for channels 0, 2, 4, 6 is 
connected to the channel priority logic for channels I, 3, 5, 7 and vice versa. 
This interconnection causes the channel priority logic for these two chassis to act 
as one priority system. This system then selects the highest numbered channel of 
0-7 which carries an input signal. The channel priority logic for channels 10-17 
is likewise interconnected. It then selects one channel of 10-17. 

The Chan Req~Chan Pri command drops at Tl.2 time. By this time, channel priority 
has performed the selection. Since channel priority is no longer forced to indicate 
all channels, only the selected channel one-shot gates are enabled (one gate of 
channels 0-7 if there is an input signal present and one gate of channels 10-17 if 
there is an input signal present). 

The Data Req~Fct Pri command enters the function priori ty register "'ii th the sig
nals from the enabled one-shot gates. Only the signals on the selected channels 
are affected. 

Function priority presents a high logic level to group priority if it contains a 
signal. Group priority selects the upper group (channels 10-17) if there is an as
sociated input signal; otherwise, the lower group (channels 0-7) is selected. One 
particular channel is chosen after group priority and function priority selects the 
type of signal on this channel. 

If a signal was processed during the above events, the I/O Ii Sequence flip-flop is 
set at T2.2 time. At this time, the selected signal information is passed to the 
function, channel, and I/O translators. The translators outputs are used to con
trol the computer operations to effect the honoring of the selected signal. 

b) Interrupt Request Scan. Refer to figure 8.4-2. 

If the I/Ol i flip-flop was not set during the data request scan, no EIR, EFR, ODR 
nor IDR signal was detected. A scan is then made for monitor interrupts. The Chan
Req~Chan Pri command occurS again at T2.2-T3.2 time to allow channel priority to 
enable all one-shot entrance gates. During this scan period, however, only the 
entrance gates for the monitor interrupts are allowed to pass their signals to chan
nel priority because of the presence of the Int Req~Chan Pri command. 
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Ch~nnel priority functions as described for the data requests. Dur{ng the Int 
Re'q~Fct Pri command, the signals of the selected channels enter function pri
ori ty which selects one type of signal. Group priori ty selects one particular 
channel. At the next T2.2 time, the signal information is pa~sed to the transla
tors. 

If a monitor interrupt signal was detected during the above events, the Inti Se
quence flip-flop is set at T4.2 time. The setting of this flip-flop is prevented 
by the I/Oli Sequence flip-flop if a data request signal was detected during the 
first scan. 

3. Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.4-2 for a sequenti~l list of 
essential events concerning signal selection. After the commands shown, events 
follow to honor the selected signal. These events and RTC operations are discussed 
in later sheets. Develop the commands shown by referring to the proper enable 
pages in the logic diagrams. 

4. Channel Priority. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-65. 

Each I/O chassis has channel priority logic. Request signals enter channel prior
ity by way of the 80Rg- gates during the data request scan period. If no request 
is detected, the monitor interrupt signals enter by way of the 80Mg- gates during 
the interrupt request scan period. 

The channel flip-flops are set if any signal is present on their channels, regard
less of signal type. The IIVg- gates provide the channel enable which t'opens" all 
of the signal entrance gates to allow all data requests or monitor interrupts to 
enter channel priority. The IIVg- gates have a common "Chan Req~Chan Pri" input ~ 
1,l,Thich forces these gates to enable all channels. When this signal drops, all sig-
nals have been inputted to channel priority and one channel has been selected. The 
10Vg- inputs to the IIVg- gates enable one channel. Thus, when the signals enter 
function priority, only the data requests or monitor interrupts of the selected 
channel are involved. 

The channel priority logic on the two chassis of the same drawer are interconnected. 
These are the dotted-line inputs and outputs shown. These lines are connecting a 
chassis with odd channels to the chassis with even channels and vice-versa. It is 
this interconnection which causes the highest channel number with a signal present 
to be selected among the eight channels of the particular drawer. Thus, only one 
channel priority of each drawer can indicate a selected channel. 

The 10Vg- gates perform the actual channel selection. Refer to table 8.4-3 for the 
conditions to enable these gates. Realize that these gates are fed by the channel 
priority flip-flops on this chassis as well as on the other chassis of the same 
drawer. 

5. Function Priority. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-66. 

Each I/O chassis has function priority logic. Only those Signals which are present 
on the channel selected by channel priority are enabled to enter function priorityo 
There is a separate flip-flop for each function type. Request signals enter this 
logic by way of the 16Rg- gates during the data request scan period. If no request 
is detected, the monitor interrupt Signals enter by way of the 16Mg- gates during \.J' 
the interrupt request scan period. 
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TABLE 8.4-2. SCAN SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS 

COMMANDS 

Chan Req ~ Chan Pri p-6~ 

Clear Chan & Fct Pri 

Data Req ~Chan Pri 

Drop Chan Req ~ Chan Pri 

Data Req~Fct Pri 
t/J.10R )l[/~roR 

Clear Fct~ Chan~ & I/O Trans 1 p- 50 f.5l 

Set 1/01. ff if any Fct Pri ff set 
1 ... 

Pri~Fct1 Chan 1 & I/O Trans 1 if any Fct Pri ff set 

Chan Req ~Chan Pri if 1/01. ff clear 
1 

Clear Chan & Fct Pri if 1/01. ff clear 
1 

Int Req ~ Chan Pri if 1/01. ff clear 
1 

Drop Chan Req ~ Chan Priv' 

Int Req ~ Fct Pri if 1/01. ff clear 1 clear Chan & 
1 

Fct Pri if 1/01. ff clear 
1 

Clear I/O Trans 2, clear Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 if 

1/01. ff clear 
1 

Set I/Ol f ff if I/Ol i ff set~ 

Set Int. ff if (any Fct Pri ff set) (1/01. ff clear) 
1 1 

I/O Trans 1 ~I/O Trans 2 if 1/01. ff setv 
1 

Pri~Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 if 1/01. ff clear 
1 

\ 
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TABLE 8.4-3. CHANNEL PRIORITY GATES, CHASSIS 1 AND 2 

Gates Conditions to Output High Level 

10V13- Chan 7 

---
10V12 Chan 5 . chan 7 chan 6 

I 10Vll Chan 3 . chan 7 . chan 6 chan 5 . chan 4 
Chassis 1 

I 10VIO Chan 1 chan 7 chan 6 chan 5 chan 4 . 
t 

chan 3 chan 2 

12Vll Chan 5 or 7 selected 

12VIO Chan 3 or 7 selected 

10V03 Chan 6 chan 7 

10V02 Chan 4 chan 7 . chan 6 chan 5 

10VOl Chan 2 chan 7 . chan 6 . chan 5 chan 4 

Chassis 2 chan 3 

10VOO Chan 0 chan 7 chan 6 chan 5 . chan 4 . 
chan 3 chan 2 . chan 1 

12VOI Chan 4 or 6 selected 

12VOO Chan 2 or 6 selected 

Conditions for chassis 9 and 10 are similar. Add 10
8 to channel numbers above. 

Even though each I/O chassis has function priority logic like that shown, only one 
function priority on each drawer will be presented with signals. This is because 
the two channel priorities on each drawer are inter-connected such that only one 
channel is selected between them. Then, only the function priority on the chassis 
of the selected channel will receive signals. 

IlVg4 outputting a low level indicates that at least one of the function priority 
flip-flops is set or that a signal has been selected on its chassis. The two out
puts of this logic to figure 9-51 will specify th~ type of selected signal. If 
01Vg7 (EI flip-flop) outputs a high level, the selected type is either EF/OD or ID; 
since there is no EI type, and it has the highest function priority. 

The high level output of 12Vg6 is prevented by its input from the EI flip-flop if 
an EI type is present. If the EI flip-flop is clear, 12Vg6 can output a high level 
if an ID type is selected. This selection is determined by IlVg6. IlVg6 outputs a 
low level if no EF/OD type is present or ifan ID type is present and output was last. 
The output last indication from 51Vg4 actually means the Priority Alternator 
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flip-flop is set. This flip-flop is set whenever an OD or EF Acknowledge signal is 
sent and is cleared whenever an ID Acknowledge signal is sent. Both of these ac
knowledges are on this same chassis. This flip-flop then allows the function prior
ity of EF/OD and ID type signals to be reversed depending upon the type of I/O 
operation performed last. 

The outputs of the EI flip-flop, l2Vg6, and l2Vg4 then indicate the presence of a 
signal on this chassis and the type of the selected signal. Refer to table 8.4-4 
for the signal type translation indication from this logic. 

TABLE 8.4-4. FUNCTION PRIORITY SELECTION INDICATIONS 

PRIORITY OUTPUTS 
SELECTED SIGNAL TYPE 01Vg7 (EI ff) 12Vg6 

EI L L 

EF/OD H L 

ID H H 

6. Group Priority. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-50. 

Group priority logic is comprised of gates 16V34, 17V34, 16Vl4, 15V34, l5V14, 
14V14, and 13V14. This logic receives indications from each of the four function 
priorities, by way of the 12Vg4 inputs, as to whether or not these priorities con
tain a signal. A high level from a l2Vg4 gate indicates that a signal has been 
selected on its chassis. From this information, group priority simply selects the 
signal of higher channel number; which means it selects the I/O chassis that has 
the selected signal. The effect of chassis selection is to allow the outputs of 
the channel priority and function priority on the selected chassis to enter the 
function and channel translators. Refer to table 8.4-5 for the group priority 
selection indications. 

The group priority outputs are combined by the I/O translator 1 to select one 
chassis. 

7. Group Translator (I/O Translator 1). Refer to logic diagrams, 
figure 9-50. 

The group translator logic is comprised of flip-flops OXG07, OXG08, and OXGOO and 
their output gates. These flip-flops are set according to the selection made by 
group priority. Flip-flop OXGOO is set by the odd channel gate signal. Refer to 
logic diagrams, figure 9-49 to see that this signal is dependent upon timing and 
the fact that group priority has selected an odd channel chassis. 

Thus, OXGOO being set indicates an odd chassis signal has been selected. Its clear 
state indicates an even chassis signal. 
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TABLE 8.4-5. GROUP PRIORITY SELECTION INDICATIONS 

Function Priority Gate Outputs 
upper- group lower group 

..... ..... 
( \ r \ 

Group Priority chass 9 chass 10 chass 1 chass 2 Meaning of 
Gates 12V34 12V24 12V14 12V04 Group Pri ori ty Ga te Outputs 

13V14 = L H Chassis 1 signal 

14V14 = H (L and H) (Chass 1 signal) (no chass 

I 
10 signal) 

(H) (L H) (Chass 9 signal) + (chass 1 15V14 = L or and 
signal no chass 10 sig-
nal) - same as "odd groupt' 

16V14 = L (L) and (H or L) (Chass 10 signal no chass 
9 signal) + (no chass 9 
si gnal no chass 1 signal). 

- same as (chass 10 signal) 
+ (chass 2 signal )~:~ 

- same as "even group" 

15V34 = L (H or H) (Chass 9 signal) + (chass 10 
signal) 

& 17V34 = L - same as "upper group" 

16V34 = L (L or L) (No chass 9 signal) (no 
chass 10 signal) 

- same as (chass 1 signal) + 
(chass 2 signal)* 

- same as "lower group" 

*This chart assumes a signal to be present on at least one chassis. Therefore, if 
a gate is conditioned by the absence of signals on a chassis, it indicates the pres
ence of a signal on another chassis. 

The setting of flip-flop OXG07 is dependent upon timing from the request gate sig
nal and also the fact that group priority has selected an upper chassis (chassis 9 
or 10). Thus, OXG07 being set indicates an upper chassis signal has been selected. 
Its clear state indicates a lower chassis signal. 

Flip-flop OXG08 is set simply to indicate that a signal has been selected by pri
ority and is present in the translator. The setting of this flip-flop is enabled 
by the same timing input as is OXG07. The other enable to set OXG08 is from 13V04. 
Notice that 13V04 is fed by the 12Vg4 gates of function prior
ity. If any signal is present in any function priority, 13V04 outputs a low level. 
Thus, OXG08 being set indicates a signal is present and enables the group transla-
tor gates (20GIO, 20Gll, 20G12, and 20G13)o Refer to table 8.4-6 for the group ~ 
translator indications. 
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TABLE 8.4-6. GROUP TRANSLATOR INDICATIONS 

TRANSLATOR FLIP-FLOPS 
OXG07 OXGOO INDICATIONS 

-
Clear Clear 20GIO = H , chassis 2 selected (lower-given group) 

Clear Set 20Gll = H, chassis 1 selected (lower-odd group) 

Set Clear 20G12 = H, chassis 10 selected (upper-even group) 

Set Set 20G13 = H, chassis 9 selected (upper-odd group) 

A signal is assumed to be present (flip-flop OXG08 set). 

8. Mode Translator (I/O Translator 1). Refer to logic diagrams, 
figure 9-50. 

If the selected channel is odd, the position of the CHANNEL FUNCTION switch for 
that chassis is sensed. If the switch position is either dual, ESI, or ESA, the 
associated flip-flop is set. The Dual flip-flop is actually part of I/O Translator 
2 and its setting is performed at a later time if the output of.llG09 is a low 
level. If the selected channel is even, single channel mode is enforced. 

9. Channel Translator. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-51. 

The channel translator i s comprised of flip-flops OXG02 and OXGOI and their output 
gates. These flip-flops are set according to the selection made by channel prior
ity on the chassis selected by group priority. The channel priority inputs are 
from the l2Vg- gates. Two of these inputs enter the channel translator as selected 
by the 16V34, 17V34, l3EOO, and 14EOO inputs from group priority. Refer back to 
table 8.4-3 for the translation of the 12Vg- inputs. 

The Channel Translator flip-flops actually indicate the selected channel of the 
selected chassis. When channel translation is combined with the Group Translator 
outputs, the complete channel number is described. Channel translation is per
formed by gates 20GOO, 20GOl, 20G02, and 20G03. Refer to table 8.4-7 for the chan
nel translation indications. 

10. Function Translation. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-51. 

The function translator is comprised of flip-flops OXG05 and OXG04 and their output 
gates. These flip-flops are according to the selection made by function priority 
on the chassis selected by group priority. The function ~riority inputs are from 
the l2Vg6 gates and the EI function flip-flops (01Vg7 inputs). Two of these inputs 
enter the function translator as selected by the 16V34, 17V34 , l3EOO, and 14EOO in
puts from group priority. Refer back to table 8.4-4 for the translation of the in
puts from function priority. 

Function translation is performed by gates 20G04, 20G06, and 20G07. Refer to table 
8.4-8 for the function translation indications. 
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TABLE 8.4-7. CHANNEL TRANSLATOR INDICATIONS 

TRANSLATOR FLIP-FLOPS 
OXG02 OXGOI INDICATIONS 

Clear Clear 20GOO - H· channel 0, 1, 10, or 11 selected - , 

Clear Set 20GOI = H' channel 2, 3, 12, or 13 selected , 

Set Clear 20G02 = H' , channel 4, 5, 14, or 15 selected 

Set Set 20G03 = H' , channel 6, 7, 16, or 17 selected 

TABLE 8.4-8. FUNCTION TRANSLATOR INDICATIONS 

TRANSLATOR FLIP-FLOPS 
OXG05 OXG04 INDICATIONS 

Clear Clear 20G07 = H, EI function selected 

Set Clear 20G06 = H, EF/OD function selected 

Set Set 20G04 = H, ID function selected 

The condition of OXG05 clear and OXG04 set is not used. 

The function translator o~tputs are used to dictate the basic operation to be per
formed by the I/O logic in honoring the selected signal. 

11. Data Request Sequence Timing. The honoring of a data request in
volves the use of memory under control of the I/O sequences. Single channel opera
tion uses only the I/Ol-sequence, one main memory cycle. In this case, the program 
sequences are disabled for 2 microseconds. Dual channel operation requires two 
main memory cycles to complete the transfers of both halves of a 36-bit word. The 
r/Ol and 1/02 sequences are used, and the program sequences are disabled for four 
microseconds. 

The scan sequence is always running to detect and select I/O signals to be honored. 
If a signal is detected, it is gated into the priority logic and then into the I/O 
translator. If the scan sequence selects a data request signal to be honored, as 
the signal information is placed in the I/O translator the I/Oli flip-flop is set. 
The next 2 microsecond period beginning with Tl.l time is then considered to be the 
I/Ol-sequence, and the requested I/O service is performed. 

There is no scan flip-flop; rather, every main timing cycle is considered to be a 
scan sequence which is testing all signal entrance logic for I/O requests. There
fore during each sequence of each instruction, the possibility of I/O operation is 
being tested by the priority logic. The detection of a data request activates the 
I/Ol-sequence during which the program is effectively halted. The amount of delay 
to the program is determined by whether the I/O service involves single or dual 
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channel operation. This delay period will be extended by consecutive I/O-sequences 
if data requests are continually selected by consecutive scan sequences. Since the 
scan sequence also runs during the I/Ol-sequence, it is conceivable that each main 
timing cycle could be under control of an I/O sequence and the program would not 
progress. In a practical situation, however, there would not be such an extended 
period of continual I/O activity because of the limited speed of peripheral devices 
and the high speed of the computer in handling an I/O request. 

The scan sequence can be effectively disabled under certain conditions by preventing 
the setting of the I/Oli flip-flop. A direct disable to this flip-flop is present 
if f = 57 and the Rl-sequence is in control or if f = 20-23 and the first Rl-se
quence is in control (without the R2-sequence). These conditions also prevent the 
setting of the I/02i flip-flop. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-13 for this dis
able. 

An indirect disable to the setting of the I/Oli flip-flop is the pre~ention of the 
Data Req Function Priority command. This disable can exist if the I/Olf flip-
flop is set and the I/O service being performed involves dual channel operation or 
ESI/ESA which has a terminate condition. Both of these conditions require the 
I/02-sequence to follow the I/Ol-sequence. This indirect disable to the I/Ol-se
quence also exists if the CDM-sequence is to be run. Refer to logic diagrams, fig
ure 9-49 for this disable. 

The disable to the program sequences by the I/O-sequences occurs between the initial 
and final portions, beginning at T2.2 time. During the set time of either the 
I/Oli or I/02i flip-flop, the outputs of the If, Rlf, R2f , and Wf flip-flops are 
disabled; and the setting of the Ii, Rli, R2i. Wi, Bli, and B2i flip-flops is inhib
ited. During the set time of either the I/Olf or I/02f flip-flops, the advancing 
of the sequence final flip-flops is prevented. That is, the setting and clearing 
of the If, Rlf' R2f , Wf , 81f, and 82f flip-flops is inhibited. 

These disable conditions are such that any sequence of any instruction may effec
tively be halted after the operations controlled by the sequence initial flip-flop 
are executed and those operations caused by the sequence final flip-flop will not 
be performed until after the interrupting I/O service is performed. The halting 
point can be considered to be at T2.2 time, the setting time for the program se
quence final flip-flop as well as the setting time for the 1/01. and 1/02. flip-

I I . flops. 

Refer to figures 8.4-3, 8.4-4, and 8.4-5 for tImIng diagrams illustrating possible 
relationships of the program and I/O-sequences. These diagrams show the I/O opera
tions interrupting the I-sequence. Realize that any sequence can be disturbed in 
the same manner. 

8.4-5. SUMMARY 

Channel, function, and group priorities select the highest channel number which has 
a signal present and then one type of signal on that channel to be honored. The 
translators have flip-flops to hold that selected signal information and transla
tion gates to inform the rest of the I/O logic as to the type of operation to be 
performed and the channel involved. 

Operations concerning the real time clock and special interrupts are discussed in 
later sheets. 
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8.4-6. STUDY QUESTIONS 

OXG08 

a. Refer to logic diagrams, figures 9-50 and 9-51. 

Indicate below the states of flip-flops OXG08, OXG07, OXG05, OXG04, 
OXGOO, OXG02, and OXGOI assuming that an ODR signal on channel 138 
was selected. 

OXG07 OXG02 OXGOI OXGOO OXG05 OXG04 

b. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-50. 

Indicate below the logic level outputs of the group priority gates 
assuming that the function priorities on chassis 10 and 2 contain 
signals. 

13V14 = 15V14 = 15V34 = 16V34 = ----- ----- ----- ----

14V14 = ___ _ 16V14 = ----- 17V34 = -----

c. Given: IlVIO grounded output Clogic diagrams, figure 9-65). 

Describe the effect that this malfunction would have upon 
I/O operations. 

d. Given: llG02 grounded output Clogic diagrams, figure 9-51). 

Describe the effect that this malfunction would have upon I/O 
operations if the channel selected by channel and group pri
orities were number 7. 

8.4-19 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.5. INPUT DATA REQUEST OPERATIONS 

8.5-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in input data request honor
ing. 

8.5-2. INTRODUCTION 

The input data request is a signal from an external device which requests that the 
computer accept an inputted data word. 

8.5-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4-3. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.5-4. INFORMATION 

a. Input Data Operations Without ESI or ESA. 

1. General Description. 

a) Single Channel Operation. The input data request (IDR) from 
an external device is honored by the computer only if the particular channel is 
input active. The Input Active (ID) flip-flop is set during the execution of f = 
50:01, 50:11. 

If the priority logic selects an IDR signal, the current address control word 
(CACW) is obtained from the control memory address 000618 + 2 x channel # if the 
channel is 0-7 or 002618 + 2 x channel # if the channel IS 10-178' The terminal 
address control word (TACW) is obtained from the control memory address 000608 + * 
2 x channel # if the channel is 10-178 , The 18-bit input data word is stored at 
the address specified by the CACW

15
_0 , 

The CACW15_0 is modified by 1 as 'determined by the value in bit POSItIon 17 of the 
CACW and is restored in control memory. CACW17 determines whether the b~ffer is to 
be forward or backward. In a forward buffer (CACW17 = 02)' the data words are 
stored at consecutively incremented addresses as the IDR signals occur. In this 
case, the CACW15_0 is modified by +1 after each data word is stored. In a backward 
buffer (CACW17 = 12), the data words are stored at consecutively decremented ad
dresses as the IDR signals occur. In this case, the CACW15_0 is modified by -1 
after each data word is stored. 

Refer to tables 8.5-1 and 8.5-2 for buffer examples. 

8.5-1 
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TABLE 8.5-1. SINGLE CHANNEL FORWARD ID BUFFER 
IACW = 005000, TACW = 005003 

DATA STORAGE WORD INPUT 
ADDRESS (CACW

15
_

0
) SEQUENCE 

05000 1 

05001 2 

05002 3 

05003 4 

TABLE 8.5-2. SINGLE CHANNEL BACKWARD ID BUFFER 
IACW = 405003, TACW = 405000 

DATA STORAGE WORD INPUT 
ADDRESS (CACW

15
_

0
) SEQUENCE 

05000 4 

05001 3 

05002 2 

05003 1 

The TACW is not modified but is compared with the CACW. If their 16 least signifi
cant bits are equal before the modification of the CACW, the current input data 
word being processed completes the buffer. To terminate the buffer, the ID Active 
flip-flop for the particular channel is cleared which disables the recognition of 
future IDR signals. At this buffer termination time, the value in bit position 16 
of the CACW is sensed. If CACW16 = 12, an input monitor interrupt signal is to be 
generated to indicate to the program the termination; thus, the ID Monitor flip
flop for the particular channel is set. The resulting ID Monitor signal is handled 
later by the computer as a separate request for input/output service and is discuss
ed in a later sheet. 

The ID-acknowledge signal is sent on the same channel which carried the request. 

If TACWl7 = 12 , continuous data mode is specified. This bit is sensed when the 
buffer IS terminated and allows the special continuous data mode (CDM) sequence to 
be activated. This sequence prevents. the clearing of the ID Active flip-flop and 
reloads the TACW and CACW locations in control memory with new buffer control 
words. CDM operations are presented in a later sheet. 
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b). Dual Channel Operation. The dual channel mode is instated for 
a particular channel by positioning the channel function switch on its drawer to 
the dual position. If dual channel has been selected, the IDR signal is actually 
requsting that two separate lS-bit data words be accepted, one on the IDR channel 
,,\,Thich must be odd for dual channel operation, and the other word on the next lower 
channel which is even numbered. The input operations for the second data word are 
identical to those for the first word. The second word, therefore, is stored in 
memory at the address specified by the CACW15_0 which has been modified by 1 dur
ing the storage of the first word. 

The type of buffer (forward or backward) determines which of the two words is stored 
first. The lS-bit data word from the odd channel (IDR channel) is stored first if 
the buffer is forward. The even channel word is stored first if the buffer is 
backward. Refer to tables S.5-3 and S.5-4 for buffer examples assuming the IDR 
signals occur on channel 3. 

storage of 
1st 36-bit 
word 

storage of 
2nd 36-bit 
word 

storage of 
2nd 36-bit 
word 

storage of 
1st 36-bit 
word 

TABLE 8.5-3. DUAL CHANNEL FORWARD ID BUFFER ON CHANNELS 2, 3 
IACW = 005000, TACW = 005003 

DATA STORAGE INPUTTING WORD INPUT IDR 
~DDRESS (CACW15_0 ) CHANNEL SEQUENCE SEQUENCE 

{ 05000 3 1 1st IDR 

05001 2 2 

{ 05002 3 3 2nd IDR 

05003 2 4 

TABLE 8.5-4. DUAL CHANNEL BACKWARD ID BUFFER ON CHANNEL 2, 3 
IACW = 405003, TACW = 405000 

DATA STORAGE INPUTTING WORD INPUT IDR 
ADDRESS (CACW

15
_0) CHANNEL SEQUENCE SEQUENCE 

{ 05000 3 4 2nd IDR 

05001 2 3 

{ 05002 3 2 1st IDR 

05003 2 1 

8.5-3 
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The TACW and CACW are compared during each IS-bit word input operation. Therefore, 
the clearing of the 10 Active flip-flop and the setting of the 10 Monitor flip-flop 
can occur during either the first or second word storage operation. The TACW and 
IACW should be chosen to provide a buffer for an exact multiple of two Ie-bit words 
such that the buffer will always terminate as a result of the second word storage 
operation from a particular IDR. 

The IO-acknowledge signal is sent on the odd channel which carried the lOR. The 
acknowledge occurs after the second word of the lOR operations has been accepted. 

2. Detailed Analysis. 

a) Data Flow Block Diagram. 

1) Single Channel Operation. Refer to figure 8.5-1 for a 
block diagram description of the single channel ID operation. 

The scan sequence is the main timing cycle during which the IIOli flip-flop is set 
upon detection and selection of an lOR signal. During this sequence, the CACW is 
obtained from control memory at the address 00061S + 2 channel # or 00261S + 2 x 
channel # depending upon the channel. The address of either 000608 + 2 x channel 
# or 00260S + 2 x channel # is formulated in the 1/0 translator which is set ac
cording to the priority. selection. SOOO is set to 12 to make the address odd. 

Another control memory reference is used to obtain the TACW. The TACW and CACW are 
compared from ZO and B. The result of the comparison is recorded by the Terminate 
flip-flop. If TACW

15
_0 = CACW

15
_0 , this IDR will be the last to be honored. ~ 

The B-network is used to modify the CACW15-0 as determined by CACW17' The value 
of this bit is recorded by the B ± 1 flip-flop. 

The I/Ol-sequence is used to store the 18-bit input data word. The memory refer
ence uses the address specified by the unmodified CACW15_0 from B. A control mem
ory reference is used at Tl.l time to store the modified CACW value for use during 
the next input operation. 

The remaining I/Ol-sequence operations are used only if the operation is dual 
channel. 

2) Dual Channel Operation. Refer to figures 8.5-1 and 8.5-2. 

The scan and I/Ol-sequence are used as for single channel operation. The last por
tion of the l/Ot-sequence and the l/02-sequence are used to perform the same opera
tions executed during the last portion of the scan sequence and the first portion 
o! the II01-sequence, These operations input the second word and store it at the 
fIrst word storage address ± 1. . 

b) Essential Commands Refer to table S 5 5 fo . 
of essential s 1/01 /' . - r a sequentIal list 
referring to t~an, , and I 02-sequence events. Develop the commands shown by 

e proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

;~~w~~en~~ec~~~~~~i~~n~~;~~~~Yt~:l~~~~~~u~~~ ~~ discussed previously and are not 
as a result of the setting of the Co t' 0 ta mode sequence, WhICh IS Initiated 
in a later sheet. The 10 acknowledge t ~ ~nuo.usd' ata Request fl~p-flop, are analyzed 

Imlng IS Iscussed later In this sheet. 
S.5-4 
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NOTES: * IF CHAN N EL NUM8ER IS 10-178 , ADD 002008 TO ADDRESS IN SO, 

**8 NETWORK-7 ZO IS TIMED 8Y CM TIMING, 
1/0 

TRANS 

I/O 
TRANS 

SO=00060* +2X CH 

T4.3 CLEAR TERM FF 'P~<f-/ol. 

ZO 

8 15 - 0 T4.4 SET TERM FF 
IF 815-0=1 ZOI5-0 ..... -------p-22 

p-Z4 _"qNlo 

WRITE 1--7 SOOO 
T3,I 

~ ____ ~ CONTROL 
SO MEMORY 

SO =00061*+ 2X CH 

T4.1 CLEAR 8 ± I FF P-2.,7 
T4.2 SET 8 il FF IF 8 17 = I 

(8ACKWARD 8UFFER ) 

{
+ I IF 8 ± I FF CLEAR 
- I IF 8 ± I FF SET 

8 NETWORK MODIFICATION OF 8 17 ,16 DISA8LED 

T2.2 - T2.1 (1/01 SEQ) 

T4.4 SET CONT DATA REQ FF IF (8 15 - 0 = ZO 15-0) • 

(ZOI7 = I) 

SC A N SEQ U EN C E 

1/01 SEQU ENCE 

READ 

WRITE SO = 00061*+ 2X CH 

TI.3 CLEAR ID ACT FF IF (TERM FF CLEAR)'(CONT DATA REQ FF CLEAR 

SET 10 MON FF IF '(TERM FF CLEAR)' (8 16 = I) 
----

I/o 2. SEQ.U£.NCE. 
tfP°

O 

~ !iZ' I r 18 - 81T INPUT DATA WORD 
IF DUAL CHANNEL: (FROM 'IF DUAL CHANNEL 

~---I""~ sOOOI WRITE 

LseQ-ODD CHANNEL IF FORWARDI 
8UFFER) (FROM EVEN ,MSB 

CHANNEL IF 8ACKWARD 
8UFFER') ___ --.J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L 

SO = 00060* + 2X CH 

T4.3 CLEAR TERM FF 
T4.4 SET TERM FF IF 

8 15 - 0 =f; ZO 15 - 0 

15-0 

TO SI 

NETWORK 

TO ZO 

I 

I 
T4.1 CLEAR 8 ±I FF I 
T4.2 SET 8 ± I FF IF 8 17 = I 

8±1 FFCLEAR 

8 ± I FF SET 

I 
I 
I 

B NETWORK MODIFICATION OF 817 16 I 
DISABLED T2.2 - T2.1 (1/02 SEQ )' 

-~ 
Figure 8.5-1. Scan and liOI-Sequence Data Flow for Single 

or Dual Channel 10 Operations 
8.5-5 
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ZI 
READ 

TL4 

WRITE 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

FROM 8 

FROM 8 NETWORK 

TI.l 

SI 

SI = CACW 15-0 

** 
ZO=GACW ±I ZO READ 

I/O 
TRANS 

SO= 00061* + 2 X CH 

TI.3 CLEAR 10 ACT FF IF TERM FF CLEAR 
SET ID MON FF IF TERM FF CLEAR- 8 16 ; I 

IS-8IT INPUT 
DATA WORD '" (FROM EVEN CHANNEL IF FORWARD 8UF~ER) MS6 

(FROM ODD CHANNEL IF 8ACKWARD 8UFFER) LSe 

NOTE: * IF C.HANNEL IS 10-17S' ADD 00200S TO ADDRESS. I N SO 

** 8 NETWORK~ ZO IS TIMED 8Y CM TIMING 

Figure 8.5-2. I/02-Sequence Data Flow for Dual Channel ID Operations 

c) ID-Acknowledge Timing. The ID-acknowledge signal is sent after 
the data word storage operation. In the case of dual channel operation, the ac
knowledge is sent after both words have been inputted. The purpose of this signal 
is to acknowledge the receipt of data. The communicating external device usually 
uses the acknowledge to time the dropping of its IDR signal. The ID-acknowledge 
signal is sent for a time duration of 2.75 microseconds and 14.75 microseconds for 
fast and slow interface, respectively. The ID-Acknowledge Generation flip-flop 
determines the acknowledge duration of its set time. 

Refer to tables 8.5-6 and 8.5-7 for the timing analysis of the acknowledge for fast 
and slow interface, respectively. Develop these tables by referring to the proper 
enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

8.5-6 
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TABLE 8.5-5. SCAN, 1/01, AND 1/02 SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR SINGLE OR DUAL CHANNEL ill OPERATIONS 

TIME NOTATION 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T3.4 

T4.1 

T4.2 

T4.3 

T4.4 

T1.1 

T1.2 

T1.3 

T1.4 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T2.4 

The following occurs if I/02i ff set (dual channel) excepting, "clear I/01f ff" 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T3.4 

T4.1 

T4.2 

T4.3 

T4.4 

T1.1 

T1.2 

T1.3 

T1.4 

T2.l 

T2.4 

T4.1 

*B Network -+ZO ia timed by CM timing. 

COMMANDS 

SCAN SEQUENCE 

Clear Fct, Chan, &: I/O Trans 1 

Set I/01 i ff, Pri,-+Fct, Chan, &: I/O Trans 1, disable B Network1?,16 

I/O Trans_SO, 1-+S000, Init CM, clear ZO 

Clear B 

ZO_B* 

I/O Trans-+SO, Init CM, clear ZO, clear B + 1 ff (+1-+ B Network) 
clear I/O Trans 2 -

Set I/01f ff, set B.::.1 ff (-l-+B Network) if B1? = 1 

I/O Trans I-I/O Trans 2 (set Dual ff if dual chan selected), 
clear all ill Ack Reg ff's 

Clear Pri Alternator ff, set ill Ack Reg ff, set 6XLg0 ff 
clear Term ft, clear ill Req ff 

Set Term ff if B15-0 f. Z015_0, disable CM-+ZO 

Clear Sl, disable Mem_Zl, set Cont Data Req ff if (B15~ = 
Z015_0)'(ZOl? = 1) 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

I/O Trans_SO, 1-+S000 , Init CM, B_S1, Init Memory 

Input Data Amps-+ store Sel ** 

Clear Zl, clear ill Act ff if (Term ff clear)· (Cont Data Req ff clear) 

Set ill Mon ff if (Term ff c1ear).(B1ti = 1) 

store Sel-+Z1, set ill Ack Gener ~f if Dual ff clear 

Clear I/01 i ff, drop Input Data Amps-+ store Sel, drop disable B 

Network1? ,16 

Set I/02 i ff if Dual ff set, disable B Networkl ? ,16 if I/02i If set 

Drop disable Mem-+Z1, drop disable CM_ZO 

I/O Trans_SO, 1_ SOoO, Init CM, clear ZO 

Clear B 

ZO-+B* 

Clear I/01f ff, I/O Trans-+SO, Init CM, clear ZO 

Clear B'::' 1 ff (+l-+B Network), clear I/O Trans 2 

Set I/02f ff, set B.::. 1 ff (-l-B Network) if B1? = 1 

I/O Trans 1_ I/o Trans 2 (set Dual ff), clear all ill Ack Reg ff's 

Set ill Ack Reg ff, set 6XLgO H, clear Term H 

Set Term H if B15_0 f. Z015_0' disable CM~O 

Clear Sl, disable Mem-Z1, set Cont Data Req ff if (B15-0 = 
Z015_0)'(ZGt? = 1) 

1/02 SEQUENCE (if dual channel) 

I/O Trans_SO, l_S000, Init CM, Clear ZO 

B-S1, Init Memory 

Input Data Amps -+ store Sel" 

Clear Zl, clear ill Act H if (Term ff clear)'(Cont Data Req f\ clear)

Set ill Mon H if Term ff clear· B16 = 1 

store Sel-Z1, set ill Ack Gener ff 

Clear I/02 i H, drop Input Data Amps_store Sel 

Drop disable B Network1? ,16 

Drop disable Mem-+Z1, drop disable CM --+ZO 

Clear I/02f ff 

"'If operation ia in cNal channel mode, the channel inp.rtted to store Sel ia as follows. 

B .::. 1 ff clear (forward bu1fer) 

B .::. 1 ff .et (backward bu1fer) 

I/01 Seq. 
odd 

even 

I/02 Seq. 
even 

odd 

8.5-7 
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TABLE 8.5-6. ID-ACKNOWLEDGE TIMING FOR FAST INTERFACE 

TIME NOTATION 

T4.2 

T4.3 
i 
I 
I 
I 

f ----- rT1.4 
.85 ttS 

2.725 ttS >- T3. 3 
I 1.875 ttS 

L _____ T3.2 

ACTION 

Clear all ID Ack Reg ff's f-9~68 

Set ID Ack Reg ff, set 6XLgO ff p- 9- 70 

Set ID Ack Gener ff, send ID-acknowledge signal 

Clear 6XLgO ff 

Clear ID Ack Gener ff, drop ID-acknowledge 
signal 

TABLE 8.5-7. ID-ACKNOWLEDGE TIMING FOR SLOW INTERFACE 

TIME NOTATION ACTION 

T4.2 Clear all ID Ack Reg ff's 

T4.3 
I 
I 
I 

r I 
7'(\- --- - Tl.4 

Tl.4 

T1. 4 
12 ttS 
delay ( Tl.4 
of 
61Lg2 T1. 4 

14.725 ttS Tl.4 
;: 

Tl.4 

T3.3 
1. 875 ttS >-

JL ____ T3.2 

4 ttS ( delay 
of T3.2 
60Lg2 

T3.2 

8.5-8 

Set ID Ack Reg ff, set 6XLgO ff 

Set ID Ack Gener ff, send ID-acknowledge signal 

Set 6XLg3 ff 

Clear 6XLgO ff 

Clear ID Ack Gener ff, drop ID-acknowledge 
signal 

Clear 6XL3 ff 
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b. Input Data Operations With ESI. 

1. General Description. The externally specified index mode (ESI) is 
instated for a particular channel by positioning the Channel Function switch on its 
drawer to the ESI position. When in effect, it alters the operations which honor 
an IDR on its channel. Two channels are used together, the one on which the IDR is 
sent which must be odd numbered and the next lower even numbered channel. Instead 
of the TACW and CACW being obtained from their normal addresses in control memory, 
their control memory origins are specified by the requesting external device. Re
fer to figure 8.5-3 for the input word format. 

BIT POSITIONS 
ODD CHANNEL( lOR) 

17 00 

'-...... _--...... ------) y 
EXTERNALLY 
SPECI FI ED 
IN DEX 

NEXT LOWER EVEN CHANNEL 
17 00 

\---------- ----------) y 
INPUT DATA WORD 

yigure 8.5-3. ESI Input Word Format for IDR OperationS 

The IDR signal must appear on an odd channel. The input word on that channel is 
accepted as the control memory address of the TACW. The CACW is obtained from the 
next consecutively higher address. 

The CACW15_0 is modified by ±l depending upon its bit position 17. The data word 
on the even channel is stored at the address specified by the unmodified CACW15_0 . 
If the TACW15-0 = CACW15-0 (unmodified), the buffer is terminated and the input 
monitor interrupt signal is generated if CACW16 = 1. The ID-acknowledge signal is 
sent on the odd channel. 

The ESI mode of operation isuseful if more than one piece of equipment is connected 
to a common channel by means of a multiplexing device. Each piec~ of equipment can 
indirectly specify its data storage locations in memory by means of the externally 
specified index which could be generated in the multiplexer as it handled each data 
word. Each equipment would have a unique index value. The multiplexer must occupy 
an odd and the next lower even channels. 

Upon buffer termination, the externally specified index is also stored in main mem
ory at the address 001618 + 2 x channel # if the channel is 0-7 or 003618 + 2 x 
channel # if the channel is 10-178 , By inspecting the content of this address, the 
program could determine which of the equipment on that channel made the last input 
and made the channel inactive. 

2. Detailed Analysis. 

a) Data Flow Block Diagram. 

1) Not Buffer Termination. Refer "to figure 8.5-5 for a block 
diagram description of the ID operations with ESI. 

8.5-9 
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Data flow is similar to that for normal input operations. The exceptions are that 
the control memory addresses for the CACW and TACW are from the odd numbered chan
nel. The externally specified index is used in SO at T4.1 time to obtain the TACW. 
The transfer into SO involves a one place left shift. Realize also that SO has no 
bit position 06. The inputted bits 05 and 06 are therefore placed in S007 and S008, 
respectively. Nothing is placed in SOOO such that the address of the TACW is al
ways even. Refer to figure 8.5-4 for a description of the ESI transfer to SO. 

NOT USED 

r,-.-----A---___ 

" STORE SEL BITS: \7 7 6 5 4 :3 2 0 

// 111// 
SO BITS: 8 7 6 5 4 :3 2 I 0 

t 
NOT ACTUALLY IN SO 

Figure 8.5~4. Store Select Ll ~SO Transfer for ESI 

The address of the CACW is formulated by setting SOOO to 12 in addition to the left 
shift input. The CACW is therefore obtained from the next consecutive higher ad
,dress. All other I/Ol-sequence operations are the same as those for normal input 
operations. The CACW is modified by ±l and is restored by another control memory 
reference. The input data word on the even channel is stored at the address speci
fied by the unmodified 'CACW

15
_0 . 

The termination and monitor interrupt capabilities are the same as for normal input 
operations. The Continuous Data Mode Sequence is initiated upon buffer completion 
if the TACW17 = 12' However, it is of no use in reloading the address control 
words, since'this sequence always reloads the normal control memory address of the 
CACW and TAGW. 

That is,' it will place new control w'ords in control memory addresses 000608 + 2 x 
channel # and 000618 + 2 x channel # or 002608 + 2 x channel # and 002618 + 2 x 
channel #, depending upon the channel number. These addresses are not used since 
the external device specifies the origins of the CACW and TACW. However, if the 
Continuous Data 'Request flip-flop is set, it will prevent deactivating the buffer 
(the ID Active flip-flop will not be cleared). 

2) Buffer Termination. Refer to figure 8.5-6 for the 1/02-
sequence operations executed upon buffer termination. 

The I/02-sequence is initiated if the TACW equals the unmodified CACW. It uses a 
memory reference to store the externally specified index in memory for use by the 
program. 

b) Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.5-8 for a sequential. list of 
scan, 1/01 and I/02-sequence' events. Develop the commands shown by referring to 
the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 
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TIME NaTATION 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T3.4 

T4.1 

T4.2 

T4.3 

T4.4 

T1.1 

T1.2 

T1.3 

T1.4 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T2.4 

T4.1 

TABLE 8.5-8. SCAN, 1/10, AND 1/02 SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR 
ill OPERATIONS WITH ESI 

COMMANDS 

SCAN SEQUENCE 

Clear Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 

Set I/01i ff, Pri~Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 (set ESI ff), disable 
B Network17,16 

Odd chan Input Data Amps~Store Sel 

Store Sel L1~SO (ESI), l~SOOO' Init CM, clear ZO 

Clear B 

ZO---+B* 

Store Sel L1---+S0 (ESI), Init CM, clear ZO, clear I/O Trans 2 

Clear B ±. 1 ff (+l---+B Network) 

Set 1/01f ff, set B ±.1 ff (-l~B Network) if B17 = 1 

1/0 Trans 1---+1/0 Trans 2, clear all ill Ack Reg ff's 

Clear ill Req ff, set ill Ack Reg ff, set 6XLgO ff, clear Pri Alternator 
ff, clear Term ff 

Set Term ff if B15- 0 I- Z015_0, disable CM~ZO, disable Mem---+Zl, 
clear Sl 

Set Cont Data Req ff if (B15- 0 = Z015_0)'(Z017 = 1) 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

Store Sel L1-+S0 (ESI), l~SOOO' Init CM, clear ZO 

B~Sl, Init Memory 

Drop odd chan Input Data Amps~ Store Sel, even chan Input Data 
Amps~ Store Sel 

Clear Z1, clear ill Act ff if (Term ff clear}· (Cont Data Req ff clear) 

Set ill Mon ff if (Term ff clear}. (B16 = 1) 

Store Sel~ Zl, set ill Ack Gener ff if Term ff set 

Clear I/01 i ff, drop even chan Input Data Amp~ Store Sel 

Drop disable B Network17, 16 

Set 1/02i ff if Term ff clear, odd chan Input Data Amps-+ Store Sei if 
I/02i ff set 

Drop disable ¥em---+ Zl, drop disable CM~ ZO 

Clear I/Olf ff 

The following occurs if 1/02i ff set (terminate) 

T4.2 Set 1/02f ff, clear all ill Ack Reg ff's 

T4.3 Set ill Ack Reg ff, set 6XLgO ff 

T4.4 Disable Mem~Zl, Clear Sl 

1/02 SEQUENCE (if terminate) 

T1.1 I/O Trans~Sl, 1-+S100, 1-+ S106, Init Memory 

T1.3 Clear Zl 

T1.4 Store Sel ~ Zl, set ill Ack Gener ff 

T2.1 Clear I/02i ff, drop odd chan Input Data Amps~Store Sel 

T2.4 Drop disable Mem---+Zl 

T4.1 Clear I/02f ff 

*B Network~ZO is timed by CM timing. 
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STORE SEL = ESI 

STORE SEL 

SO 

CONTROL READ 

MEMORY 

SCAN SEQUENCE 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

WRITE 

WRITE 

T2.2 - TI.2 
(I/O I SEQ) 

ZO =TACW 

ZO 

ZO 

WRITE 

STORE SEL = ESI 

STORE SEL 

CONTROL 
....... --1 SO 

READ MEMORY 

T4.1 CLEAR B ± I FF 

T2.2-TI.2 
(I/OI SEQ) 

T4.2 SET B ± I FF IF BI7 = I (BACKWARD 
BUFFER) 

{
+ I IF B± I FF CLEAR 

-I IF B±I FF SET 

B NETWORK MODIFICATION OF BI7116 DISABLED 
T2.2-T2.1 (1/01 SEQ) 

T4.4 SET CONT DATA REQ FF IF 

(815-0=ZOI5-0)'( ZOI7= I) 

_---f---...... T4.3 CLEAR TERM FF 

~--+--~~--.. T4.4 SET TERM FF IF 

815 - 0 i= Z015-0 

STORE SEL = ESI 

STORE SEL 
TI.I 

T2.2 (SCAN) 
TI.2 

READ 
ZI 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

SI 

18- 81T INPUT 
DATA WORD 

(FROM EVEN CHANNEL) 

ZO = CACW+I * 
..------11"----. 

ZO READ 

WRITE 

SO 

CONTROL 
MEMORY 

TI.3 CLEAR TO ACT FF IF (TERM FF CLEAR)' (CONT DATA 
REQ FF CLEAR) 

SET ID MON FF IF (TERM FF CLEAR) . ( BI6 = I ) 

NOTE: *B NETWORK ~ ZO IS TIMED BY eM TIMING. 

EXTERNALLY 
SPECIFIED 
IN DEX 

(FROM ODD 
CHANNEL) 

Figure 8.5-5. Scan and I/Ol-Sequence Data Flow for ID Operations with ESI 
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I/O 
TRANS 

I~ SI 06 00 
1 

WRITE 

ZI=Esr ZI 

TI.4 

STORE SEL 

READ 
MAIN 

MEMORY 

T2.2(1/01 SEQ) - T2.1 

EXTERNALLY SPECIFIED INDEX 
(FROM ODD CHANNEL) 

SI 

S 1= 00161 * + 2 X CH 

NOTE:* IF CHANNEL IS 10-1781 ADD 002008 TO ADDRESS IN SI. 

Figure 8.5-6. I/02-Sequence Data Flow for Terminate ID Operations With ESI 

The events concerning priority selection are as previously discussed and are not 
shown. The events concerning the continuous data mode sequence are analyzed in a 
later sheet. The ID-acknowledge timing is the same as for normal input operations. 

c. Input Data Operations With ESA. 

1. General Description. The externally specified address mode (ESA) 
is instated for a particular channel by positioning the Channel Function switch on 
its drawer to the ESA position. When in'effect, it alters the operations which 
honor an IDR on its channel. Two channels are used together, the one on which the 
IDR is sent which must be odd numbered and the next lower even numbered channel. 
Instead of the storage address for the input data being determined by the CACW, the 
external device directly specifies the address. Refer to figure 8.5-7 for the in
put word format. 

BIT POSITION S 

ODD CHANNEL(IDR) 

17----0 
'" ....... _-_ r------) y 

EXTERNALLY 
SPECIFIED 
ADDRESS 

NEXT LOWER EVEN CHANNEL 

17 ----0 

'"----......., .------) Y 
INPUT DATA WORD 

Figure 8.5-7. ESA Input Word Format for IDR Operations 
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The lOR signal must come from an odd channel. The input word on that channel is 
accepted as the data storage address. The word on the even channel is stored at 
this address. There are no buffer limits (address control words). 

The only way that the external device can terminate the input buffer is for the 16 
least significant bits inputted as the address to be all O's. Upon termination, 
the input monitor interrupt signal is generated if bit 16 = 12 of the odd channel. 
Also at termination, the externally specified address is stored at the address 
001618 + 2 x channel # if the channel is 0-7 or 003618 + 2 x channel # if the chan
nel is 10-178 , 

2. Detailed Analysis. 

a) Data Flow Block Diagram. Refer to figure 8.5-8 for a block 
diagram description of the 10 operations with ESA. 

During the last portion of the scan sequence, the externally specified address is 
inputted and placed in B. The circuitry which is normally used to compare the TACW 
with the CACW is still effective in examining Z015-0 and B15-0. If B15-0 = 0, the 
input operations will terminate after this current data storage. 

The I/Ol-sequence performs the data storage from the even channel using the exter
nally specified address in B. As normal, the input monitor interrupt signal can 
be generated upon termi~ation if selected by bit 16 of this address word~ 

The I/02-sequence is used only if the input operation is terminated. It performs 
the storage of the externally specified address. 

b) Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.5-9 for a sequential list 
of scan, 1/01, and I/02-sequence events. Develop these commands by referring to 
the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

The events concerning priority selection are as previously discussed and are not 
shown. The events concerning the continuous data mode sequence are analyzed in a 
later sheet. The ID-acknowledge timing is the same as for normal input operations. 

8.5-5. SUMMARY 

A data word sent to the computer is accompanied "by the lOR signal which requests 
the computer to accepts the word. The ID-acknowledge signal is sent back to the 
data sending peripheral device to indicate the completion of the input operation. 
One of four modes can be selected with the CHANNEL FUNCTION switch (single channel, 
dual channel, ESI, or ESA). Mode can only be selected if the lOR occurs on an odd 
channel; otherwise, single channel mode is in effect. 

Single channel operation involves one 18-bit word inputted on the requesting chan
nel. Dual channel operation causes one 18-bit word to be inputted on the request
ing channel, which must be odd, and another on the next lower even channel. 

ESI and ESA allow the external device to either indirectly or directly specify the 
storage address for the inputted data word. 
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SCAN SEQUENCE 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

ZI 

T4.3 CLEAR TERM ff 

T4.4 SET TERM ff 

IF BI5 - 0 1= ZOI5_0*O'S 

WRITE 

READ X 
MAIN 

MEMORY 

ZO 

B 

TI.l 

SI 

SI = ESA 

S.G.1219 CM)8.:i 

ZO CLEARED TO O'S AT T4.1 

T3.4 

STORE SEL = ESA 

STORE SEL 

T2.2-TI.2 
(I/OI SEQ) 

EXTERNALLY SPECIFIED 
ADDRESS (FROM ODD 
CHANNEL) 

TI. 3 CLEAR 10 ACT ff IF TERM ff CLEA R 
SETID MON ff IF(TERM ffCLEAR)'( B

16
= I) 

18-BIT INPUT DATA WORD 

(FROM EVEN CHANNEL) 

1/02 SEQUENCE (IF TERMINATE) 

STORE SEL 

EXTERNALLY SPECI FlED ADD RESS 
(FROM ODD CHANNEL) 

READ MAIN 

MEMORY 

WRITE 

NOTE: IF CHANNEL IS 10-178 ADD 00200 8 "TO ADDRESS IN SI 

I/O 
TRANS 

I-7S10600 
rL---~ , 

SI = 00161* +2 X CH 

Figure 8.5-8. Scan, 1/01, and I/02-Sequence Data Flow 
for 10 Operations with ESA 
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TABLE 8.5-9. SCAN, 1/01, AND 1/02 SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS 
FOR ID OPERATIONS WITH ESA 

TIME NOTATION COMMANDS 

SCAN SEQUENCE 

·T2.1 Clear Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 

T2.2 Set I/01 i ff, Pri ~ Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 (set ESA ff) 

Odd chan Input Data Amps ~ Store Sel 

T3.2 CleaIi B 

T3.4 Store Sel~B 

T4.1 Clear I/O Trans 2, clear ZO 

T4.2 Set I/01f ff, I/O Trans 1 ~ I/O Trans 2, clear all ID Ack Reg ffl s 

T4.3 Clear ID Req ff, set ID Ack Reg ff, set 6XLgO ff 

Clear Term ff, clear Pri Alternator ff 

T4.4 Set Term ff if B15 - 0 '" Z015_0, clear Sl, disable Mem-+-Z1 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

T1.1 B~Sl, Init Memory 

T1.2 Drop odd chan Input Data Amps-+ Store Sel 

Even chan Input Data Amps -+Store Sel 

T1.3 Clear Zl, clear ID Act ff if Term ff clear 

Set ID Monitor ff if (Term ff clear). (B16 = 1) 

T1.4 Store Sel ~Zl, set ID Ack Gener ff if Term ff clear 

T2.1 Clear r/01 i ff, drop even chan Input Data Amps-+Store Sel 

T2.2 Set r/02 i ff if Term ff clear, odd chan Input Data Amps~Store Sel if 
I/02 i ff set 

T2.4 Drop disable Mem~Zl 

T4.1 Clear I/01f ff 

The following occurs if r/02 i ff set (terminate) 

T4.2 Set r/02f ff, clear all ID Ack Reg ffl s 

T4.3 Set ID Ack Reg ff, set 6XLgO ff 

T4.4 Disable Mem~Zl, clear Sl 

1/02 SEQUENCE (if terminate) 

T1.1 r/o Trans-+Sl, l~SlOO, 1~Sl06, Init Memory 

T1.3 Clear Zl 

T1.4 Store Sel-+Z1, set ID Ack Gener ff 

T2.1 Clear r/02 i ff, drop odd chan Input Data Amps~Store Sel 

T2.4 Drop disable Mem-+-Zl 

T4.1 Clear r/02f ff 
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NAME: 

8.5-6. STUDY QUESTIONS 

a. Given: pin 11 of OXG19 ff grounded (logic diagrams, figure 9-106) 

Describe the effect which this malfunction would have upon normal ID 
buffer operations. 

b. Given: pin S of 5XV12 ff grounded (logic diagrams, figure 9-6S) 

1. Describe any effect which this malfunction would have during the 
honoring of an IDR on channell. 

2. Describe any effect which this malfunction would have during the 
honoring of an IDR on channel lOS' 

c. Given: input word on channel 7 = 072656 

ESI mode is in effect for channel 7. The given input word will be used 
to formulate the address to obtain the CACW and TACW. From what con
trol memory addresses will these addresses control words be obtained? 

address to obtain TACW = -------------------
address to obtain CACW = -------------------
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.6. OUTPUT, DATA AND EXTERNAL FUNCTION REQUESTS OPERATIONS 

8.6-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in output data and external 
function requests operations. 

8.6-2. INTRODUCTION 

The output data request is a signal from an external device which requests that 
the computer output a data word. The external function request is also sent from 
an external device; it requests an external function control word. The computer 
can have just one of these buffer types active at one time on a particular channel. 

8.6-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4-3. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.6-4. INFORMATION 

a. OD/EF Operations Without ESI or ESA. 

1. General Description. 

a) Single Channel Operation. The output data request (ODR) or 
external function request (EFR) from an ~xternal device is honored by the computer 
only if the particular channel is output active or external function active, 
respectively. The External Function/Output Data (EF/OD) Active flip-flop is set 
during the execution of f = 50:02, 50:03, 50:12, 50:13. 

If the priority logic selects an ODR or EFR signal, the current address control 
word (CACW) is obtained from the control memory address 000418 + 2x channel ~ if 
the channel is 0-7 or 0002418 + 2 x channel # if the channel is 10-178. The 
terminal address control word (TACW) is obtained from the control memory address 
000408 + 2 x channel # if the channel is 0-7 or 002408 + 2 x channel # if the channel 
is 10-178. The 18-bit word which is outputted is obtained from the address 
specified by the CACW15_0 . 

The CACW15_0 is modified by 1 as determined by the value in bit position 17 of the 
CACW and is restored in control memory. CACW17 determines whethe~ the buffer is to 
be forward or backward. In a forward buffer (CACW17 = 02), the outputted words are 
obtained from consecutively incremented addresses as the ODR or EFR signals occur. 
In this case, the CACW15_0 is modified by +1 after each word is outputted. In a 
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backward buffer (CACW17 = 12), the outputted words are obtained from consecutively 
decremented addresses as the ODR or EFR signals occur. In this case, the CACW15_0 
is modified by -1 after each word is outputted. 

Refer to tables 8.6-1 and 8.6-2 for buffer examples. 

TABLE 8.6-1. SINGLE CHANNEL FORWARD OD/EF BUFFER 
IACW = 005000, TACW = 005003 

ADDRESS OF VJORD OUTPUT 

OUTPUTTED WORD (CACW
15

_
0

) SEQUENCE 

05000 1 

05001 2 

05002 3 

05003 4 

TABLE 8.6-2. SINGLE CHANNEL BACKWARD OD/EF BUFFER 
IACW = 405003, TACW = 405000 

ADDRESS OF WORD OUTPUT 

OUTPUTTED WORD (CACW 15-0) SEQUENCE 

05000 4 

05001 3 

05002 2 

05003 1 

The TACW is not modified but is compared with the CACW. If their 16 least 
significant bits are equal before the modification of the CACW, the current output 
word being processed completes the buffer. To terminate the buffer, the EF/OD 
Active flip-flop' for the particular channel is cleared which disables the 
recognition of future ODR and EFR signals. At this buffer termination time, the 
value in bit position 16 of the CACW is sensed. If CACW16 = 12, an external function/ 
output data monitor signal is to be generated to indicate to the program the 
termination; thus, the EF/OD Monitor flip-flop for the particular channel is set. 
The resulting EF/OD monitor signal is handled later by the computer as a separate 
request for input/output service and is discussed in a later sheet. 

The OD-acknowledge or EF-acknowledge signal is sent on the same channel which 
carried the request. The type of acknowledge signal which is sent indicates to the 
receiving device that the outputted word is a data word or a control word. \.J 
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If TACW17 = 1
2

, continuous data mode is specified. This bi t is sensed when the 
buffer IS terminated and allows the special continuous data mode (CDM) sequence to 
be activated. This sequence prevents the clearing of the EF/OD Active flip-flop 
and reloads the TACW and CACW locations in control memory with new buffer control 
words. CDM operations are presented in a later sheet. 

b) Dual Channel Operation. The dual channel mode is instated 
. for a particular channel by positioning the CHANNEL FUNCTION switch on its drawer 
tot h e DUAL pas i t ion. If d u a I c han n e I has b e ~ n s e I e c ted, the 0 D R or EF R s i g n a lis 
actually requesting that the computer output two sepearate IS-bit words, one on the 
request channel which must be odd for dual channel operation and the other word on 
the next lower channel which is even numbered. The output operations for the second 
word are identical to those for the first word. The second word, therefore, is 
obtained from memory at the address specified by the CACW15_0 which has been 
modified by 1 during the outputting of the first wDrd. 

The type of buffer (forward or backward) determines which of the two channels is 
serviced first. The odd channel, which must carry the ODR or EFR, receives the 
first IS-bit word if the buffer is forward. The even channel is serviced first if 
the buffer is backward. Refer to tables S.6-3 and S.6-4 for buffer examples assuming 
the ODR or EFR signals occur on channel 3. 

TABLE S.6-3. DUAL CHANNEL FORWARD ODjEF BUFFER ON CHANNELS 2, 3 
IACW = 005000, TACW = 005003 

ADDRESS OF OUTPUTTED RECEIVING WORD OUTPUT ODR OR EFR 

WORD (CACW
15

_
0

) CHANNEL SEQUENCE SEQUENCE 

1st 36-bit { 05000 3 1 1st ODR/EFR 

output word 05001 2 2 

2nd 36-bit { 05002 3 3 2nd ODR/EFR 

output word 05003 2 4 

The 16 least significant bits of the TACW and CACW dre compared during each IS-bit 
word output operation. Therefore, the clearing of the EF/OD Active flip-flop and 
the setting of the EF/OD Monitor flip-flop can occur during either the first or 
second ·word output operation. The TACW and IACW should be chosen to provide a 
buffer for an exact multiple of two IS-bit words such that the buffer will always 
terminate as a result of the second word output operation from a particular ODR 
or EFR. 

The OD-acknowledge or EF-acknowledge signal is sent on the odd channel which carried 
the ODR or EFR. The acknowledge occurs after the second word has been outputted. 
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TABLE 8.6-4. DUAL CHANNEL BACKWARD OD/EF BUFFER ON CHANNEL 2, 3 
IACW = 405003, TACW = 405000 

ADDRESS OF OUTPUTTED RECEIVING WORD OUTPUT ODR OR EFR 

WORD (CACW
15

_
0

) CHANNEL SEQUENCE SEQUENCE 

2nd 36-bit 

~ 
05000 3 4 2nd ODR/EFR 

output word 05001 2 3 

1st 36-bit 

~ 
05002 3 2 1st ODR/EFR 

output word 05003 2 1 

2. Detailed Analysis. 

a) Data Flow Block Diagram. 

1) Single Channel Operation. Refer to figure 8.6-1 for a 
block diagram description of the single channel OD/EF operation. 

The scan sequence is th~ main timing cycle during which the IIOli flip-flop is set 
upon detection and selection of an ODR or EFR signal. During this sequence the 
CACW is obtained from control memory at the address 000418 + 2 x channel # or 
0002418 + 2 x channel # depending upon the channel. The address of either 
000408 + 2 x channel # or 000240 + 2 x channel # is formulated in the 1/0 translator ~ 
which is set according to the priority selection. SOOO is set to 12 to make the 
address odd. 

Another control memory reference is used to obtain the TACW. The TACW and CACW are 
compared from ZO and B. The result of the comparison is recorded by the terminate 
flip-flop. If TACW15_0 = CACW15_0, this ODR or EFR will be the last to be honored. 

The B-netword is used to mOdify the CACW15_0 as determined by CACW17~ 
of this bit is recorded by the B ± 1 flip-flop. 

The value 

The 1/0 I-sequence is used to obtain and output the 18-bit word. The memory 
reference uses the address specified by the unmodified CACW15_0 from B. A control 
memory reference is used at Tl.l time to store the modified CACW value for use during 
the next output operation. . 

The remaining 1/01 sequence operations are used only if the operation is dual 
channel. 

2) Dual Channel Operation. Refer to figures 8.6-1 and 8.6-2. 

The scan and I/Ol-sequences are used as for single channel operations. The last 
portion of the I/Ol-sequence and the I/02-sequence are used to perfrom the same 
operations executed during the last portion of the scan sequence and the first 
portion of the I/Ol-sequence. These operations obtain the second word from the 
first word address ±1. 
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NOTES: 
WHEN RESUME FF IS SET 1 EF/OD ACT FF IS CLEARED IF TERM EF/OD FF IS SET. * I F CHANNEL NUMBER IS 10-178 ADD 002008 TO ADDRESS IN SO. I/O 

TRANS ** B NETWORK~ ZO IS TIMED BY CM TIMING. 

SO=00040* + 2XCH 
SO 

ZO=TACW 

~_R_EA_D _--J

ZO 

] 

WRITE 

T4.3 CLEAR TERM FF f"'l-ID~'f.~ I 
T4.4 SET TERM FF IF ( 

B15-0 i- ZO 15-0---- -

B 
P-21 

B 

NETWORK 

B15-0 

WRITE 
I~SOOO 

~--.L-, 2'11 
SO:::00041* 
+ 2XCH 

B=CACW 

+ I IF B ! I FF CLEAR 
-I IF B :t IFF SET 

T4.3 CLEAR RESUME FF~ P -~r 
T4.4 SET CONT DATA REQ FF IF 

(BI5-0=ZOI5-0 ). (ZOI7 = I) 
SCAN SEQUENCE ----.-.---- -~---- 170-1 SEQUENCE--' P-67. - - -WRITE 

T\'I TI.3 SET EF/OD MON F'F IF ~TERM FF CLEAR)· 
(B I6= I);SET TERM EF/ODf' ... .!;;;..o:...---_ 
FF I F (TERM FF CLEAR)' I/O MAIN 

READ MEMORY ZI 

T2.I-T 3.1 

I F DUAL CHAN: 
Co IF FWD 

'--_~=-' Ce IF BCKWD ~$( 

SI (CONT DATA REQ FF TRANS 

SI= CACW 
CLEAR) 

ZO'=CACW:t I 

-- ----
IF DUAL CHANNEL 

I/O 
TRANS 

T4.1 

Tiel. sE;Q. 

WRITE 

I/O 
TRANS 

I.-7 S000 

---, 
I 
I 

I~SOOO I I So= 

SO . ...---i CONTROL ...... _;-S.-S-O-...L.. I 
1
00040* + ZO 

18 BIT OUTPUT WORD I 
2 XC H L--_...----' 

READ MEMORY 

T4.1 CLEAR B'!.IFF 
T4.2 SET Bj: I FF IF 

SO=00041*+2XCH I 
r----
I 
I 

ZO ~~RE~A~D~~.CONTROL 
MEMORY 

I ZO=TACW 

15-0 

T43 CLEAR TERM FF WRITE I '----...... T4:4 SET TERM FF IF 4---'" 

T3.4 

B BI7 =1 

____ ---._~ B = CA C W 
+ I IF B.! I FF CLEAR r-----
-I IF B.!.I FF SET 

B 
NETWORK T4.3 CLEAR RESUME FF 

T4.4 SET CONT DATA REQ FF IF 
1 ____ B_15-_0_-I Z_0_15-_0 __ _ TOS_I_ __ TO.ZO (BI5-0=ZOI5-0 )·(ZOI7=1) _ 

Figure 8.6-1. Scan and I/OI-Sequence Data Flor for Single or 
Dual Channel OD/EF Operations 
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WRITE 

ZI 
READ 

T2.I-T3.1 

Z SEL 

T2.4 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

FROM B 

TI".I 

SI 

SI = CACW 

FROM B NETWORK 

ZO = CACW ±I ** 
READ 

ZO 
CONTROL ....... __ -1 
MEMORY 

I/O 
TRANS 

SO 

1---7 SOOO 

C " SO = 00041*+ 2X CH 
L...-..----.......-----J ~ Ce IF FWD. BU FFER) ~SB 

(Co IF BKWD. BUFFER)LSG 
WRITE 

TI.3 SET EF 100 MON FF IF (TERM FF CLEAR)' ( BI6 = I ) 

SET TERM EF/oD FF"IF (TERM FF CLEAR)'( CONT DATA REQ FF CLEAR) 

IS-BIT 

OUT PUT WORD 

NOTES: WHEN RESUME FF IS SET, EF/oD ACT FF IS CLEARED IF TERM EF/OD FF IS SET. 

*IF CHANNEL NUMBER IS 10-17S ,ADD 00200S TO ADDRESS IN SO. 

**B NETWORK ~ ZO IS TIMED BY CM TIMING. 

Figure 8.6-2. I/02-Sequence Data Flow for Dual Channel OD/EF Operations 

8.6-6 

------~--"---------------.--~--

\ 

"-./ 
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b) Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.6-5 for a sequential list 
of essential Scan, 1/01, and I/02-sequence events. Develop the commands shown by 
referring to the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

The events concerning priority selection are as discussed previously and are not 
shown. The events concerning the continuous data mode sequence, which is initiated 
as a result of the setting of the Continuous Data Request flip-flop, are analyzed in 
a later sheet. The EF/OD-acknowledge timing is discussed later in this sheet. 

b. EF/OD-Acknowledge Timing. 

1. General Description. The EF/OD-acknowledge signal is sent after 
the word output operation. In the case of dual channel operation, the acknowledge 
is sent after both words have been outputted. The purpose of this- signal is to 
indicate that a word is currently being outputted and is ready for re~eipt by the 
receiving device. The receiving device usually uses the acknowledge to time the 
dropping of its ODR or EFR signal. The acknowledge signal is sent for a time 
duration of 2.375 microseconds and 14.375 microseconds for fast and slow interface, 
respectively. 

When operating in the inter-computer mode, the acknowledge timing assists in 
processing the next ODR from the receiving computer. 

2 . De t ail e d An a 1 y sis. 

a) Not Inter-Computer Mode. Refer to figure 8.6-3 and logic 
diagrams, figures 9-61, 9-68, and 9-69. 

The EF/OD-Acknowledge Generation flip-flop determines the acknowledge duration by 
its set time. The EF/OD Control flip-flop determines which type of acknowledge is 
sent, EF or OD. Notice that the Resume flip-flop is set from the acknowledge 
timing via 52Lgl and the INTER-COMPUTER/NORMAL switch. When set, the Resume flip
flop clears the EF/OD Active flip-flop via 72LgO if the Terminate EF/OD flip-flop 
is set. Refer to tables 8.6-6 and 8.6-7 for the timing analysis of the acknowledge 
for fast and slow interface, respectively. 

b) Inter-Computer Mode. Refer to figure 8.6-3 and logic diagrams, 
figures 9-61, Q-68, and 9-69. 

Much of the timing is the same as for normal mode. The major difference involves 
the dropping of the acknowledge. This signal is held applied to the other computer 
until that computer sends an ID-acknowledge indicating that it has received the 
word ju~t outputted. The ID-acknowledge is detected by this computer as an ODR. 
Also, until this acknowledge is received, the Resume flip-flop remains clear. Thus, 
the EF/OD Active flip-flop is not enabled to be cleared until the acknowledge is 
received which appears as an ODR. The delayed·clearing of the active flip-flop 
allows one more ODR than is necessary to complete the buffer, to be recognized and 
set the Resume flip-flop which in turn can clear the active flip-flop. 

Until the Resume flip-flop is set, output is not available on the particular 
chassis. Therefore, no other word can be outputted via the same C register and the 
current output word will be held applied to the receiving computer until it responds 
wi th the ID-acknowledge (ODR). As described above, this ODR signal sets the Resume 

8.6-7 
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TABLE 8.6-5. SCAN, 1/01, AND 1/02 SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR SINGLE OR DUAL CHANNEL OD/EF OPERATIONS 

TIME NOTATION 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T3.4 

T4.1 

T4.2 

T4.3 

T4.4 

T1.1 

T1.2 

T1.3 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T2.3 

T2.4 

COMMANDS 

SCAN SEQUENCE 

Clear Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 

Set 1/011 if, Pri~Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1, disable B Network 17, 16 

I/O Trans~SO, l~SOOO' Init CM, clear ZO 

Clear B 

ZO~B* 

I/O Trans~SO, Init CM, clear ZO, clear B+1 ff (+l~B Network), 
clear I/O Trans 2 -

Set I/Olf ff, set B.:!:l if (-l~B Network) if B17=1 
I/O Trans 1--:'1/0 Trans 2 (set Dual if if dual chan selected) 

Clear Term ff, clear Resume if 

Set Term if if B15_0/Z015_0' disable CM~ZO 
Clear Sl, set Cont Data Req if if (B15_0=Z015_0).(Z017=1) 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

I/O Trans~SO, l~SOOO' Init CM, B~Sl, Init Memory 

Clear all EF/OD Ack Reg ffls 

Clear EF Req if EFR, clear Zl, set EF/OD Control ff if EF mode 
clear EF /OD Control if if aD mode ___ _ 
clear aD Req if if (inter-cmptr) + (inter-cmptr . ODR) 
set EF /OD Mon ff if (Term ff clear)· (B16=1), set Pri Alternator if 
set Term EF/OD ff if (Term ff clear)· (Cont Data Req ff clear) 
set Ack Delay if if Dual if clear, set EF /OD Ack Reg if 

Clear 1/01i ff, Zl~Z Sel, drop disable B Network 17,16 

Set I/02 i if if Dual if set, disable B Network 17, 16 if 1/02 i if set 

Clear C** 

Z Sel~C**, drop disable CM ZO 

The following occurs if 1/02i if set (dual channel) excepting;"clear I/01f ff" and "drop Zl-Z Sel" 

8.6-8 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T3.4 

T4.1 

T4.2 

T4.3 

T4.4 

T1.1 

T1.2 

T1.3 

T2.1 

T2.3 

T2.4 

T3.1 

T4.1 

*B Network~ZO is timed by CM timing. 

I/O Trans~SO, l~SOOO' Init CM, Clear ZO, drop Zl~Z Sel 

Clear B 

ZO--:;'B* 

Clear 1/01f if, I/O Trans~SO, Init CM, clear ZO 
clear B.:!:l ff (+l~B Network), clear I/O Trans 2 

Set 1/02f if, set B.:!:.l if (-l-?B Network) if B17=1 
I/O Trans 1~1/0 Trans 2 (set Dual if) 

Clear Ter.m ff, clear Resume ff 

Set Term if if B15_0/z015_0' disable CM ZO 
Clear Sl, set Cont Data Req if if (B15_0=Z015_0)-(Z017=1) 

1/02 SEQUENCE 

I/O Trans~SO, l~SOOO' Init CM, clear ZO 
B~Sl, Init Memory 

Clear all EF/OD Ack Reg ffls 

Clear Zl, set EF/OD Ack Reg ff 
set EF/OD Mon if if (Term if clear)·(B16=1) 
set Term EF/OD if if (Term if clear)· (Cont Data Req ff clear) 
set Ack Delay if 

Clear 1/02i if, Zl~Z Sel, drop disable B Network 17, 16 

Clear C** 

Z Sel~C**, drop disable CM ZO 

Drop Zl~Z Sel 

Clear 1/02f ff 

'**If operation is in dual channel mode, the C register which is cleared and receives word from Z-select is as follows. 

B+ 1 if clear (forward buffer) 
BIl if set (backward buffer) 

I/Ol Seq. 
Co 
Ce 

1/02 Seq. 
Ce 
Co 



H ~ EFR/oDR, CHAN 0,1----7 PRIORITY 

61R90I 
L~ EFloD 

ACT 24RqO 

NORMAL .. 

L~ CHANNEL 
EN ABLE ----+--' 

L =:> (ODR ·00 ACT) + 
(EFR'EF ACT) 

H~OUT AVAIL· 
RESUME ON 
THIS 
CHASSIS 

BOTH L~(DUAL + ESI 
+ ESA). (OUTPUT NOT 
AVA I L ON OTHER CHASSIS 

'----OF THIS DRAWER) 

BOTH L => NOT SENDING EF/oD 
'--__ ACK THIS CHASSIS 

H ~ CLEAR EF /00 ACT FF 

o 
RESUME FF 

C S 

L~ T21 FF CLEAR-------' 

ALL H => EF 100 ACK 
FF'S CLEAR, CHAN 2-7---------' 

41Vg O 

L~ EF 10D ACK FF SET, 
CHAN 0,1 

NOTES:"* FIGURE NUMBERS IN LOGIC DIAGRAMS. 

o 

S.G.1219 (M)8.6 

9-61* 

9-69* 

ALL L FOR T3.2-
T4.2 DURING EFI 
00 ACK THIS 
CHASSI S 

ACK DELAY FF 

C S 

* *WITH INTER - COMPUTER MODE, AN 10 ACK FROM 
RECEIVING COMPUTER APPEARS AS AN ODR TO 
THIS COMPUTER. L =;> T33 FF SET 

Figure 8.6-3. OD/EF-Acknowledge Simplified Logic 

8.6-9 
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TABLE 8.6-6. EF/OD-ACKNOWLEDGE TIMING FOR FAST INTERFACE, NOT INTER-COMPUTER 

TIME NOTATION 

Tl.2 

T1. 3 

T4.1 
3·4rrm( 

T
---- ~Lf·4 

1.25 f.1s { 

2.S75 f.1s T3.2 

1 1.125 f.1S { 
Tl.3 

-------

ACTION 

Clear all EF/OD Ack Reg ff's P-68 

Set EF/OD Ack Reg ff, set Ack Delay ff 
Set EF/OD Control ff if EF mode, clear EF/OD Control 
ff if OD mode .seT pr<.,r: RI7'/ f.J,.7TA(\IAT"OP. 

Set Resume ff, clear EF/OD Act ff if Term EF/OD ff set 
3~4 

Clear Term EF/OD ff~et EF/OD Ack Gener ff, send 
EF/OD-Acknowledge signal 

Clear Ack Delay ff 

Clear EF/OD Ack Gener ff, drop EF/OD Acknowledge 
signal 

TABLE 8.6-7. EF/OD-ACKNOWLEDGE TIMING FOR SLOW INTERFACE, NOT INTER-COMPUTER 

TIME NOTATION ACTION 

Tl.2 Clear all EF/OD Ack Reg ff's 

4 f.1s 
delay of 

59Lg2 

I" 

Tl.3 

T1. 3 

{
T1.3 

"1.625f.1s-
- - - - - - - T4 4 

I~ • 

10 f.1s 
delay of 

59Lg3 

14.375 f.1s 

T4.4 

T4.4 

T4.4 

T4.4 " 

Set EF/OD Ack Reg ff, set Ack Delay ff 
Set EF/OD Control ff if EF mode, clear EF/OD Control 
ff if OD mode 

Set EF/OD Ack Gener ff, send EF/OD Acknowledge signal 

1.625 f.1s 

1.625 f.1s 

T4.4 Set 5XLg3 ff 

1. 125 f.1s 

8.6-10 

14.1 
I 
T4.4 

{T3.2 
11.3 

T2.2 

Set Resume ff, clear EF/OD Act ff if Term EF/OD ff set 

Clear Term EF/OD ff 

Clear Ack Delay ff 

Clear EF/OD Ack Gener ff, drop EF/OD-Acknowledge signal 

Clear 5XLq3 ff 
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flip-flop. If the buffer is not to terminate (EF/OD Active flip-flop is not 
cleared when the Resume flip-flop is set), the Resume flip-flop completely satisfies 
25RgO which generates the next ODR signal to request the next word to be outputted. 
The receiving computer cannot send an EFR signal. 

The status of the Resume flip-flop provides an indication of whether or not the 
receiving computer acknowledged receipt of the last outputted word. If it is not 
set within a specific time period, the Resume Fault special interrupt is generated 
to notify the program. This signal is discussed in a later sheet. 

Refer to tables 8.6-8 and 8.6-9 for the timing analysis of the acknowledge for fast 
and slow interface, respectively. 

Inter-computer operations and programing considerations are discussed in a later 
sheet. 

TABLE 8.6-8. EF/OD-ACKNOWLEDGE TIMING FOR FAST INTERFACE, INTER-COMPUTER 

TIME NOTATION ACTION 

T1.2 Clear all EF/OD Ack Reg ff's 

T1.3 Set EF/OD Ack Reg ff, set Ack Delay ff 
Set EF/OD Control ff if EF mode, clear EF/OD Control ff. if 
OD mode 

T4.4 Set EF /OD Ack Gener ff, send EF /OD -Acknowledge signal 
r 

wai t for < 

next ODR 

receive ODR from other computer (ID-Acknowledge) 

Next Tl.l, 
T3.1, or 
T4.1 Set Resume ff, internally generate next ODR, clear EF/OD Act 

ff if Term EF/OD ff set 

Next .04 Clear Term EF/OD ff 

T3.2 Clear Ack Delay ff 

T1.3 Clear EF/OD Ack Gener ff, drop EF/OD-Acknowledge signal 

c. OD/EF Operations With ESI. 

1. General Description. The externally specified index mode (ESI) is 
instated for a particular channel by positioning the CHANNEL FUNCTION switch on its 
drawer to the ESI position. When in effect, it alters the operations which honor 
an ODR or EFR on its channel. Two channels are used together, the one on which the 
ODR or EFR is sent which must be odd numbered and the next lower even numbered 
channel. Instead of the TACW and CACW being obtained from their normal addresses 
in control memory, their control memory origins are specified by the requesting ex
ternal devi ce . 

8.6-11 
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TABLE 8.6-9. EF/OD-ACKNOWLEDGE TIMING FOR SLOW INTERFACE, INTER-COMPUTER 

TIME NOTATION ACTION 

Tl.2 Clear all EF/OD Ack Reg ff's 

4 f.Ls 
delay of 

59Lg2 
< 

T1. 3 

Tl.3 

> Tl.3 
1. 625 f.Ls < 

> T4.4 

T4.4 

10 f.Ls T4.4 
delay of 

59Lg3 T4. 4 

T4.4 

{

' 1'4.4 
l.lJai t for 
next ODR 

Set EF/OD Ack Reg ff, set Ack Delay ff 
Set EF/OD Control ff if EF mode, clear EF/OD Control 
ff if OD mode 

Set EF/OD Ack Gener ff, send EF/OD-Acknowledge signal 

Set 5XLg3 ff 

receive ODR from other computer (ID-Acknowledge) 

8.6-12 

next T1.1, 
T3.1, or 

T4.1 

next 04 

T3.2 

Tl.3 

T2.2 

Set Resume ff, internally generate next ODR, clear 
EF/OD Act ff Term EF/OD ff set 

Clear Term EF/OD ff 

Clear Ack Delay ff 

Clear EF/OD Ack Gener ff, drop EF/OD-Acknowledge 
signal 

Clear 5XLg3 ff 
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The ODR or EFR signal must appear on an odd channel. There must be an ESI address 
word accompanying the request on this same channel. This word is the control mem
ory address of the TACW. The CACW is obtained from the next consecutively higher 
address. The content of the address specified by the CACW15-0 is the requested 
output word. This word is outputted on both the requesting odd channel and the 
next lower even channel. Refer to figure 8.6-4 for th-e input and output word for
mats. 

B IT POSITIONS 

BIT POSITIONS 

o. INPUT 
ODD CHANNEL (ODR/EFR) 

17 00 
\. v .J 

EXTERNALLY 
SPECIFIED 

INDEX 

b. REQUESTED WORD OUTPUT 

ODD CHANNEL (ODR/EFR) 

17 00 
\. v ) 

NEXT LOWER EVEN CHANNEL 

17--------00 
\~ ______ v~------J 

NOT USED 

NEXT LOWER EVEN CHANNEL 
17--------00 
\ ____ ",------..... J 

OUTPUT WORD OUTPUT WORD 

~SAMEWORD~ 

Figure 8.6-4. ESI Word Formats for ODR/EFR Operations 

The CACW15_0 is modified by ±l depending upon its bit posItIon 17. The outputted 
word is obtained from the address specified by the unmodified CACW15_0. If the 
TACW15-0 = CACW15-0 (unmodified), the buffer is terminated and the output data/ex
ternal function monitor interrupt signal is generated if CACW16 = 1. The OD or EF 
Acknowledge signal is sent on the odd channel. 

The ESI mode of operation is useful if more than one piece of equipment is connect
ed to a common channel by means of a multiplexing device. Each piece of equipment 
can indirectly specify the address of the outputted word which it requests by means 
of the externally specified index. This index could be generated in the multiplex
er as it requested each word. Each equipment would have a unique index value. The 
multiplexer must occupy an odd and the next lower even channels. 

Upon buffer termination, the externally specified index is also stored in main mem
ory at.the address 001418 + 2x channel # if the channel is 0-7 or 003418 + 2x chan
nel # if the channel is 10-178. By inspecting the content of this address, the 
program could determine which of the equipment on that channel received the last 
output word and made the channel inactive. 

2. Detailed Analysis. 

a) Data Flow Block Diagram. 

1) Not Buffer Termination. Refer to figure 8.6-5 for a block 
diagram description of the OD/EF operations with ESI. 

8.6-13 
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STORE SEL 
T2.2-TI.2 

(1/01 SEQ) 
NOTES: WHEN RESUME FF IS SET, EF/OD ACT FF IS CLEARED 

I F TERM EF/OD FF IS SET. ..----1 -7 SOOO 

* B NETWORK --7 ZO IS TIMED BY CM TIMING. TI.l 

B=CACW 

ZO 

B 

SO 

READ 
CONTROL 

.--_W_R_I T_E_~ MEM ORY 

T3.4 

T4.1 CLEAR B± I ff 
T 4.2 SET B 2: I . ff IF B 17 = I 

B + I IF B± I ff CLEAR 

NETWORK te---_ I IF B±I ff SET 

STORE SEL 
T2.2-TI.2 (I/O I SEQ) 

T4.3 CLEAR RESUME ff 

T4.4 SET CONT DATA REQ ff IF 

( B 15 -0 =ZO 15-0)-( ZO I7 = I) 

ZO=TACW T4.3 CLEAR TERM ff 
T4.4 SET TERM ff IF 
8 15 - 0 , Z015-0 

CON TRO L t--_R_E_A_D_.-t 
MEMORY 

WRITE 

SCAN SEQUENCE _ _ __ __ _ __ 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

READ 

ZI 
WRITE 

T2.I-T3.1 

Z SEL 

18- BIT 
OUTPUT WORD 
(ODD CHANNEL) 

18- BIT 
OUTPUT WORD 

(EVEN CHANNEL) 

SI T2.2 (SCAN) 

-TI.2 

MAIN 

MEMORY 
.--- I ~SOOO 

SI =CACW 

ZO = CACW ± I ZO 
READ 

SO 

CONTROL 

MEMORY 

WRITE 

TI.I 

T I. 3 S ET E F /0 D M 0 N ff IF ( T E R M ff C LEA R ) • ( B 16 = I ) 
SET TERM EF/ODff IF(TE.RMffCLEAR)·(CONTDATA 
REQ ff CLEAR) EXTERNALLY 

SPECI FI ED 
INDEX 
(FROM ODD 
CHANNEL) 

Figure 8.6-5. 

8.6-14 

Scan and I/OI-Sequence Data Flow for OD/EF Operations wi th ESI 
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Data flow is similar to that for normal OD/EF operations. The exceptions are that 
the control memory addresses for the CACW and TACW are from the odd numbered chan
nel. The externally specified index is used in SO at T4.l time to obtain the TACW. 
The transfer into SO involves a one place left shift. Realize also that SO has no 
bit position 06. The inputted bits as and 06 are therefore placed in S007 and 
S008' respectively. Nothing is placed in SOOO such that the address of the TACW is 
always even. Refer to figure 8.6-5 for a description of the ESI transfer to SO. 

NOT USED 
STORE SEL BIT POSITIONS 17-----7 6 5 4 3 2 I 0 

II IIIII 
SO BIT POSITIONS 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I 0 

L NOT ACTUALLY IN SO 

Figure 8.6-5. Store Select Ll~SO Transfer for ESI 

The address of the CACW is formulated by setting SOOO to 12 in addition to the left 
shift input. The CACW is therefore obtained from the next consecutively higher ad
dress. All other I/Ol-sequence operations are the same as those for normal output 
operations. The CACW is modified by ±l and is restored by another control memory 
reference. The output word is obtained from the address specified by the unmodi
fied CACW

15
_
0

. 

The termination and moni tor interrupt capabili ties are the same as for normal output 
operations. The continuous data mode sequence can be initiated upon buffer comple
tion if the TACW17 = 1, but is of no use in reloading the address control words; 
since this sequence always reloads the normal control memory addresses of the CACW 
and TACW. That is, it will place new control words in control memory addresses 
000408 + 2x channel # and 000418 + 2x channel # or 002408 + 2x channel # and 
002418 + 2x channel #, depending upon the channel number. These addresses are not 
used since the external device specifies the origins of the CACW and TACW. However, 
if the continuous data request flip-flop is set, it will prevent deactivating the 
buffer (the EF/OD Active flip-flop will not be cleared). 

2) Buffer Termination. Refer to figure 8.6-7 for the I/02-se
quence operations executed upon buffer termination. 

The I/02-sequence is initiated if the TACW15_0equals the unmodified CACW15_0. It 
uses a memory reference to store the externally specified index in memory for use 
by the program. 

b) Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.6-10 for a sequential 
list of scan, 1/01, and I/02-sequence events. Develop the commands shown by refer
ring to the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

The events concerning priority selection are as previously discussed and are not 
shown. The events concerning the continuous data mode sequence are analyzed in a 
later sheet. The OD-acknowledge and EF-acknowledge timing is the same as for nor
mal output operations. 

8.6-15 
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TABLE 8.6-10. SCAN, 1/01, AND 1/02 SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR 
OD/EF OPERATIONS WITH ESI 

TIME NOTATION COMMANDS 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T3.4 

T4.1 

T4.2 

T4.3 

T4.4 

T1.1 

T1.2 

T1.3 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T2.3 

T2.4 

T3.1 

T4.1 

SCAN SEQUENCE 

Clear Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 

Set I/01 i ff; Pri~Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 (set ESI ff) disable B 
Network 17, 16, odd chan !nput Amps~Store Sel 

Store Sel Ll-7S0 (ESI), 1-7S000' !nit CM, clear ZO 

Clear B 

ZO---;;'B* 

store Sel L1~SO (ESI), mit CM, clear ZO, clear I/O Trans 2 
clear B.2::1 ff (+l~B Network) 

Set I/01f ff, set B.2::1 ff (-l~B Network) if B17=1 
I/O Trans l~I/O Trans 2 

Clear Term ff, clear Resume ff 

s~t Term ff if B15_0/z015_0' disable CM~ZO, clear Sl 
Set Cont Data Req ff if (B15_0=Z015_0)· (Z017=1) 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

Store Sel L1~SO (ESI), 1-7S000' !nit CM, clear ZO 
B-7S1, !nit Memory 

Drop odd chan !nput Amps~store Sel, clear all EF/OD Ack Reg filS 

Clear Zl, clear EF Req ff if EFR 
clear OD Req ff if (inter-cmptr)+(m:-· -;-te-r---cm-p-=-tr·ODR) 
set EF/OD Control if if EF mode, clear EF/OD Control fi if OD mode 
set Pri Alternator ff, set EF /OD Ack Reg ff 
set Ack Delay ff if Term ff set 
set Term EF/OD if if (Term if clear)· (Cont Data Req if clear) 
set EF/OD Mon ff if (Term ff clear)· (B16=1) 

Clear I/01 i ff, Zl~Z Sel, drop disable B Network 17 16 , 
Set I/02i ff if Term ff clear, odd chan Input Amp8-7store Sel if 
I/02 i ff set 

Clear Co & Ce 
Z Sel~ Co & Ce , drop disable CM~ZO 

Drop Zl~Z Sel 

Clear I/01f ff 

The following occurs if I/02 i ff set (terminate) 

8.6-i6 

T4.2 

T4.4 

T1.1 

T1.2 

T1.3 

T1.4 

T2.1 

T2.4 

T4.1 

Set I/02f ff 

Clear Sl, disable Mem~Zl 

1/02 SEQUENCE (if terminate) 

I/O Trans-7S1, 1~S100' L~S106' !nit Memory 

Clear all EF/OD Ack Reg ffls 

Clear Zl, set EF/OD Ack Reg ff, set Ack Delay ff 

store Sel~Zl 

Clear I/02 i ff, drop odd chan Input Amps--Store Sel 

Drop disable Mem ~Zl 

Clear I/02f ff 

*B Network,.ZO is timed by CM timing. 

\~ 
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ZI 

I/O 
TRANS 

Tl.l 

SI 
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I ~ SI 06, 00 

SI =00141*+ 2X CH 

STORE SEL 

T2.2 (I/O I SEQ) -T2.1 

EXTERNALLY SPECIFIED INDEX 
(FROM ODD CHANNEL) 

NOTE: *IF CHANNEL IS 10-17
8

, ADD 002008 TO ADDRESS IN SI. 

Figure 8.6-7. I/02-Sequence Data Flow for Terminate 
OD/EF Operations with ESI 

d. OD/EF Operations With ESA. 

1. General Description. The externally specified address mode (ESA) 
is instated for a particular channel by positioning the CHANNEL FUNCTION switch on 
its drawer to the ESA position. When in effect, it alters the operations which 
honor an ODR or EFR on its channel. Two channels are used together, the one on 
which the ODR or EFR is sent which must be ,odd numbered and the next lower even 
numbered channel. Instead of the output word being obtained from the address de
termined by the CACW, the external device directly specifies the address. 

The ODR or EFR signal must appear on an odd channel. There must be an ESA address 
word accompanying the request on this same channel. This word is the address of 
the requested output word. There are no buffer limits (address control words). 
The requested word is outputted on both the requesting odd channel and the next 
lower even channel. Refer to figure 8.6-8 for the input and output word formats. 

The only way that the external device can terminate the OD or EF buffer is for the 
16 least significant bits inputted as the address to be all O's. Upon termination, 
the output data/external function monitor interrupt signal is generated if bit 16 
= 12 of the odd channel. Also at termination, the externally specified address is 

8.6-17 
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BIT POSITIONS 

BIT POSITIONS 

0, INPUT 

ODD CHANNEL (ODR / EFR) 

,17-------- 00) 
y 

EXTERNALLY 

SPECIFIED 
ADDRESS 

b. REQUESTED WORD OUTPUT 

ODD CHANNEL (ODR /EFR) 

NEXT LOWER EVEN CHAN NEL 

17-------00 
\.. ) 

T 
NOT USED 

N EXT LOWER EVEN CHAN NEL 

17--------00 17--------00 
\. ) \. ) y y--------

OUTPUT WORD OUTPUT WORD 

,----- SAME WORD -----/ 

Figure 8.6-8. ESA Word Formats for ODR/EFR Operations 

stored at the address 001418 + 2x channel # if the channel is 0-7 or 003418 + 2x 
channel # if the channel is 10-17

8
, 

2. Detailed Analysis. 

a) Data Flow Block Diagram. Refer to figure 8.6-9 for a block 
diagram description of the OD/EF operations with ESA. 

During the last portion of the scan sequence, the externally specified address is 
inputted and placed in B. The circuitry which is normally used to compare the TACW 
with the CACW is still effective in examining 20 15-0 and B15-0. If B15-0 = O's, 0 
the output operations will terminate after this current request has been handled. 

The I/Ol-sequence obtains the requested word using the externally specified address 
in B. This word is outputted on the requesting odd channel and also on the next 
lower even channel. As normal, the output data/external function monitor interrupt 
signal can be generated upon termination if selected by bit 16 of this address word 
in 'B. 

The continuous data mode sequence cannot be initiated. That is, the Continuous 
Data Request flip-flop is not set since the setting of this flip-flop requires 
20 17 = 1. 

The I/02-sequence is used only if the output operation is terminated. It performs 
the storage of the externally specified address. 

b) Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.6-11 for a sequential 
list of scan, 1/01, and I/02-sequence events. Develop these commands by referring 
to the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

The events concerning priority selection are as previously discussed and are not 
shown. The OD-acknowledge and EF-acknowledge timing is the same as for normal out
put operations. 
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T4.3 CLEAR TERM FF ZO ZO CLEARED TO 0
1
5 AT T4.1 

T4.4 SET TERM FF IF 815_01:Z015_0#0IS 

T4.3 CLEAR RESU ME FF 

SCAN SEQUENCE 

I /91 SEQUENCE 

WRITE 

ZI 
READ 

T2.I-T3.1 

MAIN 

MEMORY 

T3.4 
B 

-I 

TI.I 

SI 

SI = ESA 

I 
I 

STORE SEL 

T2.2 - TI.2 
(1/01 SEQ) 

TI.3 SET EF/OD MON FF IF (TERM FF CLEAR)'(B
I6

= I) 
SET TERM EF /00 FF I F (TERM FF CLEAR) 

T2.4 

18 -BIT OUTPUT WORD 

(ODD CHANNEL) 

T2.4 

18- BIT OUTPUT WORD 
(EV EN CHANNEL) 

1/02 SEQUENCE (IF TERMINATE) 

Z 1= ESA 

ZI 
NOTES: WHEN RESUME FF IS SET, 

EF/OD ACT FF IS CLEARED 
IF TERM EF /00 FF SET. '-------' 

*IF CHANNEL IS 10-17
8

, ADD TI.4 
002008 TO ADDRESS IN 51. 

WRITE 

READ 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

(1/01 SEQ) -T2.1 

EXTERNALLY SPECIFIED ADDRESS 
(FROM ODD CHANNEL) 

I/O 
TRANS 

TI.l 

SI 

51 =00141* + 2X CH 

Figure 8.6-9. Scan, 1/01, and i.102-Sequence Data Flow for OD/EF 
Operations with ESA 
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TABLE 8.6-11. SCAN, 1/01, AND 1/02 SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR 
OD/EF OPERATIONS WITH ESA 

TIME. NOTA TION COMMANDS 

SCAN SEQUENCE 

T2.l Clear Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 

T2.2 Set I/Oli ff; Pri~Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 (set ESA ff) 

Odd chan Input Amps~ Store Sel 

T3.2 Clear B 

T3.4 Store Sel~B 

T4.1 Clear I/O Trans 2, clear ZO 

T4.2 Set I/Olf ff, I/O Trans 1~ I/O Trans 2 

T4.3 Clear Term ff, clear Resume ff 

T4.4 Set Term ff if B15-0 -f Z015-0, clear Sl 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

T1.l B~Sl, Init Memory 

T1.2 Drop odd chan Input Amps~Store Sel, clear all EF/OD Ack Reg fflS 

T1.3 Clear Zl, clear EF Req ff if EFR 
clear aD Req ff if (inter-cmptr)+(inter-cmptr·ODR) 
set EF /OD Control ff if EF mode, clear EF /OD Control ff if aD mode 
set Pri Alternator ff, set EF /OD Ack Reg ff 
set Ack Delay ff if Term ff set 
set Term EF /OD ff if Term ff clear 
set EF /OD Mon ff if (Term ff clear).(Bl6 =1) 

T2.l Clear I/Oli ff, Zl ~Z Sel 

T2.2 Set I/02i ff if Term ff clear, odd chan Input A~ps~Store Sel if 
I/02i ff set 

T2.3 Clear Co & Ce 
T2.4 ~ SEL~Co & Ce 
T3.1 Drop Zl~Z Sel 
T4.l Clear I/01f ff 

The following occurs if I/02i ff set (terminate) 

T4.2 Set I/02f ff 

T4.4 Clear Sl, disable Mem~Zl 

1/02 SEQUENCE (if terminate) 

T1.l I/O Trans~Sl, 1~S100' 1~S106' Init Memory 

T1.2 Clear all EF /OD Ack Reg ffls 

T1.3 Clear Zl, set EF /OD Ack Reg ff, set Ack Delay ff 

T1.4 Store Sel -+Zl 

T2.1 Clear I/02 i ff, drop odd chan Input Amps ...... store Sel 

T2.4 Drop disable Mem -+Zl 

T4.1 Clear I/02f ff 
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8.6-5. SUMMARY 

The ODR and EFR signals are sent to the computer requesting a word to be outputted. 
According to the request type, a data word or control word is sent as indicated by 
the type of acknowledge signal accompanying the word. One of four modes can be 
selected on the CHANNEL FUNCTION switch (single channel, dual channel, ESI, or ESA). 
Mode can only be selected if the request occurs on an odd channel; otherwise, single 
channel mode is in effect. 

Single channel operation involves one 18-bit word to be outputted on the requesting 
channel. Dual channel operation causes one 18-bit word to be sent on the request
ing channel, which must be odd, and another on the next lower even channel. 

ESI and ESA allow the external device to either indirectly or directly specify the 
address of the requested word. This word is sent on both the requesting odd chan
nel as well as the next lotver even channel. Since there is a common C register for 
the four odd channels on the same drawer and another C register common to the four 
even channels on the same drawer, the outputted word is actually sent over all eight 
channels of the particular drawer. However, the acknowledge signal is sent only to 
the requesting odg channel. . 
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NAME: 

STUDY QUESTIONS 

a. Given: 74LOO constant low level output (logic diagrams, figure 9-69) 

Describe the effect of this malfunction on OD operations. Indicate 
all channels affected. 

b. Given: 4XV04 flip-flop, pin 12 grounded (logic diagrams, figure 9-68) 

c. 

Describe the effect of this malfunction on OD operations for channel 6. 

Given: Address Content 
00043 = 406000 
05777 = 123456 
06000 = 701234 
06001 = 567012 

An ODR occurs on channel 5 and is honored. The CHANNEL FUNCTION switch 
is in the DUAL position. 

1. Which are the two channels involved? & ------------ ------------
2. On which channel is the OD Acknowledge sent? ______ _ 

3. Give the data word sent on each of these two channels. 

channel data word 

d. Given: Same as question c. 

An ODR occurs on channel 5 and is honored. The CHANNEL FUNCTION switch 
is in the DUAL position. Consider the effect that each of the two fol~ 

lowing malfunctions would have on this operation. Indicate the chan
nels involved and the data word sent on each of these two channels for 
each of these conditions. Assume that all C registers were cleared 
prior to this OD operation. 
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1. 44GOO grounded output (logic diagrams. figure 9-52) 

channel data word 

2. 44GOO constant low level output 

channel data word 

3. 43GOO constant low level output (logic diagrams, figure 9-52) 

channel data word 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.7. CONTINUOUS DATA MODE OPERATIONS 

8.7-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in continuous data mode 
operations. 

8.7-2. INTRODUCTION 

The continuous data mode sequence is initiated upon any buffer termination if re
quested by the TACW17 = 1. This sequence automatically reloads the two control 
memory addresses involved with a new TACW and CACW. The particular channel re
mains active such that operations can continue with a new buffer. 

8.7-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4-3. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.7-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Description. The continuous data mode (CDM) is program select
able. If the TACW17 = I, this CDM operation is initiated upon buffer termination. 
The purpose of CDM is to automatically, without program operation required, provide 
a new buffer when one has terminated without deactivating the channel. That is, a 
new predetermined TACW and CACW replace those which have terminated. The CDM oper
ation effectively makes for a continuous ID, OD, or EF buffer as seen by the com
municating external device. 

The new reload TACW can request another CDM operation upon its termination by the 
TACW17 = 1. Even though the channel is not made inactive, the monitor interrupt 
can occur as normal upon each buffer completion if requested by the CACW16 = 1. 
This interrupt notifies the program that a buffer has been completed and that the 
new reload TACW and CACW are currently being used. If the new TACW17 requests 
another CDM·operation, the program probably will set up the next reload TACW and 
CACW. The size of the current buffer determines the amount of time that the pro
gram has in which to set up the next reload address control words. Also, each new 
reload TACW and CACW can specify the buffer direction (forward or backward) with 
CACW17 · 

On a particular channel, the CDM operation should be used with only one type of 
buffer at one time. This restriction exists because there is only one pair of 
control memory addresses to hold the reload TACW and CACW for each channel. These 
reload words are used for the ID, OD, or EF operations on that channel depending 
upon which of these operations requests the CDM reload function. 

8.7-1 
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The reload TACW is held in control memory at the address 000208 + 2x channel ~ if 
the channel is 0-7 or 002208 + 2x channel ~ if the channel is 10-178 , The reload 
CACW is held in control memory at the address 000218 + 2x channel ~ if the channel 
is 0-7 or 002218 + 2x channel # if the channel is 10-178 _ During the CUM-sequence, 
these reload address words are placed in the normal control memory addresses re
served for the ID, aD, or EF operation on the particular channel which terminated. 

b. Detailed Analysis. 

1. Data Flow Block Diagram. Refer to figure 8.7-1 for a block diagram 
description of the CDM-sequence operations. 

The CDM-sequence is initiated in parallel with the last portion of either the 1/01 
or I/02-sequence when control memory is available for use. The first control mem
ory reference, at T3.l time, obtains the reload CACW which is placed in ZOo A 
second memory reference stores this word from ZOo The storage address is the ad
dress which is reserved for the CACW as used by the ID, OD, or EF operation. 

The address used to obtain the reload CACW is dependent upon the channel number 
which initiated the CDM-sequence. The channel number and type of I/O operation 
information is still contained in the I/O-translator. Thus, the I/O-translator is 
used to formulate the p roper control memory addresses in SO. SOOO is set to 12 
such that the reload CACW origin and destination addresses are odd. 

The remainder of the CDM-sequence involves two more control memory references 
which obtain and store the reload TACW. The major difference from this operation 
and that handling the reload CACW is the addresses placed in SO. SOOO is not set, 
thus the reload TACW origin and destination addresses are even, in each case one 
address lower than that for the reload CACW. The address placed in SO at T2.1 
time is transferred by way of Sl because there is no direct transfer into SO from 
the I/O-translator at this time. 

2. Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.7-1 for a sequential list of 
essential CDM-sequence events. Develop the commands shown by referring to the prop
er enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

8.7-5. SUMMARY 

The CDM-sequence is initiated during either the 1/01 or I/02-sequence if the buffer 
currently being handled has been completed (TACW15_0 = CACW15_0) and the TACW17 = 
1. When initiated, this operation prevents the clearing of the particular active 
flip-flop and provides a continuation of the same I/O operation on the same channel. 
The continued I/O operation, however, involves a new buffer area because of the new 
TACW and CACW which are set up by this sequence. The monitor interrupt operation 
may still occur upon each buffer completion as normal. 
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ZO = RELOAD CACW 

ZO NOT CLEARED 

ZO = RELOAD TACW 

ZO NOT CLEARED 

NOTE: 

FORCE 03G04 = L 8. 03G06 = H 

T2.2 - T3.2 

WRITE 

READ MEMORY 

WRITE 

F ORCE 03G04= L a 03G06 = H 
T4.2 - TI. 2 

WRITE 

I • 
7-0 

.. CONTROL .... 

READ MEMORY 

I 
I SI: 

I IF 

I 

• READ 
CONTROL 

ZO ~ ~ 

MEMORY 

I t 
WRITE 

.. .. 

I/O 

TRANS 

SO = 00021 * 

I/O 
TRANS 
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I ~'- SOOO 

+ 2X CH 

1--;> SOOO 

SO; IF I D TERM, 00061* + 2X CH 

IF OD/EF TERM, 00041* + 2X CH 

I/O t03G04 a 03G06 OUTPUTS NOT USED) 

TRANS 

1.TI.1 1. TI.I 

SO I SI I 
SO=00020* + 2X CH 

1 F I D T E R M 1 000 60 * + 2X C H 

OD/EF TERM, 00040* + 2X CH 

T2.1 
SO .. ..... 

IF CHANNEL IS 10 -17a, ADD 002008 TO THE ADDRESS 

Figure 8.7-1. Continuous Data Mode Sequence Data Flow 
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TABLE 8.7-1. CONTINUOUS DATA MODE SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS 

TIME NOTATION COMMANDS 

T4.2 Set 1/0£ ff (lor 2) 

T4.4 Set Cant Data Req ff if (B15- 0 = Z015_0) (Z017 = 1) 

(wait until can set Cant Data Seq ff) 

T2.2 Set Cant Data Seq ff if (I/Ol
f 

ff set) (Dual ff set + ESI 
Term ff clear) 

Force 03G04 = L & 03G06 = W:~ 

Following in parallel with I/Ol-sequence if not dual channel and not ESI 
terminate or I/02-sequence. 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T3.3 

T4.1 

T4.2 

T4.3 

T4.4 

Tl.l 

T1. 2 

T1. 3 

T2.1 

T2.3 

Set 2XG28 ff, I/O Trans ~ ~O, 1 -;'SOOO' Ini t CM, Clear ZO 

Drop force 03G04 & 03G06* 

Disable CM ~ ZO 

I/O Trans ~ ZO, 1 ~ SOOO' Ini t CM 

Force 03G04 = L & 03G06 = H~:~ 

Drop disable CM ~ZO 

Clear Sl 

I/O Trans ~ SO, Ini t CM, clear ZO, I/O Trans ~ Sl 

Drop force 03G04 & 03G06* 

Di sable CM ~ ZO 

Clear Cant Data Seq ff, clear Cant Da ta Req ff, Sl ~ SO 
Init CM 

Clear 2XG28 ff, drop disable CM ~ZO 

~:~03G04 and 03G06 (Function Translator) are gates involved in the I/O Trans ~SO 
t ran s fer. Th e s ega t e s don a t a f fee t the I/O Tr an s ~ SIt ran s fer. 
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NAME: 

STUDY QUESTIONS 
, 

a. Given: l2G28 c~nstant low level output (logic diagrams, figure 9-34) 
f, 

Describe the ef~ect that this malfunction would have up~n the CDM
·sequence which fS ini tiated by an ID buffer termination. 

b. Given: 2XG28 ~lip-flop, pin 13 grounded Clogic diagrams, figure 9-34) 

Describe the e~fect that this malfunction would have upon the CDM
sequence which~is initiated by an OD buffer termination. 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.8. INSTRUCTION EXECUTION OF OUTOV, EXFOV 

8.8-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in the execution of instruc
tions with f = 50:26, 50:27. 

8.8-2. INTRODUCTION 

These instructions force out either an OD or EF word depending on which of these 
buffer types was set up last. 

8.8-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4-3. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.8-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Description. 

1. Instruction Interpretation. Actually, these instructions are the 
same. They force out either an OD or EF word as indicated by the type of acknowl
edge signal sent with the word. The acknowledge type is determined by the state 
of the EF Mode flip-flop. This flip-flop is controlled by the last type (OD or 
EF) buffer set up by the program. The particular buffer does not need to be ac
tive. 

The output operation is accomplished by simulating an ODR or EFR. As normal, the 
origin of the output word is determined by the CACW. Also, the CACW15_0 is modi
fied by ±l as specified by the CACW17. Normal EF/OD Monitor interrupt operations 
and CDM operations can occur. As for normal ODR/EFR operations, channel mode can 
be selected by the CHANNEL FUNCTION switch if the channel is odd. The channel is 
specified by k of the instruction word. Single ordual channel mode can be used; 
but if the CHANNEL FUNCTION switch is in the ESI or ESA position, single mode is 
used. 

2. Execution Sequences. 

a. I-sequence. During the I-sequence which obtains the instruc
tion from memory, the channel number and function type (EF/OD) information is 
placed in the I/O-translator as would normally be done by an ODR or EFR. 

8.8-1 
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b) Remaining Sequences. If output is not available on the partic
ular chassis, the sequences are disabled by the Hold flip-flops. This "hold" 
condition remains until output is available, after which the word is outputted with 
the use of the 1/01 and I/02-sequences. I/02-sequence is used for dual channel 
only. 

If a resume-fault interrupt is present, the no-resume condition on the particular 
chassis will cause output to be not available. In this case, the Hold flip-flops 
are cleared to allow the sequences to continue and the resume-fault interrupt will 
be honored. The word is not outputted; however, P is decremented back to the ad
dress of the same f = 50:26, 50:27 instruction. Thus, when the program resumes 
after the interrupt is honored, this same instruction will again attempt to force 
out the same word. 

b. Detailed Analysis. 

1. First I-Sequence. 

a) Data Flow Block Diagram. Refer to figure 8.8-1 for a block 
diagram description of the I-sequence. 

Most of the I-sequence operations are as previously described. If necessary, refer 
to study guide sheet number 5.4 for a detailed description. 

KO receives the channel number. This value with the EF/OD function information is 
placed in the I/O-translator 1 at T3.2 time. 

As discussed in a prior sheet, the instruction could be obtained from bootstrap or 
control memory. 

b) Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.8-1 for a sequential list 
of essential I-sequence events. Develop these commands by referring to the proper 
enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

2. Remaining Sequences with Output Available and No-Resume Fault. With 
this condition, the word is outputted with the use of the I/O-sequences. Prior to 
the I/Ol-sequence, the instruction sequences are held disabled for a main timing 
cycle. This allows time for the setting of the I/Oli flip-flop and performance of 
the 1/01 operations that would normally occur during the scan sequence. 

Refer to table 8.8-2 for a sequential list of essential events. Develop these com
mands by referring to the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

3. Remaining Sequences with Output Not Available and No Resume Fault. 
With this condition, the instruction sequences must be held disabled until output 
becomes available. When output is available, the Hold flip-flops are cleared and 
the normal I/O-sequence operations occur to output the word. 

Refer to table 8.8-3 for a sequential list of essential events. Develop these com
mands by referring to the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

8.8-2 
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WRITE 

ZI 
READ 

T2.I-T3.1 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

Z SEL 
Z SEL = INSTRUCTION WORD 

Z SEL II _ 6 

= 50: 26, 50: 27 

Z SEL 5 _ 0 

I/O 
TRANS 

EF/OD B CHANNEL # 

T3.4 SET HOLD I FF 
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SI 

,------1 
TI.II T2.2 

p 

) 
/ 

/ ADV P SEQ 

( TI.4 
E AB I N HI BIT ED .-----1

0
1....----. 

ITI.4-T2.3 

I 
I 
I 
I x 

I X CLEARED TO OIS AT TI.3 

L _________ .J 

T4.2 SET INTi FF IF RESUME FAULT INTERRUPT TO BE HONORED 
T4.3 SET HOLD 2 FF 

Figure 8.8-1. I-Sequence Data Flow for f = 50:26, 50:27 
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TABLE 8.8-1. I-SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR f = 50:26, 50:27 

TIME NOTATION 

T4.4 

T1.1 

Tl.3 

Tl.4 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T2.3 

T2.4 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T3.4 

T4.1 

T4.2 

T4.3 

COMMANDS 

Clear Sl 

P ~ Sl, Ini t Memory, ~:~set Incr P ff 

~:~Clear D 1 ~:~clear X, clear Zl, ~:~set OXLll ff, clear f 

~:~P ~ DL ~:~P ~ DU ~:~set Inhib EAB ff, clear KO 
L 'U ' 

~:~Clear P, Zl ~ Z Sell ~:~clear Incr P ff 

*Clear OXLll ff, ~clear Inhib EAB ff 

Z Sel
ll

_6 ~ F, set OXF06 ff, Z Se1
5

_
0 
~ KO 

Clear I/O Trans I, drop Zl ~ Z Sel 

f & KO ~I/O Trans 1 

Set Hold 1 ff 

Clear I.ff 
1 

Set I.ff, set Int.ff if resume-fault t~ be honored 
1 1 

Set Hold 2 ff 

NOTE: These events are concerned with or are controlled by the advance-P 
subsequence. 

4. Remaining Sequences with Resume Fault. 

a) Essential Commands. With this condition, the sequence hold 
function terminates and the next I-sequence is allowed to run. If no higher pri
ority I/O request is present, the interrupt sequence will also run next to honor 
the interrupt. Realize that the next I-sequence which runs will be under control 
of the interrupt sequence to cause the interrupt program jump. 

P is also decremented back to the address of this instruction to allow a program 
return to this same instruction. Thus, a later attempt can be made to force out 
the same word. The decrement operations are discussed later in this sheet. 

Refer to table 8.8-4 for a sequential list of essential events. Develop these com
mands by referring to the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

8.8-4 
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TABLE 8.8-2. SEQUENCES AFTER FIRST I-SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR 
r-\. f = 50:26, 50:27 WITH OUTPUT AVAILABLE AND NO RESUME FAULT 

TIME NOTATION COMMANDS 

HELD SEQUENCE FOLLOWING NORMAL I-SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTION 

T2.1 Clear I/O Trans 1 

T2.2 Set 1/01. ff, set clear Hold ff, f & KO ~ I/O Trans 1 
1 

T4.2 Set 1/01. ff, clear Hold 1, clear Clear Hold ff 
1 

I/OI-SEQUENCE 

T1. 3 Clear Hold 2 ff 

NOTES: First sequence shown is not under instruction sequence control. Se
quences are disabled by the Hold 1 and 2 flip-flops set during the 
first I-sequence. The I/O operations performed during this time simu
late those which occur during the scan sequence that precedes 1/01. 

The I/Ol-sequence performs normal EF/OD operations. Normal events 
which occur after the setting of I/Oli flip-flop are not shown. 

~. Normal I/02-sequence follows if dual channel operation is in effect. 

(~ 

b) Decrement P Data Flow Block Diagram. Refer to figure 8.8-2 for 
a block diagram description of the decrementing function of the advance-P subse
quence. 

Prior to this operation, P has been advanced to the next address. Since the output 
function has not been accomplished and a resume-fault interrupt will be honored, it 
is necessary to decrement back to the address of this same instruction to execute 
it again after the interrupt operations. 

The decrementing operations are similar tothose for incrementation. The P value to 
be decremented is placed in D. X is set to alII's (-0). Thus, the subtraction of 
X-D' will not require an end-around borrow and the adder output should be (-0)-0' 
or D. This borrow is inserted to cause the adder output to be 0-1 which is placed 
in P. 

8.8-5. SUMMARY 

The OUTOV and EXFOV instructions cause a word to be forced out on the channel spec
ified by k. The word type (00 or EF) is indicated by the acknowledge signal sent 
with the word. The type of acknowledge is selected by the EF Mode flip-flop which 
has been set or cleared by the last EF or 00 buffer set up by the program. Actual
ly, then, these instructions are the same. Either one forces a word, the type of 
which is determined by the last output buffer initiated (00 or EF). The buffer 
does not need to be active. Channel mode can be single or dual only. 

8.8-5 
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TABLE 8.8-3. SEQUENCES AFTER FIRST I-SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR 
f = 50:26, 50:27 WITH OUTPUT NOT AVAILABLE AND NO RESUME FAULT 

TIME NOTATION COMMANDS 

HELD SEQUENCES FOLLOWING NORMAL I-SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTION 

(wait for Output Available) 

Output Available 

next T2.l Clear Ilo Trans 1 

T2.2 Set IIOL ff, set Clear Hold ff, f & KO ~ IIO Trans 1 
1 

T4.2 Clear Hold 1 ff, set IIOlfff, clear Clear Hold ff 

I/OI-SEQUENCE 

T1. 3 Clear Hold 2 ff 

NOTES: Until output is available, no instruction sequence is in control. 

8.8-6 

Sequences are disabled by the Hold 1 and 2 flip-flops set during 
the first I-sequence. The Ilo operations performed after the 
setting of IIOl i flip-flop and prior to the I/Ol-sequence simu
late those which occur during the scan sequence that precedes 
I/OI. 

The I/Ol-sequence performs normal EFloD operations. Normal events 
which occur after the setting of IIOli flip-flop are not shown. 
Normal I/02-sequence follow if dual channel operation is in effect. 
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TABLE 8.8-4. SEQUENCES AFTER FIRST I-SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR 
f = 50:26, 50:27 WITH RESUME FAULT 

TIME NOTATION 

Tl.4 

T2.2 

T2.3 

T2.4 

T3.1 

T3.2 

T3.3 

T4.2 

T4.3 

Tl.3 

T2.1 

T2.2 

COMMANDS 

HELD SEQUENCE FOLLOWING NORMAL I-SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTION 

*Set Decr P ffJ *set Insert EAB ff 

~:~Arith Sel & Arith Self ---;.X (set X = alII's) 

Set Clear Hold ff 

*Set OXLll ff, *clear Insert EAB ff, *clear D 

~:~Set Insert EAB ff, ~:~PL ~DL' ~:~PU~DU 

*Clear P, *clear Decr P ff 

~:~Adder ~ P 

~:~Cle ar 9XLll ff 

Clear Hold 1 ff, clear Clear-Hold ff 

*Clear Insert EAB ff 

INTERRUPT AND I-SEQUENCE IN PARALLEL 

Clear Hold 2 ff 

Clear If ff 

Set If ff, set Int f ff 

*These events are concerned with or are controlled by the decre
menting function of the advance-P subsequence. 

First sequence shown is not under sequence control. Sequences 
are disabled by the Hold 1 and 2 flip-flops set during the first 
I-sequence. 

Second sequence is a normal interrupt sequence to honor the re
sume-fault if no higher priority signal is present. All com
mands for this sequence are not shown. 

8.8-7 
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P. = ADDRESS OF NEXT INSTRUCTION 
I 

Pf = ADDRESS OF THIS INSTRUCTION 

( f = 50: 26, 50: 27) 

ARITH SEL 

D = p. 
t 

EAB 

INSERTED 

T2.4-T4.3 

TI.4 

i 

P 

TI.4 

X-DI 

ADDER 

X =-0 

ARITH SEL a ARITH SELl 

T3.2 

Figure 8.8-2. P Decrement for f = 50:26, 50:27 with Resume Fault 

8.8-8 
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a. Given: 22.EOO g Qiu.ttQ;e,Q output (lo:gj..c diagrams, figure 
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9~149) 

Describe the e!t'ect that this 
of the f = 50:~ instruction. 
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malfunction would have on the execution 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.9. INSTRUCTION EXECUTION OF SKPIIN, SKPOIN, SKPFIN, SKPNR, SRSM 

8.9-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in the execution of the 
SKPIIN, SKPOIN, SKPFIN, SKPNR, and SRSM instructions. 

8.9-2. INTRODUCTION 

These instructions provide meanS for checking the activeness of I/O buffers on any 
channel, checking the resume condition on any chassis, and forcing the resume con
dition on any chassis. 

8.9-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4-3. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.9-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Description. 

1. Instruction Interpretation. 

a) SKPIIN, f = 50:21. This instruction senses the status of the 
ID Active flip-flop for channel k. If this flip-flop is clear, the next sequential 
instruction is skipped. 

°b) SKPOIN, f = 50:22. This instruction senses the status of the 
OD buffer for channel k. If the EF Mode flip-flop is clear and the EF/OD Active 
flip-flop is set, the next sequential instruction is skipped. 

c) SKPFIN, f = 50:23. This instruction senses the status of the 
EF buffer for channel k. If the EF Mode flip-flop is set and the EF/OD Active 
flip-flop is set, the next sequential instruction is skipped. 

d) SKPNR, f = 50:57. This instruction senses the status of the 
output available condition on the I/O chassis group which includes channel k. The 
next sequential instructionis skipped if output is not available. On any I/O group, 
output is available if an OD or EF-acknowledge signal is not currently being sent 
on a channel of that group and the Resume flip-flop on that chassis is set. 

For non inter-computer operation, the condition of output not available only exists 
for the duration of the acknowledge since the Resume flip-flop is set by the ac
knowledge timing. 

8.9-1 
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For inter-computer operation, the Resume flip-flop is initially set; however, as 
each word is outputted, it is cleared. The ID-acknowledge from the receiving com
puter, which appears to the sending computer as an ODR, sets the Resume flip-flop. 
The output not available or no resume condition, then, is an indication that the 
last word sent to the receiving computer has not been accepted (acknowledged). 

e) SRSM, f = 50:20, This instruction sets the Resume flip-flop on 
the I/O chassis group which includes channel k. On this chassis output then be
comes available if an OD or EF-acknowledge is not currently being sent. 

This instruction probably would be executed after the occurrence of the resume
fault special interrupt. The resume-fault interrupt occurs if the Resume flip-flop 
remains clear for a specific period of time. This interrupt, then, occurs in the 
inter-computer mode and indicates that the receiving computer did not accept the 
last outputted word within the allowed time period. The Resume flip-flop in the 
clear state causes output to be not available on its chassis and prevents further 
OD and EF operations on that chassis. The SRSM instruction re-establishes the out
put available and resume condition. 

2. Execution Sequence (I). All operations are performed within the 
I-sequence. Only the one memory reference to obtain the instruction is necessary. 

b. Detailed Analysis. 

1. Data Flow Block Diagram. Refer to figure 8.9-1 for a block dia
gram description of the execution of f = 50:20 - 50:23, 50:57. 

Most of the I-sequence operations are as previously described. If necessary, refer ~ 

to study guide sheet number 5.4 for a detailed description. 

KO and I/O translation 1 receive the channel and the I/O chassis selection. This 
information is specified by the four least significant bits of K. 

For f = 50:21 - 50:23, 50:57, the X-D' adder is used to increment P by +1 a second 
time just as is done by the advance-P subsequence. The second clearing of P and 
transfer into P from the adder is conditioned by the buffer activeness or output 
available condition as determined by the function code. If P receives the result 
of this second incrementation, the next sequential instruction will be skipped. 

For f = 50:20, the Resume flip-flop on the chassis specified by k is set at T4.1 
time. As discussed in a prior sheet, the instruction could be obtained from boot
strap or control memory. 

20 Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.9-1 for a sequential list of 
essential I-sequence events. Develop these commands by referring to the proper en
able pages in the logic diagrams. 

8.9-5. SUMMARY 

The SKPIIN, SKPOIN, SKPFIN, SKPNR instructions provide programed means of deter
mining whether or not a channel is active (ID, OD, or EF) and if output is avail
able (resume condition) on a particular I/O chassis group. The SRSM instruction 
forces the resume condition on the specified I/O chassis. 

8.9-2 
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WRITE ,-------l 
MAIN .... 

~----f 

- READ MEMORY-
ZI 

rT2.I-T3.1 

Z SEL 

Z SEL 11-6 

T2.4 

F 

f= 50:20-50:23, 
50:57 

Z SEL = INSTRUCTION 
WORD 

Z SEL 5-0 

r--..... '"---~T3 . 2 

KO 
I/O 

TRANS I 

CHANNEL # 

SI = Pi 

SI 
TI.II I T2 .2 

-- P l+-
I I 
I I J T\.4 I / 

( 0 ADV P SEQ I 
I I I X-D' . 

I I ADDER 
I---

EAB INHIBITED 

I I TI.4-T2.3 

I X I 
I X CLEARED TO O'S AT TI.3 I 
L _____ ____ J 

,---------------------1 
I I = 50' 21 - 50, 23, 50, 57 T3,4 I 

I r-:l;-S~ ~ATISF~D- - ~ D D = PI +1 I 
I I T4.1 CLEAR P I 
I I P I T4.2 I X-D' EAB INHIBITED 

I I 1- I ADDER T3.4-T4.3 I 
I I PI = Pi +2 I I 
I L _______ ~ X I 
I X CLEARED TO O'S AT T3.3 I L _____________________ ~ 

IF f = 50:20: T4.1 SET RESUME FF 

NOTE: *SKIP IF: ( f = 50: 21 ) . (10 ACT FF CLEAR) 

( f = 50: 22)' (EF!OD ACT FF SET) . (EF MODE FF CLEAR) 

( f = 50: 23) . (EF/OD ACT FF SET)' (.EF MODE FF SET) 

( f = 50 : 57 ) • (0 U T PUT NOT AV A I LAB L E ) 

Figure 8.9-1. I-Sequence Data Flow for f = 50:20-50:23, 50:57 
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TABLE 8.9-1. I SEQUENCE DATA FLOW FOR f = 50:20-50:23, 50:57 

TIME NOTATION 

T4.4 

Tl.l 

Tl.3 

T1. 4 

T2.1 

T2.2 

T2.3 

T2.4 

T3.1 

T3.2 

COMMANDS 

Clear Sl 

P ~ Sl, Ini t Memory, ~:~set Incr P ff 

*Clear D, *clear X, clear Zl, clear F, *set 
OXLll ff 

~:~P ~ D ~:~P ~ D ~:~set Inhib EAB ff 
L L' U U' 

~:~Clear P, 21~Z Sell ~:~clear Incr P ff 

*Clear OXLllff, *clear Inhib EAB ff 

Z Selll_6~ F, set OXF06 ff 

Drop Zl--;,..Z Sel, clear I/O Trans 1 

f & KO ~ I/O Tra n s 1 

T3.3 Clear D, clear X 

T3.4 PL --;'DL, PU~ DU' set Inhib EAB ff 

T4.1 Set Resume ff 

Clear P if skip satisfied ** 

T 4 . 2 Ad de r --:. P i f ski P sat i s fie d ~:~ ~:~ 

T4.3 Clear Inhib EAB ff 

50:21 
f = 50:22 

50:23 
50:57 

X' 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

50:20 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

* These events are concerned with or are controlled by the advance-P subsequence. 

** Skip condition is satisfied if: 

8.9-4 

(f = 50:21) . (ID Act ff clear) 
(f = 50:22) . (EF/OD Act ff set) . (EF Mode ff clear) 
(f = 50: 23) . (EF/OD Act ff set) . (EF Mode ff set) 
(f = 50:57) . (output not available) 
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NAME: 
STUDY QUESTIONS 

a. Given: 10J12 grounded output (logic diagrams! figure 9-7) instruction 
= 502103 

Describe the effect that this malfunction would have upon the execution 
of the given instruction. 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.10
0 

EXTERNAL INTERRUPT REQUEST OPERATIONS 

8.10-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in external interrupt request 
honoring. 

8.10-2. INTRODUCTION 

The external interrupt is a signal from an external device which requests a program 
jump to a special address and the acceptance of an inputted code word. 

8.10-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4-3. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.10-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Description. 

1. Single Channel Operation. The external interrupt signal (EIR) 
from an external device may be considered as a request. It requests that the com
puter accept the inputted 18-bit word from the input data lines which usually ac
companies the EIR signal. This code word is sometimes referred to as a status 
word. Its bit configuration may indicate data handling errors, effect control over 
a certain program, etc. However, the EIR signal may, in some cases, be the desired 
indication itself without a code word. For example, it may signify the completion 
of a specific time period to synchronize the computer program operations with real 
time. 

In addition to the storage of the code word, the EIR signal causes the setting of 
the EI Monitor flip-flop for the particular channel. This flip-flop generates the 
internal EI Mon signal, which is handled as a separate request for input/output 
services. This signal is detected during the interrupt scan period. When honored, 
the EI Mon signal causes a program jump to the address 001008 + 2 x channel if the 
channel is 0-7 or 003008 + 2 x channel if the channel is 10-178 , 

As discussed in a later sheet, the External Interrupt Lockout flip-flop being set 
(by f = 50:36, 50:37) presents the detection of both the EIR and EI Mon on any 
channel. Therefore, the honoring of these signals can be delayed for as long as is 
desired after which this lockout flip-flop can be cleared by f = 50:32, 50:33. 
During the EIR honoring operations, the code word is stored and the EI Mon flip
flop is set. Once the E1 Mon flip-flopis set, it prevents the detection of another 
E1R signal on the same channel. The E1 Mon flip-flop is not cleared until its 

8.10-1 
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signal is honored; thus, the EIR signal occurrence is recorded by this flip-flop 
until the program jump is effected by the honoring of the EI Mon signal. 

During the honoring of the EIR signal, the code word is stored in memory at ad
dress 001018 + 2 x channel if the channel is 0-7 or 003018 + 2 x channel if the 
channel is 10-178 , 

2. Dual Channel, ESI, or ESA Opera'tion. If the CHANNEL FUNCTION 
switch is positioned so as to select either the dual channel, ESI, or ESA modes, 
dual channel operation is instated. The only difference in the resulting EIR sig
nal honoring operations from those with single channel selected is the storage of 
a 36-bit inputted code word instead of an 18-bit word. 

First, the EIR-carrying odd channel half of the code word is stored in memory at 
address 001018 + 2 x channel if the channel is 0-7 or 003018 + 2 x channel if the 
channel is 10-17S' Then, the next lower even channel half of the code word is 
stored in memory at address OOlOlS + 2 x even channel if the channel is 0-7 or 
00301S + 2 x even channel if the channel is 10-178 , The storage address for the 
second half of the code word is dependent upon the even channel number. 

b. Detailed Analysis. 

1. Data Flow Block Diagram. Other than those events concerned with 
the selection of the EIR signal and setting the translators accordingly, no essen
tial data flow occurs during the Scan Sequence. Refer to figure 8.10-1 for a 
block diagram description of the EIR operations. 

If single channel operation is in effect, only the I/Ol-sequence is used. A mem
ory cycle is initiated to store the 18-bit code word from the data lines. If the 
Dual flip-flop is set (dual channel, ESI, or ESA) , the half of the 36-bit code 
word from the odd channel is stored. 

If the Dual flip-flop is set, the I/02-sequence is used to store the second half of 
the 36-bit code word in memory. 

2. Essential Commands. Refer to table S.lO-l for a sequential list 
of essential scan, 1/01, and I/02-sequence events. Develop these commands by re
ferring to the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

The events concerning priority selection are as previously discussed and are not 
shown. The ID-acknowledge timing is the same as presented for ID honoring opera
tions. 

S.10-5. SUMMARY 

When sent to the computer, the EIR signal causes the storage of the word on the as
sociated input data lines. Depending upon the peripheral device, this mayor may 
not have meaning. The ID-acknowledge signal is sent back to the peripheral device 
indicating the detection of the EIR and acceptance of the coded status word. 

Also upon detection of an EIR signal, the EI Monitor flip-flop is set for the same 
channel. The resul ting EI Mon interrupt si gnal is presented to priori ty and, when ~ 

selected, causes a program jump which notifies the program of the occurrence of the 
EIR signal. 

8. 10-2 
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If the EIR signal occurs on an odd channel and the associated CHANNEL FUNCTION 
swi tch selects ei ther dual channel, ESI, or ESA, dual channel operation is put into 
effect. Dual channel operation stores both input words from the odd channel and 
the next lower even channel. In this case, the ID-acknowledge signal is not gener
ated until both words have been accepted. 

8. 10-3 
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p - :2 z 
TRANSI.ATOI? -Y S I 

XLATOR. -r S I OJ· 63 ( 37111 11.) 

XLA76R. -{IS, 04, OS, q C39NIe.) 

7tNIe. ~.I-I 

SEr SII1' ( S5N 12) 

SC:T Sloo ~ 5fU-l/2.) READ 

TI.2-T2.1 

WRITE 

I/O 
TRANS 

p,z-,.. .----!---12~SI01 /FOOD 

'.5"$ E I R- CARRYING CHAN 

SI 
PJtJlj-

SI = 00101*+2XEIR
CARRYING CHAN 

() ~~ 01 of 2 K f <1' eli, I 0 -to 11 

TI. 3 SET EI MON ff ?'~9-
T4.2 SET DUAL ff 1 F DUAL CHANNEL, 

EST, OR ESA 

18-BIT CODE WORD (STATUS WORD) 

(ODD CHANNEL IF DUAL CHANNEL,ESI OR ESA) 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

1/02 SEQUENCE (ONLY IF DUAL.CHANNEL, ESI, OR ESA) 

I/O 

TRANS 

.---- SI OI REMAINS O2 

,....-_____ W_R_I_T_E_...;.., I -7 S I 00,06 

ZI READ 

TI.4 

TI.2-T2.1 

18 -BIT CODE WORD-OTHER HALF 

(NEXT. LOWER EVEN CHANNEL) 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

NOTE~ * IF CHANNEL IS 10 -17S' ADD 00200 8 TO ADDRESS IN SI 

SI 

SI = 00101*+2XEVEN CHAN 

Figure 8.10-1. 1/01 and 1/02-Sequence Data Flow for E1 Operations 
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TABLE 8.10-1. SCAN, 1/01, AND 1/02 SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS FOR EI OPERATIONS 

TIME NOTATION COMMANDS 

SCAN SEQUENCE 

T2.1 Clear Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 

T2.2 Set I/Oi ff, Pri ~ Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 

T3.1 Clear ZO 

T3.2 Clear B 

T3.4 ZO~B 

T4.1 Clear I/O Trans 2, clear B :!: 1 ff 

T4.2 Set I/01f ff, clear all ID Ack Reg ffis, I/O Trans l~I/O Trans 2 

Set Dual ff if dual, ESI, or ESA 

T4.3 - Clear EI Req ff, set ID Ack Reg ff, set 6XLgO ff 

Clear Pri Alternator ff 

T4.4 Clear Sl, disable Mem~Zl 

1/01 SEQUENCE 

T1.1 I/O Trans~Sl**, 1~S100' 1~S106' Init Memory 

T1.2 Input Data Amps~Store Sel* 

T1.3 Set EI Mon ff, clear Zl 

T1.4 Store Sel ~Zl, set ID Ack Gener ff if Dual ff clear 

T2.1 Clear I/01i ff, drop Input Data Amps~ Store Sel 

T2.2 Set I/02i ff if Dual ff set 

T2.4 Drop disable Mem~ Zl 

The following occurs if I/02i ff set (dual channel) except "clear I/01f ffll 

T3.1 Clear ZO 

T3.2 Clear B 

T3,4 ZO~B 

T4.1 Clear I/01f ff, clear I/O Trans 2, clear B 2: 1 ff 

T4.2 Set I/02f ff, I/O Trans l~I/O Trans 2, clear all ID Ack Reg ff's 

Set Dual ff if dual, ESI or ESA 

T4.3 Set ID Ack Reg ff, set 6XLgO ff 

T4.4 Clear Sl, disable Mem -'Zl 

1/02 SEQUENCE (if dual channel) 

T1.1 I/O Trans~Sl**, 1-+S100, 1~S106' Init Memory 

T1.2 Input Data Amps ~ Store Sel * 

T1.3 Clear Zl 

T1.4 Store Sel-. Zl, set ID Ack Gener ff 

T2.1 Clear 1/02i ff, drop Input Data Amps~Store Sel 

T2.4 Drop disable Mem -+ Zl 

T4.1 Clear 1/02i ff 

*If operation is in dual channel, ESI or ESA mode, the channel inputted to Store Sel is as follows. 

1/01 Seq. 1/02 Seq. 

odd even 

**S101 remains O2 during I/02 Sequence but is set to 12 during 1/01 sequence if E1R-carrying 
channel is odd. 

8. lO-~ 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.11. REAL TIME CLOCK REQUEST OPERATIONS, GENERATION OF RTC MONITOR AND OVERFLOW 
INTERRUPTS, AND INSTRUCTION EXECUTION OF RTC 

8.11-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in real time clock operations. 

8.11-2. INTRODUCTION 

The real time clock is a 4 and 1/4 minutes clock that is updated at the rate of 
1024 ppso 

8.11-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraphs 4-3 and 4-7, table 
4-11. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.11-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Description. 

1. Real Time Clock. Internal to the computer is an oscillator which 
is used to increment by +1 the content of control memory address 000158 at a con
stant rate. The oscillator is referred to as the real time clock. By periodic 
programed inspection of the contents of this address, theclock can be used to time 
program operations. This address can be entered by a store instruction to preset 
it to a specific count and later used as a real time reference. The oscillator 
frequency is 1024 cycles per second. Each cycle generates a real time clock re
quest (RTC). signal which is honored by the input/output logic. The RTC honoring 
operations consist of incrementing by +1 the content of address 000158' Each bit 
position of the memory location represents twice the time value of the next less 
significant bit position. Refer to figure 8.11-1 for the bit position time weights. 

The RTC signal is not presented to the input/output logic if the RTC Disconnect 
swi tch is in the tlONtI position. 

2. RTC, f = 50:14, Instruction and RTC Monitor Interrupt o A monitor 
of the clock count in control memory address 000158 is automatically performed if 
enabled by the RTC Monitor Request flip-flop being set. This flip-flop is set by 
the execution of f = 50:14. 

The monitor function is effected by comparing the clock count each time that it is 
incremented with the content of control memory address 000148. A comparison count 
must be set in address 000148 by a store instruction. When the clock count is 

8.11-1 
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incremented to equal the comparison count, the RTC Monitor flip-flop is set to 
generate the RTC monitor interrupt. This interrupt signal is handled by a separate 
input/output operation and causes a program jump to the control memory address 
000128 , 

3. RTC Overflow Interrupt. When the clock count is 7777778. the next 
RTC request will cause it to be incremented to 000000. This condition is referred 
to as real time clock overflow and results in the setting of the RTC Overflow flip
flop which generates the RTC overflow interrupt. This interrupt signal is handled 
by a separate input/output operation and causes a program jump to the contr~l mem
ory address 000138 , 

BIT POSITIONS 09 08 07 06 05 04 03 02 01 00 
I I I I I I I I I I 
2 4 8 16 32 64 128 256 512 1024 

BIT POSITIONS 17 16 15 14 13 12 II [0 
128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 

Figure 8.11-1. RTC Address 000158 Bit Weights in Seconds 

b. Detailed Analysis. 

1. RTC Request Operations. 

a) Data Flow Block Diagram. Refer to figure 8.11-2 for a block 
diagram description of RTC request operations. 

The RTC request operations are performed during the I/Ol-sequence with the RTC
sequence flip-flop set. At T3.1 time, a control memory reference is initiated to 
obtain the current clock count from address 000158 , This address in SO is formu
lated by setting S03 2 from the two Channel Translator flip-flops. Both of these 
flip-flops are set. ai T2.2 time. SOOO is also set to complete the address 000158 , 
The extracted current clock count is placed in B. 

A second control memory reference is used to obtain the comparison count from ad
?ress 000148' This address is formulated in SO in the same way as 000158 except 
that SOOO remains clear. From ZO and B, the current clock count is compared with 
the comparison count. If they are equal, the Terminate flip-flop remains clear. 
If the RTC Monitor Request flip-flop has not been set, the result of the comparison 
will have no effect. 

The current clock count in B is incremented by +1 in the B-network and is restored 
in address 000158 by a third control memory cycle. This memory cycle actually oc
curs during the first portion of the next sequence. The incremented clock count is 
stored from ZOo The gating of control memory is disabled during the read portion 
of the control memory cycle which destroys-the previous clock count. 

8 0 11-2 
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1/01 B RTC SEQUENCE 

NEXT SEQU ENCE 

ZO = INCREMENTED 
CLOCK COUNT 

* 

ZO 

ZO 

WRITE 

CONTROL 
~---R-E-A-D~ MEMORY 

T3.4 
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SET CHAN TRANS FF'S 

T2.2 

I/O 
TRANS 

SO 

SO = 00015 8 

B B = CURRENT CLOCK COUNT 

T4.3 CLEAR TERM FF 

T4.4 SET TERM FF IF BI7_0 f. Z017_0 

ZO = COMPARISON COUNT 

ZO 
READ 

WRITE 

I/O 
TRANS 

TI. 2 SET RTC MON FF IF (RTC MON REQ FF SET**) . (TERM FF CLEAR) 
SET RTC OVERFLOW FF IF B = 7777778 

READ 

WRITE 

"------' CONTROL 
MEMORY 

I/O 
TRANS 

TI.I 

SO 

SO = 00015 8 

NOTES: *B NETWORK ~ ZO IS TIMED BY CM TIMING. 

**RTC MON REQ FF IS SET BY f = 50: 14 INSTRUCTION. 

***+1 IS APPLIED TO B-NETWORK AS LONG AS B ± I FF IS CLEAR. 

Figure 8.11-2. 1/01 & RTC and Next Sequence Data Flow for RTC Operations 
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b) Essential Commands. Refer to table 8.11-1 for a sequential 
list of 1/01 & RTC and next sequence events for RTC request operations. Develop 
these commands by referring to the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. 

The setting of the RTC Overflow flip-flop is conditioned by the B-network. Refer 
to logic diagrams, figure 9-54. 10E17 must output a high level to set this flip
flop. Input 10B17 at a low level indicates a carry to B Network17. Input 01B17 
at a low level indicates B17 = 12. Therefore, a high level from 10E17 implies B = 
7777778. The B-network and the events concerning the honoring of the RTC monitor 
and RTC overflow interrupt signals are presented in later sheets. 

Also shown in this figure are commands pertaining to the resume-fault interrupt sig
nal which is timed by the real time clock. The fault indication is enabled by a 
carry signal from the B-network. The resume-fault interrupt is discussed in later 
sheets. 

2. RTC, f = 50:14, Instruction. This instruction uses only the I-se
quence. Refer to logic diagrams, figu~e 9-54. 

The RTC Monitor Request flip-flop is set at T3.3 time by the f = 50:14 instruction. 
This flip-flop partially enables the setting of the RTC Monitor flip-flop. Notice 
that if the RTC Monitor flip-flop is set, the RTC Monitor Request flip-flop is 
cleared. Thus, for each RTC Monitor interrupt signal desired, a separate f = 50:14 
instruction must be executed. 

If necessary, refer to study guide sheet number 5.4 for a detailed description of 
the normal I-sequence operations. 

8.11-5. SUMMARY 

The RTC request is generated by an internal oscillator operating at a frequency of 
1024 pps. The request causes the updating by +1 of the contents of the control 
memory address 000158' The associated RTC Monitor and RTC Overflow interrupts are 
used to notify the program of elapsed periods timed by the real time clock. 

The clock operation, and therefore the clock interrupts, can be disabled with the 
RTC Disconnect switch. 

8.11-4 
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TABLE 8.11-1. 1/01 & RTC AND NEXT SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL COMMANDS 
FOR RTC OPERATIONS 

TIME NOTATION COMMANDS 

RTC ocs. pulse 

The following occurs only if RTC Disconnect switch is off 

next ~1 Set OXG29 ff 
I 
I 
I 

RTC osc. pulse 

next ~3 Set RTC Req ff 

~4 

~1 Clear OXG29 ff 
I 
I 
I 1/01 & RTC SEQUENCE I 
I 

T2.2 Set I/01 i ff, set RTC Seq ff, set Chan Trans ff's 

T3.1 I/O Trans~SO, 1 ~SOOO, !nit CM, set 3XG29 ff 

Clear RTC Req if, clear ZO 

T3~2 Clear B 

T3,4 ZO~B 

T4.1 r/o Trans~SO, Init eM, clear B 2: 1 if (+l-.B Network*), clear ZO 

T4.2 Set I/01f ff 

T4.3 Clear Term ff 

T4,4 Set Term if if B17-0 -J. Z017_0, disable CM~ZO 

NEXT SEQUENCE 

T1.1 I/O Trans-.SO, l~SOOO, !nit CM, clear ZO 

Set Resume Fault ff if (carry---+B Network10)' (any 8XLOO-8XL30 ff clear) 

T1.2 Set RTC Mon ff if (RTC Mon Req if set)· (Term ff clear) 

Set RTC Overflow ff if B = 777777 

Clear all 8XLOO-8XL30 ff's if carry~B NetworklO 
T1.3 Clear RTC Mon Req if if RTC Mon ff set 

T2.1 Clear I/Ol i ff, clear RTC Seq ff 

T2.3 Clear 3XG29 if 

T4.1 Clear I/01f ff 

*B Network-+ZO is timed by CM timing. 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.12. INSTRUCTION EXECUTION OF RIL, EXL, SIL, SXL, WTFI AND SPECIAL AND MONITOR 
INTERRUPT OPERATIONS 

8.12-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in the honoring of special and 
monitor interrupt signals and the execution of certain associated instructions. 

8.12-2. INTRODUCTION 

Monitor interrupts indicate to the program OD/EF and ID buffer termination and the 
occurrence of an EI-request. Special interrupts indicate fault fun~tion codes, 
inter-computer error, special RTC conditions, and the occurrence of the external 
sync signal. 

These instructions allow program control over the honoring of interrupts and a wait 
for an interrupt. 

8.12-3. REFERENCES 

a. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4-3. 

b. UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams): 

8.12-4. INFORMATION 

a RIL, EXL, SIL and SXL Instructions 

1. General Description. 

a) Instruction Interpretation. 

1) RIL, f = 50:30. This instruction clears the All Interrupt 
Lockout flip-flop to enable the honoring of any special or monitor interrupt. 
EI-monitor interrupts may still be "locked-out" by the External Interrupt Lockout 
flip-flop. The k designator is not used. If an EI-monitor interrupt was the last 
interrupt to be honored and the All Interrupt Lockout flip-flop had not since been 
cleared,the particular EI Monitor flip-flop is cleared. 

2) EXL, f = 50 :32. This instruction clears the External 
Interrupt Lockout flip-flop to enable the honoring of any EI-request signal or EI
monitor interrupt. EI-monitor interrupts may still be "locked-out" by the All 

r--, Interrupt Lockout flip-flop. The k designator is not used. 
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3) SIL, f = 50:34. This instruction sets the All Interrupt 
Lockout flip-flop, thereby preventing the honoring of all special and monitor 
interrupts. The k designator is not used. When honored, interrupts cause program 
jumps to special addresses. The SIL instruction could be used to prevent any 
interruptions should they not be desired. 

4) SXL, f = 50:36. This instruction sets the External 
Interrupt Lockout flip-flop, thereby preventing the honoring of all EI-request 
signals and EI-moni tor interrupts. The k designator is not used. The SXL 
instruction could be used to inhibit program interruptions from EI-monitor 
interrupts without disabling the effect of other interrupts. 

5) WTFI, f = 50:24. This instruction initiates the wait 
sequence. The wait sequence continues to reinitiate itself, thus stopping the 
program. This sequence is only terminated by a special or monitor interrupt as it 
initiates the interrupt sequence. This instruction causes the program to wait for 
an interrupt. 

b) Execution Sequences. 

1) I-Sequence. During the I-sequence which obtains the 
instruction from memory, the lockout flip-flops are controlled by the RIL, EXL, 
SIL, and SXL instructions. 

2) Wait Sequence. This sequence is initiated by the WTFI 
instruction and remains in control until the occurrence of an interrupt. 

2. Detailed Analysis. 

a) RIL, EXL, SIL, SXL Instructions. Refer to logic diagrams, 
figure 9-28. 

Notice that the All Interrupt Lockout flip-flop is set and cleared by f = 50:34 
and f = 50 :30, respectively. This flip-flop can also be cleared by the f = 54 
instruction which performs an indirect program jump. The "lock-out" function is 
accomplished by preventing the setting of the Inti Sequence flip-flop via 03G70. 

Not ice t hat the Ex t ern a 1 In t err u p t Lo c k 0 u t f lip - flo pis set and c 1 ear e d by f == 50: 36 
and f = 50 :32, respecti vely. The "lock-out" function is accomplished by disabling 
all EI-request and EI-monitor interrupt gates which present these signals to the 
priority logic. The disable signal is transferred through 3gG71 in the logic 
diagrams, figure 9-58. 

b) WTFI Instruction. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-12. 

Notice that the Waiti flip-flop is set by f 50:24 at T4.2 time. Until the 
interrupt sequence is initiated, this Waiti flip-flop is set at every T4.2 time. 

b. Special and Monitor Interrupt Operations 

1. General Description. 

a) Special Interrupt Types. 
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1) Instruction Fault. This interrupt occurs any time the 
program attempts to execute an illegal function code (f = 00, 01, 77). In addition 
to the normal interrupt operations described later in this sheet, the Program 
Fault indicator is illuminated. This indicator will remain lighted until the 
MASTER CLEAR switch has been depressed. This switch can be manipulated during the 
run mode without effecting its register-clearing function. 

2) Resume Fault (Inter-Computer Time-Out 'Fault). This 
interrupt can only occur if a channel is in the inter-computer mode. If the 
receiving computer does not accept an outputted word and reply with the ID
acknowledge signal within the allotted time period, this fault condition exists. 

3) RTC Monitor. This interrupt occurs if enabled by the 
previously executed f = 50:14 instruction. During each RTC updating operation, the 
current clock count is compared with the constant contained in control memory 
address 000148. If they are equal, this interrupt is generated. 

4) External Sync. This non-channel interrupt is sent from an 
external device. This signal could be used for a timing input to synchronize the 
real time clock or as a control function to cause a program switch to perform some 
particular operation. 

5) RTC Overflow. This interrupt occurs whenever the RTC 
updating operation causes the clock count to advance from 7777778 to 000000. 

b) Monitor Interrupt Types. 

1) External Interrupt Monitor (EI Mon). This interrupt occurs 
whenever an EI-request occurs. As is the EI-request, the EI Mon is "locked-out" if 
the External Interrupt Lockout flip-flop is set. This flip-flop is program set and 
cleared. Each of the 16 channels can generate an EI Mon interrupt. 

2) External Function/Output Data Monitor (EF/OD Mon). This 
interrupt occurs if requested when an EF/OD buffer terminates; i.e., all words have 
been outputted as specified by the TACW and CACW. The buffer monitor function and 
interrupt is enabled by the CACW16 = 1. Each of the 16 channels can generate an 
EF/OD Mon interrrupt. . 

3) Input Data Monitor (ID Mon). This interrupt occurs if an 
ID buffer t~rminates. The interrupt must be requested by the CACW16 = 1. Each of 
the 16 channels can generate an ID Mon interrupt. 

c) Honoring Operations. The honoring of one of these interrupts 
simply involves the execution of a program jump to a special address determined by 
the interrupt type and, in the case of a moni tor interrupt, channel number. Refer 
to table 8.12-1 for the jump addresses. 

The jump is effected by placing in Sl the jump address at the beginning of the next 
I-sequence. The normal transfer of P -;.Sl is disabled. Also, the normal program 
counting of P by +1 is prevented. Therefore, the instruction from the jump address 
is executed rather than the next sequential instruction. When executed due to an 
interrupt, the instruction at the interrupt address can only use the U portion of its 
word for an address. That is, it cannot formulate Up or USR ' XU can be formulated. 
Usually this instruction performs a jump to an interrupt routine. The interrupt 
routines, then, would be located in bank O. 
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TABLE 8.12-1. SPECIAL AND MONITOR INTERRUPT JUMP ADDRESSES 

INTERRUPT TYPE 

r Instruction Faul t 00000 (005008 

Special Resume Fault 000118 

Interrupts RTC Monitor 000128 

(non-channel External Sync 000168 

type) '- RTC Overflow 000138 

Monitor r EI Moni tor 001 008~:~ + 2x 

Interrupts EF/OD Monitor ~!~ ~::: 001408~:~ + 2x 

(channel type) l ID Moni tor ,'* 00160 8~:~ + 2x 

,', r,_ Add 002008 to jump address if channel is 10-178 , 
according to priority. 

JUMP ADlJHESS 

if Auto Recovery) 

chan 

chan 

chan 

Interrupts are listed 

** Priority of EF/OD and ID-monitor interrupts may be reversed according to 
Priority Alternator flip-flop. 

If the instruction at the jump address does not alter P (not a jump instruction), 
the computer will return to the normal program sequence at the interrupted point and 
continue. These interrupt operations are controlled by the interrupt sequence which 
is initiated so as to run in parallel with the I-sequence. 

Except in the case of the instruction fault the interrupt will be ignored 
(interrupt sequence will not be initiated) if the All Interrupt Lockout flip-flop 
is set. This flip-flop can be program set and cleared so as to allow the program 
to determine when it is to be interrupted. This flip-flop is also set during the 
honoring operations for an interrupt. Thus, after each interrupt is honored, the 
Lo ckou t f 1 i p- flop m'u~ t be program cl eared if an other i nterru pt is to be detec ted. 

Except in the case of EI Mon interrupts during the interrupt/I-sequence which 
honors the interrupt, the flip-flop which was set to generate the interrupt is 
cleared. The EI Mon flip-flop has a dual function. Not only does it generate the 
EI-moni tor interrupt signal; but, until it is Cleared, it also disables the 
recognition of any future EI-request on its channel. This prevents another 
possible status word being brought into memory and destroying the current status 
word. The program is not aware of the existence of the status word in memory until 
the EI-monitor interrupt occurs. Until the EI-monitor flip-flop is cleared, the 
status word will be retained and the program can operate on this word at its 
leisure. This flip~flop is cleared at the same time that the program clears the 
All Interrupt Lockout flip-flop. 
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2. Detailed Analysis. 

a) Special Interrupt Translator. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 
9-55. 

This translator not only selects which special interrupt is to be honored according 
to a hard-wired priority, but also formulates the jump address .to be placed in Sl. 
Notice that if the instruction-fault interrupt is being honored, nothing is placed 
in the translator register. Thus, the jump address is 00000. Refer to table 
8.12-2 for the translator conditions as affected by the special interrupt type. 

TABLE 8.12-2. SPECIAL INTERRUPT TRANSLATOR CONDITIONS 

SPECIAL TRANSLATOR REGISTER ff's JUMP OTHER 
INT. TYPE ADDRESS CONDITIONS 

2XG18 2XG17 2XG16 2XG15 

Instr Fault clear clear cle-ar clear OOOOO~:~ 

Resume Fault set clear clear set 000118 23G18 = L 

RTC Monitor set clear set clear 000128 23G15 = L 

Ext. Sync set set set clear 00016 8 23G16 = L 

RTC Overflow set clear set set 000138 23G17 = L 

Sl03 Sl02 SlOl SIOO 

Corresponding Sl Bits 

* Instruction fault jump address is 005008 if AUTOMATIC RECOVERY switch is on. 
A separate source supplies Sl with this address. 

A "s et H tran sla tor f 1 i p-flo pin serts a 12 in the jump addres s . Interrupt s are 
listed according to priority. 

The ga tes 1 i sted under "Ot her Condi tion s" in th i s table en able the correct in terru pt 
generation flip-flop to be cleared when it is honored. 

b) Data Flow Block Diagram. Refer to figure 8.12-1 for a block 
diagram description of the honoring operations for special and monitor interrupts. 

The translators are set according to the type of signal and its channel number 
(monitor interrupts only) during the scan sequence. The instruction for the 1-
sequence is obtained from the address placed in Sl. P is not advanced and therefore 
retains the address of the instruction which would normally have been executed if 
the interrupt had not occurred. 

Execution of the instruction is normal except that the values Up and USR cannot be 
formulated. If this instruction does not alter P (program jump), the lnterrupted 
program will continue after completion of this instruction. Usually the 
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instruction at the interrupt address performs a return jump to an interrupt routine 
and retains P, so that a later return to the interrupted point in the program can 
be effected. 

c) Essential Commands. Refer ·to table 8.12-3 for a sequential 
list of essential scan and interrupt/I-sequence events. Develop the commands 
shown by referring to the proper enable pages in the logic diagrams. Only those 
commands which differ from the normal I-sequence operations are listed .. 

Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-54 for the external-sync logic. The external-sync 
logic is similar to that for a data request. Flip-flop OXG16 provides a one-shot 
function for the signal to allow it to set the external sync flip-flop once. This 
interrupt can be disabled by the DISCONNECT EXTERNAL SYNC switch. 

d) EI Monitor Operations. EI monitor operations differ from 
those for the other interrupts. The clearing of the EI-monitor flip-flop is not 
performed until the program clears the All Interrupt Lockout flip-flop. Also, the 
EI-monitor flip-flop disables detection of the EI-request signal on its channel 
until it is cleared. Both the EI moni t'or and EI request can be !'locked-out"· by the 
External Interrupt Lockout flip-flop. 

Refer to figure 8.12-2 for a simplified diagram of the EI-request and monitor 
logic on one channel. Operations are initiated by the occurrence of the EI
request signal. 

8.12-5. SUMMARY 

The special and monitor interrupt signals provide indications to the program by 
interrupting its normal sequence of instructions and causing a program jump to a 
special address. According to the interrupt type, these interrupts occur from 
buffer terminations (if requested by the associated CACW16 = 1, illegal function 
code s, EI- reque s t, extern al syn c, in ter- compu ter f aul t I and certai n RTC condi t i on s . 

Once an interrupt is honored, the All Interrupt Lockout flip-flop must be program 
cleared to honor another interrupt. This flip-flop, as well as the External 
Interrupt Lockout flip-flop, can be program set and cleared to allow control of 
interrupts. Also, the program can cause itself to wai t for an interrupt. 
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SPEC INT 
TRANS 

I/O 
TRANS 

r - - - - - -- -- -- -, IF SPEC IF MON INT 

I TI.l I IF SI #CM OR BOOT ADDRESS I INT ~ 

I WRITE t I 
I --:L-_-.L.'r4-- I ~ S 106 

Z MAIN .... -1---....-1 SI TI I __ ---t, I READ MEMORY I . . 
I L f4-- 500a IF 
L _ - -- -- - - - -- .-J INSTR FAULT 

~F -;-1 = CM ~ ~;-ADDRESS- - -- -- - - --, ~~~g ~E~OV 
, T2.1 I 

...-- ZO 
I 

I 

READ CM OR 
BOOT -

L WRITE (CM ONLY) 

----------

SO I 
I 

---~ 
T2.I-T3.1 * 

Z SEL 

FORMAT I: 
Z SEL 17-12 

FORMAT 2: 
T2.4 Z SEL 11-6 
~ 

I F 

T2.4 SET OXF06 FF IF 
FORMAT 2 

.. 
Z SEL = I NST RU CTION WORD 

Z SEL 5-0 

T2.4 
~ 

KO 

" T2.I-T3. I 

ARITH SEL = U ARITH SEL O'S ~ 17-12 

WRITE 

T2.4 I 
, T3.4 

I S ~ D17 - 12 .. 

IF (DII = I) • 
(f = 36,37,70,71) 

D 
ZO l ....... ~ __ --1 CO N TR OL l0iii-1---....-1 r READ MEMORY 

L--or-----' 

1 T3.1-** 

ICR 

, T3.1 

SO 

X-D' 
ADDER Z SEL Z SEL= c(INDEX REGISTER) 

.. 

! T3.I-T4.1 IF(f=00-47)'(ODD ;)'(FORMAT I) 
T3.4 

X ARITH SEL 

X CLEARED TO ~IF FORMAT I 
O'S AT T2.3 

IF NOTHING APPLIED TO 
ARITH SEL, = ALL I'S 

OPERAND, ADDRESS OF OPERAND, OR JUMP ADDRESS DEPENDING ON INSTRUCTION 

NOTES: ONLY THOSE EVENTS COMMON TO MOST INSTRUCTIONS ARE SHOWN. 
*ZO~ Z SEL OCCURS AS LONG AS SI = CM ADDRESS. 

**ZO ~ Z SEL OCCU RS FOR TH E DURATION OF TH E T24 FF CLEAR. 

Figure 8.12-1. Interrupt/I-Sequence Data Flow 
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INT SEQ IF ALL INT LOCKOUT FF CLEAR 

I. PROGRAM JUMP 
r-------2.CLEAR EI MON FF.(SET 7XMg-FF) 

3. SET ALL INT LOCKOUT FF 

H:>EI MON~ PRIORITY 

32MgO 

1/01 OR 1/01 a 1/02 SEQUENCE 
I. CLEAR EI REQ FF 
2.STORE STATUS WORD 

3.SEND 10 ACKNOWLEDGE 

r----+--<_~4.SET EI MON FF 

H?EI REO~PRIORITY 

L~ CH A N EN ABL E --~--+----i----ir----+---t-~ 

o 

C 

o "I 

C 

7XM gO FF 
(9-38) 

S 

EI 
MON FF 

S 

L => S EO, T 3 4 F F SET' f = 5 4 ,50: 30 .J 

o ALL I NT I 
LOCKOUT FF 

C (9-28) S 

o 
EI 

REO FF 
C S 

H~EI REO CHAN 0,1 

~INPUT 
AVAIL ~ 

3gG71 
(9-58) 

o EXT INT I 
LOCKOUT FF 

L~ I S EO' T I 4 FF SET 
C (9-28) S 

04 
L~ f = 50: 36,50: 37 

L=> f= 50:32,50:33 

NOTE: UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, CIRCUITS SHOWN ARE IN LOGIC DIAGRAMS,FIG.9-61 

Figure 8.12-2. EiR and Ei Mon interaction, Simp1ifierl Logic DiaGram 
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TABLE 8.12-3. SCAN AND INTERRUPT IN PARALLEL WITH I SEQUENCE ESSENTIAL 
COMMANDS FOR SPECIAL AND MONITOR INTERRUPTS 

TIME NOTATION COMMANDS Spec 
Int 

SCAN SEQUENCE 

T2.1 Clear Spec Int Trans Reg X 

T2.2 Chan Req~Chan Pri 

T2.4 Clear Chan Pri, Clear Fct Pri 

T3.1 Int Req ~ Chan Pri 

T3.2 Drop Chan Req ~ Chan Pri 

T3.4 Int Req~Fct Pri 

Set Instr Fault ff & Prog Fault ff if f=OO, 01, 77 X 

Init Load Mode & disable Run Mode if (Auto Recov on). (Instr 
Fault ff set) X 

T4.1 Clear Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 

Clear Spec Int Trans Reg X 

T4.2 Pri ~ Fct, Chan, & I/O Trans 1 * 

Set Inti ff if (All Int Lockout ff clear + Instr Fault spec 
int). (I Seq next) X 

Set Ii ff if I Seq next X 

T4.3 Spec Int Req ~Spec Int Trans Reg if Instr Fault spec int X 

T4.4 Clear Sl X 

The following occurs if Inti ff set; otherwise, normal I-Seq follows 

INTERRUPT AND I SEgUENCE IN PARALLEL 

T1.1 I/O Trans~Sl*, 1~S106*' Init Memory 

Spec Int Trans~Sl, Init Memory X 

00500~ Sl if Load Mode (Instr Fault· Auto Recov) X 

Disable P~Sl & Adv P Subsequence X 

T1.2 Sl~P if Load Mode (Instr Fault· Auto Recov) X 

T1.3 Clear Instr Fault if, clear Spec Int ff just honored X 

Clear EF /OD or ID Mon ff just honored 

Set 7XMg-ff if EI Mon**' just honored 

T1.4 Set All Int Lockout ff X 

T2.1 Sl~ SO & Init CM/Boot if Sl = CM or Boot address X 

Set Bootstrap ff if Sl = 00500-005378 

T2.2 Set Intf ff, set If ff X 

T3.4 Disable SR-+D15_12 & P15-12 D15- 12 X 

T4.1 Clear Inti ff, clear Ii ff X 

T2.1 Clear Intf ff, clear Ii ff X 

*These commands occur if there is no special interrupt; thus, special interrupts have higher 
priority than monitor interrupts. 

Mon 
Int 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

HIf honored, EI Mon ff not cleared until program clears All Interrupt Lockout ff. EI Mon ff to be 
cleared is selected by 7XMg-ff's. EI Mon is not detected unless the EI Lockout ff is clear. Except 
advance-P subsequence, P~Sl, SR-+D15 _12 , and P15-12~D15-12' all normal I-Seq events 
occur (not shown). 
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NAME: -------------------------------
STUDY QUESTIONS 

a. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-54. 

03N41 is the gate which clears the special interrupt flip-flop after 
it is honored. Notice that with the exception of the Instruction 
Fault flip-flop, the clearing of the special interrupt flip-flop is 
enabled by 03N41 and the 23Gl- inputs from the translator which select 
the flip-flop which has just been honored. The Instruction Fault flip
flop is cleared unconditionally. Explain why there is no input to 
this flip-flop from the translator to select it to be cleared. 

b. The program is frequently being jumped to address 000118' Some of 
these jumps should not normally occur. RTC is running. Determine 
whether each of the following malfunctions, occurring individually, 
could cause the erroneous jumps. Indicate your answers by writing 
"yes" or "no" beside each malfunction condition. 

1. lXG18 ff, pin 11 grounded (logi c diagrams, figure 9-54) 

2. lXG18 ff, pin 12 grounded 

3. 8XL30 ff, pin 13 grounded (logic diagrams, figure 9-34) 

4. 8XL30 ff, pin 15 grounded 

5. 5XLI0 ff, pin 11 grounded (logic diagrams, figure 9-69) 

6. 5XLI0 ff, pin 11 constant low level output 

c. The program currently running uses RTC-monitor and RTC-overflow 
interrupts. It is not prepared to handle any other interrupt types. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

At any time, the o~currence or absence of these two interrupts should 
not fault the computer. It is found that the program periodically 
faults (instruction fault). Determine whether each of the following 
malfunctions, occurring individually, could cause the faults. Indicate 
your answers by writing "yes" or tl no " beside each malfunction condition. 

13G17 grounded output (logic diagrams, figure 9-55) 

13G17 constant low level output 

13G15 grounded output (logic diagrams, figure 9-55) 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.14. B NETWORK ADDER 

8.14-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in the B-network. 

8.14-2. INTRODUCTION 

The B-network modifies by ± 1 the content of B. It is us~d to u~date the CACW15_0 during ID, OD, and EF operations and to provide the countIng actIon for the 
real time clock. The BSK and BJP instructions also use this adder. 

8.14-3. REFERENCES 

UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.14-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Description. 
It is hard-wired to the output of 
cation performed is controlled by 
cleared, it causes the network to 
traction of B-1 is performed. 

The B-network is an 18-bit open-ended adder. 
the B register to provide B ± 1. The modifi
the B + 1 flip-flop. If this flip-flop is 
add B + 1. With the flip-flop set, the sub-

One use of the network is to increment the clock count for RTC operations. Also, 
during ID, OD, and EF operations, it modifies the CACW15_0 by ± 1 depending on the 
direction of the buffer. During the updating of the CACW, stages 17 and 16 of the 
network.a:e d~sabled. That is, the CACW17 16 will pass through the network with-
out modIfIcatIon. ' 

The BSK (f = 56) and BJP (f = 73) instructions also use the B-network to provide 
the index register counting action. 

The B-network output can only be taken to ZOo 

b. Detailed Analysis. 

1. Effect of Borrow Request and Carry. If a carry or a request for 
a borrow is applied to a bit position of B, the result of this subtraction pro
duces the complement of the bit. 'Refer to figures 8.14-1 and 8.14-2 for examples. 

+1 
o 

o 
±l 

8 81T 

CARRY 
RESULT (I'S COMPLEMENT OF 8) 

Figure 8.14-1.. 8 Network Carry Examples (B + 1) 
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o 
-I 

B BIT 

BORROW -I 

o RES U L T (I' S COM P L E MEN T OF B ) 

Figure 8.14-2. B Network Borrow Examples (B - 1) 

2. B Network Stage 00. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-118. 

The addition or subtraction of B + 1 always affects BOO to produce is complement. 

This complemented value is placed in ZOJO from the."O" side output of the BOO 
flip-flop. A low level to ZOOO represents 12' A low level from OOBOO represents 
BOO = 02. Thus, ZOOO receives BOO during the B Network ZO transfer. 

3. Generation of Carries and Borrow Reguests. If a carry or borrow 
request is applied to a particular bit position, the complement of that bit is 
the result. If that same B bit position cannot absorb the carry or supply the 
borrow, the carry/borrow request is propagated to the next highter bit. If a B 
bit can absorb a car~y, it contains O2 , That is, the carry can be added to the 
bit without producing another carry. If a B bit can supply a borrow, it contains 
1

2
, A bit of B is said to contain an "enable" if it can satisfy a carry/borrow 

request and prevent it from propagating further. 

All carrieS/borrow requests originate from the addition/subtraction of BOO + 12 , 
A carry is applied to a particular bit position if all of the less signifIcant 
B bit positions contain l's. A borrow request is applied to a particular bit 
position if all of the less significant B bit positions contain O's. Refer to 
table 8.14-1 for the conditions necessary to apply carrieS/borrow requests to the 
B bits. 

TABLE 8.14-1. B NETWORK CARRY/BORROW REQUEST CONDITIONS 

CARRY/BORROW REQUEST CONDITIONS 

Carry /brw ~ 01 No enable in 00 

Carry /brw ----7 02 (No enable in 01 ) . (c a r r y / b rw ~ 01 ) 

Carry /brw -7 03 (No enable in 02). (carry/brw ~ 02) 

Carry/brw ~ 04 (No enable in 03) . (carry /brw ----703) 

Carry /brw ----7 05 (No enable in 04) . (carry /brw ----3>- 04) 

Carry /brw ----7 06 (No enable in 05) . (carry /brw ----7 05) 

etc. etc. 

NOTES: "Carry/brw ~XX" means a carry or borrow request is being applied 
to bit position XX. 

8. 14-2 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.13. INTER-COMPUTER OPERATIONS 

8.13-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation and programing considerations involved 
in inter-computer operations. 

8.13-2. INTRODUCTION 

The input/output data and control transfer technique is somewhat altered for inter
computer operations. The Resume Fault interrupt, output available condition, spe
cial programing, and the ODR/EFR logi.c configuration should be considered. 

8.13-3. REFERENCES 

UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume I, Paragraph 4-3Q(1)(a)~. 

8.13-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Descriptione 

1. Inter-Computer Channels. Inter-computer·communications can be set 
up on any of the 16 channels. Except for ODR operations, the I/O functions are 
normal. To set up the special inter-computer ODR logic configuration, all that is 
necessary is to place the CHANNEL INTER-COMPUTER switch for the particular channel 
in the up position. 

The I/O cable connections must be reversed from normal. The input cable from one 
computer must be connected to the output cable terminals of the other computer and 
vice-versa. This cross-cabling results in the output data lines from one computer 
appearing as input data lines to the other and some of the acknowledge signals be
ing considered as request signals by the receiving computer. Refer to figure 
8.13-1 for the inter-computer cable description. 

2. External Function/External Interrupt Exchange. Refer to figure 
8.13-1. An EF word and EF-acknowledge from computer A appear to computer B as a 
status word and EIR. There is no EFR signal. The EFR line of computer A does not 
have a logic connection at computer B. Also, the special inter-computer ODR logic 
of computer A cannot recognize an EFR. 

Using the external function/external interrupt exchange, one computer could execute 
control over the program of the other by means of the EF/status word bit configura
tion. This coded word could cause the receiving computer to set up an ID buffer to 
accept data and specify how to process this data. 

8.13-1 
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00 ACKNOWLEDGE 

EFR* 

I 

I OUTPUT DATA LINES 
I 
I 

OUTPUT DATA 
LI NES 

EF ACKNOWLEDGE 

OUTPUT CABLE 
COMPUTER A 

(DATA SENDING COMPUTER) 

USED ONLY FOR DUAL 
CHANNEL OPERATION 

10 ACKNOWLEDGE 

lOR 

INPUT DATA LINES 

INPUT I 

DATA 
LINES 

(NO CONNECTION) 

EIR 

INPUT CABLE 
COMPUTER B 

(DATA RECEIVING 
COMPUTER) 

NOTE: *WITH INTER-COMPUTER lOGIC IN CONTROL, EFR IS NOT USED. 

Figure 8.13-1. Inter-Computer I/O Cabling 

3. Data Exchange. Refer ~o figure 8.13-1. During the inter-computer 
data exchange operations, an output data word and OD-acknowledge from computer A 
appear to computer B as an input data word and IDR. As computer B accepts each 
word, it responds with the ID-acknowledge which appears to computer A as the ODR. 
This OOR actually indicates that computer B has accepted the last data word and is 
a request for the next data word. 

The transfer process is initiated in the special inter-computer OOR logic of compu
ter A. The setting-up of the 00 buffer by the OUT instruction (f = 50:12) sets the 
EF/OD Active flip-flop for the particular channel o This active flip-flop simulates 
the first OOR. Thus, the buffer instruction actually forces out the first data 
word for inter-computer operation. Each word after the first is not transferred 
until computer A receives the IO-acknowledge (OOR) from the acceptance of the pre
vious word. 

If computer B does not respond with the IO-acknowledge within a specified length of 
time after a data word has been sent to it, computer A will notify its own program 
by generating the resume-fault interrupt. 

b . 0 eta i 1 e d An a 1 y sis . 

1. OOR Logic. Refer to study guide sheet number 8.6 for the inter
computer ODR logic description. 

- \ 

The setting of the EF/OD Active flip-flop at the buffer initiation simulates the ,~ 
first OOR to start the data transfer process. During the sending of the associated 
OO-acknowledge, the Resume flip-flop is .cleared. It is not set until the 

8.13-2 
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ID-acknowledge (ODR) from the data-receiving computer is received. The setting of 
the Resume flip-flop again satisfies the ODR gate so as to present this signal to 
priority to be honored for the next word. This process continues until the 00 buf
fer terminates. 

As each word is outputted, the corresponding OD-acknowledge is not dropped until the 
ID-acknowledge is received to set the Resume flip-flop. Therefore, while a word is 
being sent to the data-receiving computer waiting for the acknowledge, output is not 
available for the particular chassis. 

Realize that when the last word o·f the 00 buffer is outputted, the EF/OD Active 
flip-flop is not immediately cleared as for normal channel operation. It remains 
set until the corresponding last ID-acknowledge (ODR) is received. It is necessary 
that the Active flip-flop remain set so as to allow the last ODR to be recognized 
and set the Resume flip-flop. The setting of this flip-flop provides the enable to 
clear the EF/OD Active flip-flop. 

2. Resume Fault Interrupt. Refer to study guide sheet number 8.12 
for the resume fault descriptiono 

The Resume Fault flip-flop is set if the Resume flip-flop on any of the four I/O 
chassis is in the clear state for longer than a specified length of time. For nor
mal channel operation, this flip-flop is set for approximately the duration of the 
EF or OD-acknowledge. Therefore, inter-computer operation is the only case whereby 
the flip-flop could remain clear for a relatively long period of time. The resume
fault condition exists if the data-receiving computer does not clear the Resume 
flip-flop in time with its ID-acknowledge (ODR). 

Upon detection of a resume-fault interrupt, the program should set the Resume flip
flop so as to provide the output available condition for the particular chassis. 
The absence of this condition prevents any 00 or EF activity for any channel on the 
chassis. The Resume flip-flop is set by the SRSM instruction (f = ~0:20). 

The interrupt is timed by the real time clock. Thus, it is necessary that the clock 
not be disabled by the RTC DISCONNECT switch. Otherwise, the program would not be 
notified of the fault condition and output would remain not available for the chas
sis. 

8.13. SUMMARY 

The most obvious difference of the inter-computer communication technique as com
pared with normal channel operation is the cross-cabling. Acknowledge signals sent 
by one computer are considered as requests by the other. With the exception of the 
ODR/EFR logic, the logic operations are the same as for the normal channel mode. 

8. 13-3 
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SECTION 8 - INPUT/OUTPUT SECTION 

8.14. B NETWORK ADDER 

8.14-1. OBJECTIVES 

To present the detailed theory of operation involved in the B-network. 

8.14-2, INTRODUCTION 

The B-network modifies by ± 1 the content of B. It is us~d to u~date the CACW15_0 
during ID, OD, and EF operations and to provide the countIng actIon for the 
real time clock. The BSK and BJP instructions also use this adder. 

8,14-3, REFERENCES 

UNIVAC 1219 Technical Manual, Volume II, Section 9 (logic diagrams). 

8.14-4. INFORMATION 

a. General Description. 
It is hard-wired to the output of 
cation performed is controlled by 
cleared, it causes the network to 
traction of B-1 is performed. 

The B-network is an 18-bit open-ended adder. 
the B register to provide B ± 1. The modifi
the B + 1 flip-flop. If this flip-flop is 
add B + 1. With the flip-flop set, the sub-

One use of the network is to increment the clock count for RTC operations. Also, 
during ID, OD, and EF operations, it modifies the CACW15_0 by ± 1 depending on the 
direction of the buffer. During the updating of the CACW, stages 17 and 16 of the 
network,a~e d~sabled. That is, the CACW17 16 will pass through the network with~ 
out modIfIcatIon. r 

The BSK (f = 56) and BJP (f = 73) instructions also use the B-network to provide 
the index register counting action, 

The B-network output can only be taken to ZOo 

b. Detailed Analysis. 

1, Effect of Borrow Reguest and Carry. If a carry or a request for 
a borrow is applied to a bit position of B, the result of this subtraction pro
duces the complement of the bit. 'Refer to figures 8.14-1 and 8.14-2 for examples. 

±l 
o 

o 
±..L 

I 

B BIT 

CARRY 
RESULT (liS COMPLEMENT OF B) 

Figure 8.14-l.. B Network Carry Examples (B 4- 1) 
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I 
-I 

o 
-I 

B BIT 

BORROW 

o RESULT (I'S COMPLEMENT OF B) 

Figure 8.14-2. B Network Borrow Examples (B - 1) 

2. B Network Stage 00. Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-118. 

The addition or subtraction of B + 1 always affects BOO to produce is complement. 

This complemented value is placed in ZOQO from the."O" side output of the BOO 
flip-flop. A low level to ZOOO represents 12' A low level from OOBOO represents 
BOO = 02. Thus, ZOOO receives BOO during the B Network ZO transfer. 

3. Generation of Carries and Borrow Requests. If a carry or borrow 
request is applied to a particular bit position, the complement of that bit is 
the result. If that same B bit position cannot absorb the carry or supply the 
borrow, the carry/borrow request is propagated to the next highter bit. If a B 
bit can absorb a car~y, it contains O2, That is, the carry can be added to the 
bit without producing another carry. If a B bit can supply a borrow, it contains 
1

2
, A bit of B is said to contain an "enable" if it can satisfy a carry/borrow 

request and prevent it from propagating further. 

All carries/borrow requests originate from the addition/subtraction of BOO + 12 , 
A carry is applied to a particular bit position if all of the less signifIcant 
B bit positions contain l's. A borrow request is applied to a particular bit 
position if all of the less significant B bit positions contain O'S. Refer to 
table 8.14-1 for the conditions necessary to apply carrieS/borrow requests to the 
B bits. 

TABLE 8.14-1. B NETWORK CARRY/BORROW REQUEST CONDITIONS 

CARRY/BORROW REQUEST CONDITIONS 

Carry /brw ~ 01 No enable in 00 

Carry/brw -7 02 (No enable in 01 ) . (c a r r y / b rw ~ 01 ) 

Carry /brw ~ 03 (No enable in 02) . (carry /brw --702) 

Carry /brw ~ 04 (No enable in 03). (carry/brw ~ 03) 

Carry/brw ~ 05 (No enable in 04) . ( carry /brw --3;>- 04) 

Carry/brw ~ 06 ( No enable in 05)· (carry/brw ~ 05) 

etc. etc. 

NOTES: "Carry /brw ~XX" mean s a carry or borrow reques tis being appl i ed 
to bit position XX. 

8,14-2 
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The B-network logic for bits 17 through 01 have gates which test all of the less 
significant B bits for the configurations previously described. If a carry/borrow 
request is applied, the complement of the B bit is the network output as was shown 
for bit 00. Refer to figure 8.14-3 for the B-network carry/borrow request logic. 
This is a portion of that shown in the logic diagrams, figures 9-118 through 9-120. 
The logic for the other bit positions follows the same pattern. 

4. Timing Signal for Resume Fault Indication. Refer to logic diagrams, 
figure 9-119. 

The output of IlBI0 to llE18 is used to time the resume-fault special interrupt. 
The high level from I1BI0 applies a carry/borrow request to bit position 10 
(I-second RTC bi t). The faul t indication is used during RTC operations. Two 
consecutive carry indications from IlBI0 mean that a I-second time period has 
elapsed. This is the period during which the inter-computer resume condition must 
be established; otherwise, the resume-fault interrupt is generated. 

5. B-Network17 16 Disable During 10, 00, EF Operations. During 10, 
00, or EF operations, the B-network is used to mOdify the CACW15_0 by 2 1. To 
prevent modification of the CACW17 16 which are the buffer direction and monitor 
interrupt bits, 'respectively, carries and borrow requests to these bits are disabled. 

Refer to logic diagrams, figure 9-120. 

The high level from IlB16 applies a carry/borrow request to bit position 16. This 
gate is disabled by its input from 06G25 during the I/O-sequences if an RTC update 
operation is not occurring. Disabling of this gate not only prevents a carry/borrow 
request from being applied to bit 16,but also prevents modification of bit 17. 
Thus, the B-network simply transfers these bi ts from B to ZOo 

8.14-5. SUMMARY 

The input to the B-network is hard-wired to the output of the B register. This 
adder constantly outputs the value of B ± 1 as controlled by the B ± 1 flip-flop. 
The network is used during several input/output operations as well as the executions 
of BSK and BJP instructions. 

8. 14-3 
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